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Abstract

Visual Analytics (VA) enable users to gain new knowledge through an iterative

process of visualizing and interacting with data. VA’s intrinsic complexity and

flexibility can be used with many different goals in mind, such as data exploration

or explainable AI. However, the same complexity and flexibility also impact user

experience and evaluation. Domain-specific tools and complex visualizations are

commonplace in VA, but they limit the number of potential users. This dissertation

explores the concept of Visual Analytics Democratization wherein I seek to semi-

automate the provenance of knowledge of VA workflows and model the exchange of

knowledge between user and data as a knowledge graph. Such a graph can be used

as a relationship database of visual insights and their underlying knowledge. It can

also be used as a provenance database to relate all insights reached when using a

VA tool to each other and the various steps taken for its acquisition. The proposed

modeling process allows users to view and analyze the knowledge gained by past

users. By linking the accumulated knowledge of “knowledge generators,” which

include other users, AIs like ChatGPT, or knowledge bases like Wikipedia, the

proposed method opens a path for democratizing the results of analysis sessions to

a broader, including non-technical, audience.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

I
T is undeniable that the past decades represent a revolution without precedent

in human history for information and knowledge dissemination. The amount

of data available and accessible is increasing at a pace never seen before, with

massive efforts involving companies, non-profit organizations, governments, and

others to support its democratization. The concept of giving access to everyone,

everywhere, anytime, unthinkable in the past, is becoming the norm. Initiatives

like GapMinder [186] to help educate people to confront information with data

have shown how wrong their premises about the world are, biased by outdated

information that does not reflect the current reality [190]. It is a paradigm shift

in how information is handled, even when official and (auto-declared) credible

sources release it.

Through this democratization effort, we now have access to a wide array of

datasets for data analysis. However, despite all these sources of information,

the use of such data is handled by a team of specialized experts who have the

knowledge of data visualization, knowledge of data analysis, knowledge of the

data’s domain, and the technical expertise for developing tools for data exploration

and analysis [113]. Therefore, even though data democratization is one of the most

critical advances in our free world, in the context of a non-expert user, this initiative

is only relevant when hypotheses are known or when a domain expert is present

to explain findings and insights throughout the data which limits the data analysis

when such assumptions do not hold [197, 105].

This conflict is heightened in exploratory scenarios due to a lack of concrete

questions or facts to check on the users’ part. The lack of a domain expert to help

analyze the data hampers the intrinsic value of data, lessening the advantages of

its democratization. For example, GapMinder [186] is a great tool for exploring

demographic data. Though its users may find unexpected patterns in the data,

1
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the tool itself does not explain why such patterns exist, requiring the user to seek

external aid from a domain expert, a search engine, an AI model like ChatGPT [169],

or some other form of explicit knowledge external to GapMinder. This severely

hampers users’, especially lay users’, ability to gain new knowledge during the

analysis and, consequently, in sharing their findings.

This idea of reducing the need for the manual search for external knowledge,

such as through domain experts, is a recent trend in the visualization community

with the proliferation of approaches to facilitate and automate parts of the visu-

alization and storytelling process [145, 140, 31], including automatic infographics

creation [59] and pattern identification [219, 66]. Although this represents a step

towards supporting unconstrained access to data analysis, it still relies on manual

processes, such as the intervention of domain experts during the analysis. This

limits the extent of how much a user can understand and use an existing tool

on their own to harness new knowledge. This issue can be traced back to how

knowledge itself is modeled and how the transfer of knowledge between the user

and the tool is defined.

1.1 Visual Analytic Democratization

Taking a step back, Visualization & Visual Analytics (Vi&VA) frameworks and

tools have had an immense impact in aiding users in interactively exploring and

analyzing data through visual means. Visual Analytics (VA), sometimes called

Visual Data Mining, is an area of Computer Science that attempts to expose the

data processes, such as data mining and data science, and the information within

as interactive visualizations [205]. Simultaneously, visualizations used in VA allow

users to interact with the data and the data mining processes utilized within, as

seen in Figure 1.1. This iterative process of visualizing and interacting with the data

and processes provides new findings, insights, and knowledge to the user [193].

Visualizations within VA may display raw data but also results from machine

learning or information retrieval algorithms. VA also allows users to interact with

the visualization to modify the algorithm parameters. As Keim et al. [123] says:

“The core of our view on Visual Analytics is the new enabling and accessible

analytic reasoning interactions supported by the combination of automated and
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researchers proposed mathematical frameworks that describe the workflow of

knowledge gathering as an iterative process between user and machine [72]. Spe-

cific taxonomies of conceptual structures [44] are also used to represent user be-

havior [6, 241] within the Vi&VA model. The practical application of these models

and taxonomies have led Vi&VA to attempt collecting users’ behavior [152, 98] and,

by analyzing it [107, 20], we can depict a picture of the Vi&VA tool users’ profile,

the tools’ performance in providing new knowledge to users, and the recall and

storytelling of storylines [141, 171] becomes possible.

Although Vi&VA tools provide users with the ability to seek and discover new

knowledge from data, each user’s storylines is typically unique and non-linear. For

instance, users may have had the same intention when opening and using a Vi&VA

tool, but due to their own past experiences, some users may focus on one specific

part of the tool at first, while others may instead want to understand the tool in a

generalized way. Users may also uncover different insights even when looking at

the exact same visualization due to differences in their own goals and questions

or due to some personal pre-conceived bias [26]. Likewise, even when the same

insight is found, users may have used different ways to arrive at it [107]. When col-

lecting user behavior for analysis, these inconsistencies generally cause significant

manual labor of transforming the collected user data, such as video/audio/logs

recordings of surveys [250] into a cohesive data structure. The work involved in

collecting and transforming such data is not just time consuming [171, 200], but

also the process used in each work is often not reproducible [250, 72]. However,

with the aim of advancing the democratization of Visual Analytics, would a better

understanding of how experts can successfully extract knowledge from Vi&VA

aid in the endeavor? And would sharing this better understanding aid in moving

Vi&VA towards democratization of VA? In other words:

Inconsistencies between different users’ behavior and insights due to

pre-conceived bias or personal preferences and a lack of a general

technique to automatically relate users under these conditions are lim-

itations found during the research of this dissertation that hinder the

collection and sharing of expert users’ Storylines.
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To collect and analyze user behavior and interactions during their knowledge-

gathering sessions, researchers use a process called provenance [177, 20, 251]. There

are three steps in this provenance process: user tracking, which collects data; struc-

turing, which organizes the data for use in data mining; and appraising, which

analyses the data to extract results such as statistical values, new visualizations,

suggestions of next steps and auto-generated text summaries. Examples of user

tracking can be seen when collecting changes in datasets [62], updates in visual-

izations [20, 251], requesting feedback from users [21, 152] or by collecting user

annotations [208]. Data mining and data science processes can then structure such

data for appraising by, for instance, creating databases with said data [204].

Examples of the appraising step are often found in the user evaluation sec-

tion in much of the Vi&VA literature, but another relevant example is the recall

of the information found by the user and the storyline of how this information

was acquired [250]. By extracting the linear sequence of events or insights as

temporal snapshots from provenance, one can provide a step-by-step retelling of

the users storyline, which can then be displayed as info-graphs [128, 264], slide

decks [171, 200], or included in visualizations and tools as what is called explicit

knowledge [251]. Although news, blogs, and other means of mass communications

have successfully used info-graphs and static visualizations to summarize a spe-

cific piece of knowledge extracted from such process, a broader application of

provenance to automatically or semi-automatically transform user storylines and

insights into shareable stories has not been done. For instance, if a third party (e.g.,

the user’s manager) requires a user to perform some data analysis and, from its

results, share the findings with others, the usually expected process is for the user

to manually perform data analysis with tools like Microsoft Excel [155], then man-

ually generate visualizations of the findings and present them. This is a sub-type

of provenance called Knowledge provenance. In the example above, users keep track

of their analysis and insights and then summarise their knowledge-generation

process into a presentation.

Although Vi&VA has invested in ways to capture the user behavior within prove-

nance (Behavior provenance), the concept of capturing the knowledge-discovery

process itself as storylines (Knowledge provenance) has yet to be applied in practice in
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Vi&VA. In other words, there is no widely used mechanism in Vi&VA that tracks

the user’s behavior and their gained knowledge during this visual querying and

knowledge retrieval process. Instead, current Knowledge provenance techniques

collect users’ storylines in a completely manual fashion. Though they have proven

valuable for the user to recall users’ past experiences [141], only application-specific

or domain-specific methods have been proposed. Such knowledge provenance would

automatically collect how the user behaved, what the user discovered, and what

the exact information shown to the user at any point in time, provide a structure for

utilization of said information and generate a presentation to disclose or appraise

knowledge discovery to others [250]. The main novelty in the provenance tech-

nique that will be discussed in this dissertation is in automating many of the steps

that are currently done manually throughout Vi&VA.

The concept of automation is a recent trend not just in Vi&VA community, but

also in other Machine Learning (ML) fields. AutoML methods [102, 101, 17, 167, 76],

for instance, automates parts of the process of ML development by exhaustive pro-

cedures. Artificial Intelligence (AI) research assistants powered by Large Language

Models (LLMs) have also shown significant potential to revolutionize the way

scientific work is performed. The potential impacts of AI-based tools on scientific

practices are anticipated and feared by researchers [235] due to the amount of

automation Intelligent Agent (IA) such as ChatGPT [169] may bring. In fact, the

topic of Intelligent Agent (IA) can already search for knowledge sources, summa-

rize them into bullet points, write a story with convincing arguments about the

contents, and generate visualizations to express the results. Only a few years ago,

this possibility was considered too far into the future to be worth discussing; today,

we see an increasing number of writing materials, from blog posts to entire books,

being partially or fully automated. Intelligent Agent (IA) using LLM AIs may soon

incorporate established strategies into Vi&VA provenance methods, particularly to

cater to the interface between humans and machines.

A similar trend is also observed in the visualization community with the pro-

liferation of approaches to facilitate and automate parts of the visualization and

storytelling process [145, 140, 31], including automatic infographics creation [59]
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and pattern identification [219, 66]. Although this represents a step towards sup-

porting unconstrained access to data analysis, VA has yet to use automation in

the provenance of its knowledge discovery process. Similar to how AutoML has

been proposed to increase the widespread usage of AI and ML [178], automation

of knowledge-related processes in Vi&VA, such as the collection and analysis of

how users acquire new knowledge, of Vi&VA would also increase the use of Vi&VA

itself, providing a new degree of Vi&VA democratization throughout computer

science and beyond.

With this, I can present this dissertation’s research question:

How to use Provenance to automate the Visualization & Visual Analytics’

knowledge gathering process in order to model, structure, store, query, and

share the users’ storylines? And does this bring advantages back to the users

and, consequently, to the idea of Visual Analytic Democratization?

1.3 Objectives

To answer this research question, the objectives of this dissertation are:

O1: To review the literature on the current state of knowledge modeling in Vi&VA

and its usage as part of research and development of Vi&VA tools;

O2: To discuss how knowledge automation in Vi&VA can help in democratizing

visual analytics by providing ways for users to request and provide new pieces

of knowledge to Vi&VA tools, including exemplifying manual and automatic

means of requesting or providing knowledge through visual queries and AI;

O3: To explore the usage of Knowledge Graphs (KGs) as a means to store knowl-

edge of user storylines and define how KGs can connect the theoretical frame-

works of knowledge modeling and provenance to practical uses of the recorded

user storylines.

In this dissertation, the research question involves exploring how Provenance

can help democratize Vi&VA.
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1.4 Thesis Contributions

In order to achieve these objectives, I first investigate the current knowledge

modeling and means to structure this knowledge to depict a clear picture of

the current state-of-the-art. The content of chapter 2 describes the current state

of the literature on how one collects, structures, and analyzes knowledge (O1).

Then, I investigate the process of how users search for knowledge. I propose

a framework called QuEry for visual Data Analysis (Q4EDA) (chapter 3) and

a Vi&VA tool (LINKED) wherein users can request relevant information from

Wikipedia [247] given a visual finding. This tool shows the first example of a user

storyline where users search for knowledge based on a question. After discussing

how a Knowledge Graph (KG) [40, 82] can be used to structure knowledge, I then

propose an approach called ChatKG (chapter 4) where Vi&VA tools can use an

LLM AI assistants to perform the search for knowledge automatically, structure the

knowledge within a KG, and display to the user. This way, the Vi&VA tool itself

is simplified and becomes more approachable to users (O2) by using KG as the

intermediary knowledge repository (O3).

I developed several Vi&VA tools that aided me to better understand and analyze

how users can search for and gain new knowledge while performing visual data

analysis and visual data exploration tasks, of which five will be mentioned in

this dissertation. Three of the tools were built to verify how linked visualizations

provide a way for exploratory visual analysis (EVA) [263] to provide new tacit

knowledge to the user. The fourth tool, which was already mentioned, is called

LINKED and relates to aiding in information search from visual selections. The final

tool implements a set of libraries that can be attached to any of the previous tools

to perform Knowledge Provenance, structure it as a KG, and, with it, generate slide

decks from the aggregated user knowledge. These tools and methods allowed me

to better conceptualize what knowledge in the context of Vi&VA is.

Using the foothold of Q4EDA and ChatKG, I present a formal model of knowl-

edge called Visual Analytics Knowledge Graph (VAKG) (chapter 5) specifically

designed to aid in the automatic structuring of storylines out of provenance methods.

In other words, just as I modeled the user-guided process of Q4EDA into a KG in

ChatKG, I generalize the user-guided process described in Q4EDA by following
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Patterns as Knowledge Graph. Published in Eurographics Association, ISBN

978-3-03868-222-6. doi: 10.2312/eurova.20231090. Extension submitted to

Computer & Graphics in November 2023.

VAKG: Christino, L., & Paulovich, F. V. (2023). From Data to Knowledge Graphs:

A Multi-Layered Method to Model User’s Visual Analytics Workflow for An-

alytical Purposes. arXiv preprint arXiv:2204.00585. Submitted to Computer

Graphics Forum in October 2023.

KD: Christino, L., Hill, T., & Paulovich, F. (2022). Knowledge-Decks: Automat-

ically Generating Presentation Slide Decks of Visual Analytics Knowledge

Discovery Applications. arXiv preprint arXiv:2212.01469. Submitted to Euro-

VIS in November 2023.

The results of each of these contributions enabled me to investigate how automa-

tion and provenance impacted Visual Analytic Democratization. First, by surveying

the literature on how knowledge is seen in Vi&VA (chapter 2), I identified the

research directions of automation and provenance as potential ways to push Vi&VA

towards Visual Analytic Democratization (O1). With Q4EDA (Figure 1.3[2]), users

showed that Vi&VA is more useful and provides more consistent insights when

it is not just able to show data, but also able to automatically provide relevant

knowledge of user-selections (O2). With ChatKG (Figure 1.3[3]), the additional

automation of detecting “sub-data of interest”, retrieving contextualized knowl-

edge from Intelligent Agents (IAs), and displaying to users data, detected sub-data

of interest and related knowledge simultaneously provided further ease-of-use

to users compared to Q4EDA (O2). Users said that ChatKG reduced the training

necessary while at the same time providing the value of a contextualized analysis

only possible because of IAs. In order to investigate provenance, I proposed VAKG

(Figure 1.3[4]), which was shown to be a valuable method to define the user story-

lines as a Knowledge Graph (KG) which can be automatically captured and saved.

The results of VAKG are then used in KD (Figure 1.3[5]) for the exploration of story-

lines and the generation of slide decks. By allowing experts to use these methods,

they were able to better understand their own tools, explore what and how their

users learned while using a Vi&VA tool, and share the findings with colleagues
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(O3). Finally, I expanded the investigation to recent advances in Intelligent Agent

(IA)s, which is shown to successfully process and efficiently convey information to

the general population, leading me to conclude that Intelligent Agent (IA)a have

immense potential as the next research direction to further democratize Vi&VA.

In conclusion, this dissertation shows how automation in the detection of

patterns of interest and in the retrieval of contextualized external knowledge has

great potential to aid in democratizing Vi&VA. Similarly, I show that provenance

of user storylines provides users ways to harness the knowledge from other users

through slide decks.

1.5 Dissertation Structure

The dissertation is organized as follows: In chapter 2, I review previous works

and surveys knowledge modeling and its ramifications within Vi&VA; In chapter 3,

I describe the implementation and study of Q4EDA, a Vi&VA framework that

generates search queries to retrieve relevant information from visual selections;

In chapter 4, I describe the implementation and study of ChatKG, a novel visual-

ization strategy that visualizes the structure of a Knowledge Graph which relates

extracted knowledge from ChatGPT [169] and automatically detected patterns

within a temporal dataset; In chapter 5, I generalize the modeling process done in

ChatKG by using existing knowledge modeling literature to provide a theoretical

framework called VAKG, defines how to perform provenance of user storylines as a

set of linked KGs; In chapter 6, I demonstrate VAKG being used in practice as to

model, structure, store, query and appraise the users’ knowledge generation pro-

cess; In chapter 7, I discuss limitations of my findings when considering how recent

advances in AI, specially in LLMs, can and already are impacting the development

of Vi&VA tools and scientific research. In chapter 8, I conclude my dissertation

by discussing whether Visual Analytics Democratization is realistically attainable

with the currently available work or if further work is required.



Chapter 2

Background and Related Work

I
N this chapter, I describe and discuss related work relevant to the concept of

Visual Analytic Democratization being investigated in this dissertation. For

this, I discuss the theory of how knowledge is modeled in Visualization & Visual

Analytics (Vi&VA) tools, what is Provenance, how provenance, especially a type

of provenance called Knowledge provenance is applied in the Vi&VA context. Fi-

nally, I discuss the relationship between knowledge provenance as a data collection

methodology and the concept of Knowledge Ontology, a knowledge structuring

methodology, and Knowledge Graph (KG)s as a method to store and query knowl-

edge.

2.1 Visual Analytic Democratization, an Introduction

It is undeniable that the past decades represent a revolution without precedent

in human history for information and knowledge dissemination. The amount

of data available and accessible is increasing at a pace never seen before, with

massive efforts involving companies, non-profit organizations, governments, and

others to support its democratization. The concept of giving access to everyone,

everywhere, anytime, unthinkable in the past, is becoming the norm. Initiatives

like Gapminder [185] to help educate people to confront information with data

have shown how wrong their premises about the world are, biased by outdated

information that does not reflect the current reality [190]. It is a paradigm shift

in how information is handled, even when official and (auto-declared) credible

sources release it.

Through this democratization effort, we now have access to a wide array of

datasets for data analysis. However, despite all these sources of information, the

use of such data within Vi&VA is handled by a team of specialized experts who

have the knowledge of data visualization, knowledge of data analysis, knowledge

13
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of the data’s domain, and the technical expertise for developing a Vi&VA tool,

which is then used by the user [113]. Therefore, even though data democratization

is one of the most critical advances in our free world, in the context of a non-expert

user, this initiative is only relevant when hypotheses are known or when a domain

expert is present to explain findings and insights throughout the data which limits

the data analysis when such assumptions do not hold [197, 105].

This conflict is heightened in exploratory scenarios due to a lack of concrete

questions or facts to check on the users’ part. The lack of a domain expert to help

analyze the data hampers the intrinsic value of data, lessening the advantages of

its democratization. For example, GapMinder [186] is a great tool for exploring

demographic data. Though its users may find unexpected patterns in the data,

the tool itself does not explain why such patterns exist, requiring the user to seek

external aid from a domain expert, a search engine (e.g., Google or Wikipedia), an

AI model like ChatGPT [169], or some other form of explicit knowledge external to

GapMinder. This severely hampers users’, especially lay users’, ability to gain new

knowledge during the analysis and, consequently, in sharing their findings.

This idea of reducing the need for the manual search for external knowledge,

such as through domain experts, is a recent trend in the visualization community

with the proliferation of approaches to facilitate and automate parts of the visu-

alization and storytelling process [145, 140, 31], including automatic info-graphs

creation [59] and pattern identification [219, 66]. Although this represents a step

towards supporting unconstrained access to data analysis, it still relies on manual

processes, such as the intervention of domain experts during the analysis. This

limits the extent of how much a user can understand and use a Vi&VA tool on their

own to harness new knowledge. This issue can be traced back to how knowledge

itself is modeled and how the transfer of knowledge between the user and the

Vi&VA tool is defined. Let us take a step back and discuss how the Vi&VA litera-

ture has modeled Knowledge and how its automation is key to Visual Analytic

Democratization.
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be seen in Figure 2.1. Following the definitions of Federico et al. [72], circles

represent processes, and boxes represent containers of data that are continuously

accumulated and accessed. The nodes definitions are: visualization V, perception

and cognition P, exploration E, data D, and specification S, and tacit knowledge

KT. To capture the role of explicit knowledge, Federico et al. [72] incorporated

two additional elements compared to prior work: a container accounting for the

existence of explicit knowledge itself, Kϵ and a process that accounts for automatic

analysis methods A.

2.2.2 Knowledge Theory Concepts

Typically, researchers prefer to define their workflow as descriptively as possible

for particular use cases or by following certain well-tested processes. Theoretical

research in the model design of the Vi&VA workflow, for instance, depicts this

diversity very well. In this section, I describe the Vi&VA theoretical literature by

following the definitions of Chen et al. [44]. The contribution of theoretical Vi&VA

works can be categorized as one or more of the following:

Principles and Guidelines: Qualitative descriptions or rules that define a process

that may lead to the desired outcome. Works that extract the qualitative

elements of a Vi&VA workflow and define rules based on it are examples of

such concepts [195, 28].

Taxonomy and Ontology: A collection of concepts that defines a structure. Such

research usually focuses on novel theoretical ontology to structure the knowl-

edge generation workflow [193, 241, 195, 45, 43, 175].

Conceptual models: Abstract representation of a real-world process by using a

collection of theoretical taxonomies, typologies, and guidelines. For the pur-

poses of this dissertation, a Vi&VA knowledge model is a model of a user’s

knowledge generation throughout a Vi&VA process. Arguably, the most

prominent example of such a model is of [193]. Generally speaking, knowl-

edge modeling defines a workflow where interactions with intent lead to

knowledge generation [6]
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Theoretic frameworks: Collection of operators which to measure a process (e.g.,

mathematical operators). The theoretic system defined by Federico et al. [72],

for instance, is able to describe and measure the process of many existing

Vi&VA systems and tools.

Quantitative laws: Describes causal relationships between conceptual models by

means of a theoretic framework. As an example, Federico et al. [72] applies

this concept when comparing multiple Vi&VA knowledge models.

Theoretic systems: An extension of a conceptual model that uses theoretical frame-

works to define a real-world process formally. Federico et al. [72] extends

several conceptual models in such a way as to formalize its methodology.

As part of Vi&VA research, many works have modeled tacit and explicit knowl-

edge as an iterative process of generating visualizations from data, expecting the

user to interact with visualizations and updating the visualizations through in-

teractions. The knowledge generation model of Sacha et al. [193] has been seen

as the theoretical foundation to understand this knowledge discovery process

(Figure 2.1[A]). Some use this model to describe the theory behind knowledge,

such as through mathematical frameworks [72] (Figure 2.1[B]) or other models [6],

while others extend the model beyond theory and into the realm of conceptual

structures [44, 195], frameworks or taxonomies [241].

2.2.3 Machine Knowledge Visual Analytics

Visualization & Visual Analytics tools use the theoretical taxonomy above as a

means to describe and structure the process where users gather knowledge. We can

see this by specifically investigating the MACHINE aspect of Vi&VA of Figure 2.1,

where a diverse set of operations, such as machine learning, data mining, and other

manual or automated processes [193, 72] are being modeled. As Keim et al. [123]

says:“The core of our view on Visual Analytics is the new enabling and accessible

analytic reasoning interactions supported by the combination of automated and

visual analysis”. However, each of these MACHINE aspects of Vi&VA requires

a diverse set of experts in order to refine the raw data into what can be used

in Vi&VA tools. That is, existing non-theoretical works, such as Vi&VA tools and
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frameworks, tend to focus on a specific aspect instead of the broader understanding

of knowledge. For instance, Vis4ML [195] is an ontology which aids in modeling

the machine-learning aspect of Vi&VA but does not focus on other aspects. That

is, although Vis4ML includes pre-processing and data mining as steps of machine

learning, it does not tackle automatic processes or user feedback within their model,

leaving some of the MACHINE aspects unattended.

Automation of Machine Learning

Among the MACHINE aspects of Vi&VA, automation (Figure 2.1[A]) is a recent

trend in the community. AutoML methods, for instance, replace machine learning

engineers with automatic and exhaustive procedures to build models [102, 101, 17,

167, 76]. Explainable AI (XAI) [2] is another trending concept that has been used to

automate parts of the machine learning pipeline [11]. Similarly, automatic pattern

identification [219, 66] attempts to extract insights from data automatically.

Automation of Visualization

As seen in Figure 2.1, the image [I] sent to the user at any given point comes

from the Visualization [V], which is generated based on the schema [S] developed

by that Vi&VA tool. Similar to AutoML and XAI, the automation of defining or

deciding the schema [S], which itself is the design of the visualization used by

the tool, has been another trending topic within Vi&VA. For instance, there is a

recent proliferation of ways to facilitate and automate parts of the visualization.

For instance, Deepeye [145] automatically generates visualizations from keywords

and VizByWiki [140] from news articles. Another is the automatic generation of

info-graphs by Text-to-Viz [59], which aims to use existing insights in the form

of text to generate visualizations to reemphasize that insight in a visual format.

The storytelling of processes, such as temporal summaries [31], has also been

attempted. In general, many works have advanced the ways visualizations can be

understood and generated, yet few have touched the broader context of knowledge

as defined by the knowledge model theory. Instead, each work seems to be in its

own goal-specific bubble, not expanding and investigating how automating the

generation of visualizations impacts the user’s knowledge discovery process.
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Search Query/Engines: Automation of Information Retrieval

To better understand the existing knowledge within data, Information Retrieval

is a broad area that attempts to extract “information” from data. Of course, one

of the main ways to query for and extract data is by using database queries [80].

There has been significant research on ways to automate such data retrievals, such

as through query auto-completion [254] and other similar techniques [89]. Within

such research, significant effort has been made to propose better ways to use Search

Engines (SE) [58] during data analysis for this purpose. Indeed, it is undeniable that

advancements in SE represent a revolution without precedent in human history

for knowledge dissemination. Due to the large amount of readily available data,

knowing how to construct Search Queries (SQs) [95] has become a fundamental skill.

From Google [142] to Wikipedia [224], most SEs require users to type a text-based

search query to retrieve relevant information.

Although users are required to write these queries manually, the machine can

only retrieve relevant information by using a large set of intelligent mechanisms.

Of course, the retrieved information is dependent on what data it is fetched from.

For instance, when fetching information from Wikipedia [224], one must expect

the possibility of bias or wrong data due to the intrinsic nature of how Wikipedia

works. Nonetheless, SE can be considered as a large automation process to convert

queries into explicit knowledge. Of course, this approach has its limitations. Though

much data is available through SEs, most of the structured datasets, such as the

UNData [161] time-series world indicators or other datasets within Kaggle [220,

217], live outside the scope of a SE. On the other hand, the information contained

in structured datasets is typically available to probe through visualization tools

or interfaces. Additionally, there is a lack of attempts to automate the generation

of queries, and since Vi&VA is normally focused on visualizations and visual

metaphors, this reduces the potential applicability of SEs as part of Vi&VA tools.

Indeed, there is a gap in the literature when considering ways to query for

explicit knowledge from visual interaction. During the research of this dissertation,

no mechanism that uses pieces of visual data, such as user selections in a line

chart, to search for related information in existing knowledge repositories, such as

Wikipedia and other general-purpose SEs, was found. Instead, current solutions
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either focus on the generation of visualizations given an insight [115, 15, 255] or

focus on how to provide a visual interface for writing the query [130, 263, 26,

27]. Even though such visualizations are shown to aid the information-gathering

processes, in these works, the use of visual selections as visual search queries to fetch

relevant information was an unexplored concept. Also, various examples of search

query suggestions for data analysis [168, 254] have been proposed, but the use of

such techniques applied to visual search queries is similarly unexplored.

Intelligent Agents

New advances in AI through the use of Intelligent Agents has been another

trending topic within Vi&VA [22, 68]. Though arguably this concept is not captured

within the model of Figure 2.1, the scientific community already has proposed

ways to capture the influence of an external Intelligent Agent (IA) within the

Vi&VA model. The work by El-Assady and Moruzzi [68], for instance, argues

that a Vi&VA tool can, itself, be a form of interface between an Intelligent Agent

and a Human Agent. Yet, Large Language Model (LLM)s, such as ChatGPT [169],

have already shown great impact when being used in cooperation with humans.

From information retrieval [5], analysis [104], and explanations [215], Intelligent

Agent are impacting many fields and will certainly be central for Visual Analytic

Democratization.

2.2.4 User Knowledge-guided Visual Analytics

Similar to how explicit knowledge represents the knowledge contained within any

of the MACHINE aspects, such as datasets, machine learning, and visualizations,

tacit knowledge represents the information that is part of the user. Significant work

has been done to demonstrate the breadth and depth of tacit knowledge within

Vi&VA. The model of Sacha et al. [193] describes the Vi&VA process as a series of

user interactions that lead to new findings. A collection of findings may be related

in some way, providing the user with a new insight. Several insights associated

with other information, such as external sources or experience, can coalesce into a

new tacit knowledge.

The theoretic system proposed by Federico et al. [72] expands on the model of
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Sacha et al. [193] by describing tacit knowledge as a dynamic knowledge that may

exist prior to the user ever using the Vi&VA tool, but it can be modified by the user’s

perception (Figure 2.1[B.X]) of the visualizations generated by the tool. In short,

Federico et al. [72] demonstrates and exemplifies how the subsequent interactions

and feedbacks between the HUMAN and MACHINE are related. They also describe

how automatic processes in data mining, visualizations, and machine learning can

influence the user’s tacit knowledge. Nevertheless, although the works listed and

described by Federico et al. [72] may differ, Vi&VA’s purpose can be summarised as

the creation of findings, insight, and tacit knowledge through an iterative workflow

of visual interactions between the user and computer [72, 193, 43], or, in other

words, a user storyline.

Exploratory Data Analysis

Among the several possible ways to perform such workflow, a notable one

is Exploratory Data Analysis (EDA) [212], where extraction of knowledge from

data has been at its core. Vi&VA tools like Gapminder [185] help educate people to

confront pre-conceived knowledge with data, showing how wrong their premises

are about the world due to bias or outdated information [190]. Tools such as these

transform raw datasets into visual tools, allowing users to search for relevant

information given their own desires. These datasets may come from closed sources,

general-purpose repositories, such as Kaggle [220], domain-specific forums, and

social media. However, the translation of explicit knowledge within these datasets

into tacit knowledge through exploratory means has a significant gap between

how the knowledge theory views the issue and how Vi&VA tools solve it, which

limits the direct utility of such theoretical work in practice. For instance, Vi&VA

tools naturally have a limited amount of data that can be displayed, which can

limit the amount of knowledge attainable by the user [108]. Too much data can

cause issues in performance or worsen the usefulness and understandability of the

visualizations themselves [56]. Indeed, Federico et al. [72] also argues that since

this process is conceptual, it is “often inconsistently used” by the literature, which

shows a missed opportunity to define a consistent formulation to apply such theory

in practice. This inconsistency has another consequence: Vi&VA tools are unable to
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consistently communicate their users’ tacit knowledge amongst themselves.

User Tracking and Provenance

When considering how users can respond back to the Vi&VA tool with what

new knowledge they acquired and how it was attained, Federico et al. [72] defines

two possible methods in Figure 2.1[B]: the direct externalization X of the tacit

knowledge, such as writing it onto a text file, or exploration E within the Vi&VA

tool, which establishes that the user’s action, such as visual interactivity, is directly

influenced by the users’ tacit knowledge. To understand this dynamic over time, the

concept of Provenance (see chapter 1) is brought forth.

Definition 2.2.1 (Provenance). Tracking and using data collected from a process, such as

a Vi&VA tool being used by a user.

Provenance Application in Graphs When applying provenance, some researchers

focus on collecting and analyzing user behavior [62, 177, 241, 152, 107]. Each of

these tools and techniques aims to collect and structure some part of the user’s

knowledge discovery process and analyze it. von Landesberger et al. [241], for in-

stance, perform behavior provenance by modeling user behavior as a graph network,

which is then used for analysis.

To perform provenance, however, one must first collect information from the

user. Existing works have collected changes in datasets [62], updates in visualiza-

tions [20, 251], and other similar events in order to analyze and recall user behavior.

On the other hand, tracking user’s tacit knowledge is either done by manual feed-

back systems [21, 152], by manual annotations over visualizations [208], or by

inference methods that attempt to extract users’ insights by recording the users’

screens, video or logs and extract from them interactivity patterns as a post-mortem

task [20, 99]. Among these Vi&VA systems, InsideInsights [152] is an approach to

recording insights through annotations during the user’s analytical process. It has

demonstrated that collecting user annotations is a legitimate way to extract and

store users’ tacit knowledge.
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Provenance Types Provenance itself can be split into different areas: Data Prove-

nance [204, 62] focus on tracking changes of data over time; insight provenance aims

to track any discoveries by the user over time [90]; Analytic Provenance attempts

to broaden the scope of provenance into anything that can constitute an analysis,

such as the process of EDA [250, 148]; behavior provenance attempts to track any

and all interaction events by the user; and knowledge provenance attempts to track

the acquisition of new knowledge [63, 82]. Notice that these concepts are not

mutually independent. For instance, researchers argue that knowledge provenance,

where the Vi&VA tool will track the user storylines, can be done by recording any

change in the available datasets [62] (e.g., data pre-processing), which is also part

of data provenance, or updates in visualizations [20, 251, 241], which is also part

of behavior provenance. Of note among such works is the one of Chang et al. [41],

which attempts to use visual analysis within a Knowledge Base system by storing

tacit knowledge extracted from experts into a “compressed” format. Works such

as these show examples of applying provenance to understand users’ knowledge

gathering.

Provenance Critique Many of the related works listed consider knowledge prove-

nance as a subset of data provenance, assuming that all knowledge-related changes

can be extracted from changes within the data itself. However, this does not match

with the knowledge definition of Vi&VA’s knowledge models [193, 72] where cer-

tain concepts, such as how user tacit knowledge interacts with the Vi&VA tool’s

explicit knowledge, are overlooked within the literature of knowledge provenance and

data provenance. Also, most related works do not tackle how to interpret multi-user

Vi&VA workflows [20] where multiple different tacit knowledge sources can be

compared or combined, nor allow to analyze how much of the explicit knowledge

is attainable by the user [251].

Sharing Storylines through Storytelling and Storyboarding

One potential application to the provenance of multiple users is the recall

and retelling of their storylines. Info-graphs are one of the most used forms to

transform provenance data into a storytelling visualization [128]. The automation
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of storytelling has also interested the Vi&VA community. Zhu et al. [264] details

how info-graphs can be automatically generated through machine learning [46]

or pre-defined rules [84]. When applied to storytelling, displaying insights as

visual or textual annotations on top of visualizations has been the aim of several

works [84, 47, 46].

Although these proposals and results are very relevant for storytelling, they only

list the insights found but not the process of how a user might have reached them.

Instead, other formats, such as slide decks, are shown to be better suited to tell a

linear story discussing the questions or intentions users had when using a tool, their

interactions while searching for an answer, and the answer itself. Other applications

little explored in existing literature are ways to list or to contrast multiple users’

gathered knowledge [200]. In other words, no approach found during the research

of this dissertation evaluates how to use the collection of aggregated knowledge

from multiple users extracted from provenance events (e.g., user interaction or new

insight harnessed) to (semi)automatically generate shareable media like a slide

deck.

2.2.5 Temporal Events versus Concept Matching (atemporal)

Another aspect of the modeling of Vi&VA is how time is interpreted and un-

derstood. That is, the provenance of the user’s knowledge and behavior can be

stored and analyzed as a temporal sequence of events or as a state space set, which

denotes the set of all possible states of the Vi&VA tool, interaction possibilities,

and aggregation of knowledge independent of time. In other words, although a

storyline can be defined as a linear sequence of new knowledge over time by using

the temporal relationship between events as what relates the events to each other,

it can also be defined as a time-independent set of all gathered knowledge, where

the similarity, correlation or repetition of events is the information used to relate

the events to each other.

To better understand the distinction of temporal events versus atemporal state

space, let us discuss it further. Vi&VA literature in knowledge modeling has shown

that users’ interactivity with Vi&VA tools can be understood in its temporal aspects,

such as an iterative workflow of user intentions, behaviors, and insights [193, 194,
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72]. In other words, Vi&VA can be modeled as a sequence of events, which can be

classified as a manual event, such as user interactivity, or as an automatic event,

such as certain data mining processes or ML. This event-based modeling of Vi&VA

is what allows researchers to apply behavior provenance to Vi&VA since behavior

provenance attempts to do something very similar: tracking certain types of behavior

events over time. Still, although these works describe ways to apply behavior

provenance in Vi&VA, their own limitation of how to correlate events independent

of time becomes more apparent. In other words, how can one know if the event

(e.g., click of a certain button) is the same as what happened by another user in the

past? And how does the recurrence of such events (or lack thereof) influence the

knowledge-gathering process of each user?

The differentiation between the temporal events and this state space association

between events based on similarity is a concept not much investigated in the Vi&VA

literature. Instead, the following two concepts are either merged or ambiguous

when related works used provenance: the temporal aspect, which indicates what

and when users executed Vi&VA tasks, and the atemporal aspect, which indicates

what the possible Vi&VA workflow states (state space) and the possible transitions

among states. Instead, such works either store the temporal sequences of events

without indicating whether they occurred previously or only focus on the space

state without recording the temporal sequence of events.

2.3 Knowledge Ontology and Structure

So far, I have discussed the current state of knowledge modeling research

in Vi&VA and the relevance of provenance as a way to collect and track events

associated with the users’ storylines. Now, once we have collected such data, we

must structure it in some way to be able to store it. Vi&VA has proposed several

ontologies usually through the Web Ontology Language format [160]. Authors of

Shu et al. [202] describe ontologies as a structure that defines domain concepts and

the relationships between them, providing a domain language that is meaningful to

both humans and machines. Vi&VA researchers have applied ontologies to formally

define the theoretical structure that best denotes the existing data and the workflow

of said data [193, 241, 195, 45, 43, 175, 242]. Vis4ML [195], for instance, describes an
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ontology for machine learning in Vi&VA so that other researchers can better model

and understand their ML and data mining design process. Although such ontologies

are relevant to the general theoretical definitions in Vi&VA, they by themselves are,

by definition, only theoretical. That is, an ontology by itself does not tackle how

it can be applied to structure any data generated from provenance, nor discusses

how or if such data can be collected and used for downstream tasks, such as data

analysis. In other words, when compared to the other concepts in Section 2.2.2,

ontologies by design do not provide an overarching theoretical system to which can

be used to apply Vi&VA theory in practice [44].

When considering other related works, especially works from the domain of

Semantic Web, Knowledge Graphs (KGs) [74, 45] has aimed to be the best way to

structure knowledge-related data. KG is a technique that defines a network graph

schema following a specific ontology. For instance, works like DBPedia [12] show

how using an ontology to design a KG to store knowledge-related data can be used

in practice. Similarly, others have used ontology to create “knowledge databases”

in the form of KGs [92, 75, 116]. Moreover, compared to typical databases, the

structure of KGs focuses less on the usual row-based structure [40] but uses the

relationships between taxonomies as the foundation of knowledge, which allows

works like KGTK [116] to analyze and appraise the data within it in innovative

ways, such as creating data science pipelines as part of the KG itself.

KGs Extensions KGs are not the only technique that structures knowledge as

a network graph. Event Knowledge Graphs [98] expands on the definition of

KGs by enforcing the concept of event-based relationships between nodes of the

graph. Another notable sub-type of KGs is the Temporal Knowledge Graph,

which enforces the concept of temporal relationship between graph nodes. That is,

Temporal KGs [92] encode relationships like “order of events” or “time difference

between events” as the relationship between the graph’s nodes.

By including event or temporal data in the network graph, KGs have been

shown to be a promising technique to model the user storylines. For instance, with

the temporal and event concepts, KGs are able to structure the temporally-based

event data of provenance. In addition, KGs can also structure explicit knowledge [12]
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and behavior provenance [116]. As of yet, however, other works have only used KGs

to solve one of the problems at a time.

KGs Techniques Naturally, KGs and their sibling concepts are all considered

network graphs that aim to structure knowledge-related data. Therefore, any

network graph database, such as neo4j [162], and graph network algorithm and

technique, such as Graph Neural Networks (GNNs) [118], graph visualizations [42,

106] and graph operations [116] like page rank and traveling salesman, can also be

applied to them. KGs are therefore not limited to only providing a way to structure

knowledge-related data but also allow for the storage, analysis, and appraisal of

such data through a vast array of existing techniques.

2.4 Conclusions

The objective of this dissertation is to investigate and propose ways to Democ-

ratize Vi&VA, and the way I focus is by the automation of Knowledge provenance and

Behavior provenance on Vi&VA, which includes proposing (semi)automatic methods

to model, structure, store, query, and appraise the users’ knowledge generation

process. KGs have shown to be in a uniquely favorable position as the foundation

to allow for the proposal of this dissertation.

This chapter discussed the role of Knowledge in Vi&VA, compared how the

concept of knowledge is interpreted in theoretical and practical related works, and

listed several downstream research topics, such as Search Engine, provenance, and

Knowledge Graphs. From all these examples, the importance of the overarching

concept of knowledge in Vi&VA cannot be understated. Yet, the existing literature

shows gaps when connecting theoretical concepts and models to tools and systems.

This dissertation provides a bridge where Vi&VA tools can use existing theoretical

methodology to model and structure the user knowledge generation and use the

existing practical techniques to store, query, and share the modeled knowledge.

The advantages are many, such as the ability to automate the collection and analysis

of user behavior, compare user’s experiences and insights, compare Vi&VA tools’

ability to provide users with valuable insights, use autonomous agents for aid

during the knowledge gathering process, and search among existing knowledge
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graphs for knowledge which was previously discovered.
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3.1 Overview

Knowing how to construct text-based Search Queries (SQs) for use in Search

Engines (SEs) like Google Search [142] or Wikipedia’s [224] search-box function

has become a fundamental skill. Though much data is available through such

SEs, most structured datasets live outside their scope. Visualization tools aid in

this limitation, but no such tools come close to the sheer amount of information

available through general-purpose SEs. To fill this gap, this chapter presents

Q4EDA, a novel framework that converts users’ visual selection queries executed

on top of time series visual representations, providing valid and stable SQs to

be used in general-purpose SEs and suggestions of related information. The

usefulness of Q4EDA is presented and validated by users through an application

linking a Gapminder’s line-chart replica with a SE populated with Wikipedia

documents, showing how Q4EDA supports and enhances exploratory analysis of

United Nations world indicators. Despite some limitations, Q4EDA is unique in its

proposal and represents a real advance toward providing solutions for querying

textual information based on user interactions with visual representations.

3.2 Introduction

Advancements in Search Engines SEs [58] represent a revolution without prece-

dent for information dissemination. As mentioned in chapter 2, the ability to

write Search Queries (SQs) [95] to request information from SEs. Although much

data is available through such SEs, most of the structured datasets, such as the

UNData [161] time-series world indicators, live outside their scope and cannot

be incorporated into search queries. On the other hand, visualization tools are

able to display the information contained in structured datasets. One example is

Gapminder [186], where users can visualize animated charts displaying the UN-

Data dataset. Despite their popularity, no individual visualization tool comes close

to the sheer amount of information available through Wikipedia’s hyperlinked

text documents. Therefore, even if one uses, for instance, Gapminder to discover

misconceptions [196], they will undeniably be required to search elsewhere for

extra information regarding the underlying findings.
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The task of generating text-based SQs for SEs is, broadly speaking, done by the

users themselves. However, this process can be challenging since the translation

between user intent and keywords is sometimes not trivial, causing users not to

find the information being looked for [120]. Beyond regular keyword lists, other

search strategies are available to address such limitations. For instance, it is also

possible to “search by image” [182], where users can find images similar to a given

image, or “search by natural language” [34, 120], where users can search using

descriptive texts.

However, when considering structured datasets there was no mechanism that

uses pieces of visual data, such as user selections in a line chart, to search for related

information using general-purpose SEs found during the writing of this chapter.

Instead of using visual selections, there are solutions that either use visualizations

as outputs [115, 15, 255] or as a visual interface to manually construct what is es-

sentially a text-based query [130, 263, 26, 27]. Even though such visualizations are

shown to aid the information-gathering processes, in these works, the use of selec-

tions as Visual Selection Query to fetch relevant information from general-purpose

SEs is an unexplored concept. Also, various examples of search query suggestions

for data analysis [168, 254] have been proposed, but the use of such techniques

applied to Visual Selection Query during data analysis is similarly unexplored.

This chapter proposes QuEry for visual Data Analysis (Q4EDA), a novel frame-

work that converts user visual selections to relevant search queries to be used for

general purposes in search engines. Using query expansion and suggestion tech-

niques, one of the promising applications for Q4EDA is to allow users to perform

an enhanced visual analysis of time-series dataset collections. To use Q4EDA in

this context, a visualization tool, such as Gapminder or Tableau [261] captures

and forwards user Visual Selection Query (VQs) to Q4EDA, then Q4EDA processes

the selection and outputs an SQ which can then be used on general-purpose SEs.

Q4EDA also suggests other potential time series related to the selected event within

the dataset collection to be subsequently investigated. In summary, the main

contributions of this chapter are:

• A conversion technique to transform visual selection queries into valid and

stable search queries usable in general-purpose search engines;
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• A strategy to expand the converted search query to better retrieve related text

documents and provide suggestion ranked lists with data related to the Visual

Selection Query;

• An exploratory data analysis application example that uses Q4EDA in practice

to provide means to find more (textual) information related to an observed

pattern compared to the standard manual keyword-based queries.

The remainder of the chapter is structured as follows. Section 3.3, discusses

related work involving techniques that seek to interpret visual interactivity as

queries and how they execute and use the results of their query. Section 3.4

formalizes the problem and outline the Q4EDA solution. Section 3.6 presents use-

case examples of how visualization tools can use Q4EDA. Evaluations through user

survey and query stability performance are then presented in Section 3.7, indicating

a good degree of stability and reproducibility of the search queries and overall

success of Q4EDA in enhancing users’ ability to probe for relevant information of

patterns or events found during visual data analysis. Finally, Section 3.8 discusses

Q4EDA limitations, and Section 3.9 draws conclusions.

3.3 Related Work

In order to support users in visual data analysis, some tools and techniques

allow for a non-obstructive exploratory approach through visual interactivity [211,

130], among the most relevant is NorthStar [130], which goes in-depth into the

difficulties of providing an exploratory system that follows responsive and real-

time guidelines for intuitive and engaging user exploratory analysis while at the

same time utilizing automatic problem detectors throughout the entire workflow

to reduce the amount of potential bias or incorrect insights generated through

the exploration. However, although a certain level of “query conversion” is done

through these tools or techniques, they still expect what is essentially a text-based

query to be constructed manually through their visual interface. Furthermore,

these tools use the query to retrieve data from domain-specific databases, which

differs from the proposed query conversion method for search engines. Moreover,
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although research has identified other ways to encode visual findings and hypothe-

ses beyond visual selection query constructors [213], no existing work, as far as

the authors know, has demonstrated ways to use such methodology to convert a

visual selection into a search query as Q4EDA proposes.

Considering the perspective of Visual Selection Query and their related infor-

mation from external datasets, some approaches focus on extracting or generat-

ing automatic visualizations and annotations. Despite representing significant

progress, the amount of analysis enhancement they provide is limited to the gener-

ation of visual metaphors [59, 140, 31] and of visual feature extractions [31, 219, 66]

produced from a single dataset used for analysis. Other works focus on generating

enhanced visualizations by displaying one dataset as a visual feature of the other.

These visual features can be annotations [115, 133], can involve textual queries to

generate visualizations [255, 145, 154, 112], can define a question-answer interface

to visualizations [127, 119, 257], can use textual datasets to help the understandabil-

ity of structured datasets [15, 126, 255, 210], or can automatic link text to images

for use within visualizations [156, 256, 65]. The research has shown approachable

and engaging ways to optimize visualizations and analysis by using text-based

datasets and NLP techniques. Of them, usage of heterogeneous data [65] and

cross-modal methods [256, 257] has shown that utilizing multimodal datasets,

such as time-series and text, provides significant advantages to the user’s analysis.

Although many of them use some query to retrieve information from text, no one

uses external search engines as the target of such queries. Instead, they focus on

specific text datasets. These efforts show a focus on analyzing a single dataset with

the aid of another, which provides NLP capabilities during analysis. However,

such approaches differ from the proposal of Q4EDA which does not just convert

Visual Selection Query and provide valid search queries to be used in existing

search engines but also provide query suggestions, aiding the analysis in many

ways.

Visual Analytics has also recently started to use heterogeneous datasets for

analysis, and one such work done by Zhou et al. [263] proposes a method of

using users’ interactions to quantify their attention and, from it, decide which

medical documents to present to the user. Arguably similar to Q4EDA, Zhou
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et al. [263] uses a textual database and a query system from their previous work

Cadence [26, 27]. Although their text database does not significantly differ from

existing search engines, hence approaching Q4EDA’s proposal, this work does

not provide an actual query conversion process, nor propose methods of query

suggestions, nor allow for visual selections as queries. Instead, queries are again

constructed manually using the Cadence system through a drag-and-drop interface

to perform the search. This procedure is arguably most similar to the interface of

NorthStar [130] as opposed to Q4EDA.

Significant effort has been made by the information retrieval community to

propose better ways to use search engines during data analysis. The practice of

retrieving information [58] describes ways to expand a query, so its effectiveness is

more relevant to users when executed in a SE [260, 39, 14, 64] and how to provide

suggestions for future queries [168]. Although their techniques are very relevant

to Q4EDA, the vast majority are non-visual approaches that describe advances in

how to perform query expansion of a keyword or natural language search query as

opposed to Q4EDA’s visual selection queries. Among the ones that use visualizations,

they either use it only to display information, lacking interactivity [111], or use it as

a query builder interface, where there is no concept of visual selection queries [125],

focuses on visualizing a manually or interactively constructed query [198, 192].

Indeed, the authors are not aware of any research within the information retrieval

community which transforms or converts visual selections into SQ automatically,

that is, without any user intervention to manually, even if through visual interfaces,

construct the search query. Q4EDA aims to fill this gap where users are not required

to interpret the available data and manually construct the search query. Instead,

users can visually select portions of existing visualizations, and the selection is

automatically converted into a valid search query for use in search engines.

Both information retrieval and data management communities have had great

strides in connecting heterogeneous data, such as time-series datasets and text

documents. Currently, one of the major advances in this direction is the concept

of dataspaces [60, 80] and knowledge graphs [64, 18, 151, 12, 254]. Manual, semi-

automatic, and automatic procedures for matching and linking these have been

studied [89, 158, 156, 10, 53, 96, 191]. Though some contributions links structured
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datasets within visualizations to external data and others link data to text doc-

uments, no related work performs the full path from visual selections to search

engine responses as far as the authors are aware. Though Q4EDA uses many of

the concepts shared among these valuable contributions, Q4EDA blurs the line

between visual interaction, database query, and information retrieval to deliver

what it proposes.

In summary, existing works provide many relevant works which use textual

datasets to enhance data analysis, but they provide no visual selection query con-

version capabilities. Many do not support search engines nor provide query

suggestions from text documents extracted from said search engines. Some newer

work exemplifies the benefits of linking structured datasets to textual counterparts

for data analysis enhancement. However, they still fail to provide a way for users

to analyze datasets through visual selection queries, such as a box selection within

a line chart, and simultaneously be provided suggestions of said visual selection.

Instead, existing work either fails to provide the visual selection query, the query

conversion, the support for SEs, or the query suggestions. This is the novelty

of this framework: to provide a visual analytic workspace where external VA

tools provide enhanced data analysis of time-series datasets by converting visual

selection queries to search queries to be used within well-known SEs and sup-

plying query suggestions to further enhance the analysis. To promote this query

conversion, Q4EDA devises a novel approach using existing pattern analysis and

natural language process strategies to convert user-selected findings and elements

of interest to valid SQs while also providing suggestions based on the selected

finding, allowing users to navigate the data and build up knowledge.

3.4 Methodology

Here is presented QuEry for visual Data Analysis (Q4EDA), a novel query con-

version framework designed to enhance data exploration tasks by ingesting user’s

findings through visual selections and returning search queries (SQs) which can

retrieve relevant information from general-purpose search engines (SEs). By iden-

tifying user-driven visual selections of findings (or patterns) of interest, Q4EDA

allows visualization tools to request the conversion of said selections into SQs to
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be used in keyword-based SEs to retrieve textual information related to the finding.

Additionally, Q4EDA provides query suggestions with suggestions based on the

similarity or correlation of the selected finding to other parts of the dataset under

analysis. Q4EDA is specifically designed for time-series dataset collections, hence

it expects the visualization tools to similarly include time-series data as the input

visual selection query.

Definition 3.4.1 (Search Engine SE). A software responsible for performing information

retrieval from a database given a text-based query. Usually refers to text-based engines,

like Google Search or Wikipedia’s search-box function.

Definition 3.4.2 (Search Query SQ). The text-based input which is given to a Search

engine to request information.

3.4.1 Overview

Q4EDA is structured as summarized in Figure 3.2. After a setup phase, a

visualization may forward a Visual Selection Query (VQ) to Q4EDA to be processed

and converted into a Search Query (SQ). Q4EDA can be divided into three distinct

steps: conversion, output, and suggestion. Q4EDA conversion uses the VQ’s data-

types, such as numeric or categorical values. Similarly, each of Q4EDA’s outputs

implements the SQ specification of a target SE. Finally, Q4EDA provides query

suggestions by either correlating text documents retrieved from the SE to the

dataset’s available data or correlating the selected time-series pattern to other

available time-series within the dataset. Although the presented implementation of

Q4EDA attempts to emulate the data available within Gapminder, the framework

is purposely flexible to allow for other applications, such as will be discussed.

Definition 3.4.3 (Visual Selection Query VQ). A search query that is made based on

visual interactivity, such as mouse hovering or selecting.

3.4.2 Design Requirements

Q4EDA focuses on providing a VQ conversion framework for time-series

dataset exploratory analysis. For example, if a user asks Q4EDA to generate a SQ
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which represents a pattern of type “peak” within a time-series, Q4EDA should use

the available information from the time-series data and the visual information of

the VA to generate a text-based SQ. By combining elements of information retrieval,

the gaps in the literature in regard to VQ conversion, and the goal stated above, a

compiled list of requirements is made:

R1 – Visual Selection Query Conversion. Q4EDA must provide a valid SQ given

a VQ that provides: (a) output correctness – the information returned from

the targeted SEs should be related to the user’s VQ [58]; and (b) output

stability – the results should not vary too much given slight variations on

the VQ since slight variations of user interaction (selection) are expected to

happen in practice [39];

R2 – Information Retrieval. Q4EDA should follow existing approaches to en-

hance the retrieved results, including: (a) query expansion – the converted

SQ should be expanded [14] with terms to broaden the query results to bet-

ter allow for related information to be found; and (b) query suggestion –

suggestions [168] should be provided to provide users with information of

interest.

3.4.3 Q4EDA Definitions

As a first step, it is essential to define what an SQ is in the context of this

dissertation. Many online resources define SQ as “A search query or search term is

the actual word or string of words that a search engine user types into the search

box” [83]. Beyond that, a plethora of similar concepts is seen when applied to

different modes of communication. To simplify and better contextualize Q4EDA,

the definition used for a Search Query (SQ) is: a term-based format of querying for

information. Similarly, a Search Engine (SE) is defined as any system which can

receive an SQ and retrieve information relevant or related to the query from its

database(s), where among the most famous examples are Google Search, Wikidata

(Wikipedia’s Knowledge Base), Apache Lucene and Elasticsearch [70].

As discussed, Q4EDA is designed to be used by a data analysis visualization

tool to convert a visual selection query (VQ) into a search query (SQ), which can then
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be used to retrieve information from a search engine (SE). For this, Q4EDA expects to

have access to the time-series dataset collection being analyzed. Q4EDA also expects

the data to be organized as such: the dataset collection is made up of multiple

datasets wherein lives the many time-series, as is exemplified in Figure 3.2(a). For

instance, UNData [161] is a dataset collection where multiple datasets of so-called

indicators (e.g. “life expectancy” or “child mortality”) contain a per-country time-

series. With this, the four main data-types of Q4EDA conversion are defined: dataset

name, categorical descriptor such as country name, temporal descriptor and time-series

value. With this, the definition of a Visual Selection Query (VQ) as a subset of a

visualization’s data which was selected through user interaction as exemplified by

the red selection of Figure 3.2(a). For instance, Gapminder’s line-chart [189] could

theoretically allow for a box-selection or lasso-selection of a part of the displayed

data with which the user can indicate a visual selection query. This VQ would

include the selection years as the x-axis’s temporal descriptor of the selection,

the y-axis’s time-series numeric values, and the corresponding dataset name and

categorical descriptor of that individual line chart.

With these definitions in hand, Q4EDA can be described as a framework that

receives a VQ and, by utilizing the available dataset, it converts the VQ into one

of the output SQ formats. After executing said SQ, Q4EDA also provides query

suggestions among the available dataset names and categorical descriptors. For

that, the workflow to use Q4EDA follows the representation of Figure 3.2 where

after a user performs a VQ, its data is given to Q4EDA for the query conversion

and suggestion process.

3.4.4 Query Conversion

Q4EDA’s framework leans on the three aspects: query conversion, query combiner,

and query suggestion, as is seen in Figure 3.2. While the query combiner defines the

supported SEs, the query conversions define the process used to convert each of

VQ’s individual data-types to generate a relevant output SQ using query expansion

techniques (R2.a). For this, Q4EDA first converts each data-type separately, and

then the results are combined and formatted into the output SQ.

The inner mechanism used by Q4EDA to process and store the individual
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conversion step follows a grammatical convention based on existing SQ grammars,

the closest of which is Elasticsearch’s Simple Query format [221]. The formal

grammar described in EBNF [77] is:

⟨sub-expression⟩ ::= ⟨or⟩ | ⟨and⟩ | ⟨required⟩ | ⟨term⟩

⟨or⟩ ::= ‘(’ ⟨sub-expression⟩ { ‘|’ ⟨sub-expression⟩ }+ ’)’

⟨and⟩ ::= ‘(’ ⟨sub-expression⟩ { ‘&’ ⟨sub-expression⟩ }+ ’)’

⟨required⟩ ::= ‘"’ ⟨sub-expression⟩ ‘"’

⟨term⟩ ::= [⟨negative-factor⟩] ⟨inner-term⟩ [⟨weight-factor⟩]

⟨inner-term⟩ ::= ‘(’ ⟨spaced-term⟩ ‘)’ | ⟨word⟩

⟨spaced-term⟩ ::= ⟨spaced-term⟩ ‘ ’ ⟨word⟩ | ⟨word⟩

⟨word⟩ ::= { ⟨lower-case-letter⟩ }+

⟨weight-factor⟩ ::= superscript ? ⟨weight-factor⟩

⟨negative-factor⟩ ::= ‘-’

where the conversion’s sub-expression output consists of multiple terms which

can represent the input positively or negatively, and with the added weights and logi-

cal operations, the output is able to be descriptive enough for formatting to target

many SEs. In order to exemplify the grammar, by assuming an input requesting

Q4EDA to convert the question “population of the United States” into a SQ, a plausi-

ble output could be {(united states | usa | america | (north america)0.5)&(population |

habitants | people0.5 | (−death)0.5)}, where it includes perfect match terms (e.g.

“united states”), terms with lower weights for less exact matches (e.g. “north amer-

ica”) and negative terms to indicate opposite meaning or antonyms (e.g. “death”).

Keyword Conversion

The first conversion tackles the keyword data-type, such as the dataset name

or categorical descriptors. By acquiring the dataset name(s) from a given VQ or

the categorical descriptor(s), Q4EDA uses natural language processing to gen-

erate a set of related terms for inclusion in its output. Q4EDA first applies a

text mining approach to assign a set of related terms TD
d = {td

1, td
2, . . .} for every

keyword d received. For instance, the keyword d = “life expectancy”, which

is a dataset name from UNData [161], besides being represented by the terms
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“life” and “expectancy”, can also be represented by terms like “longevity” and

“lifetime”. Similarly, the same keyword is negatively represented by terms like

“mortality” or “death”. Such an example results in the terms TD
li f e expectancy =

{li f e, expectancy, longevity, li f etime,−mortality,−death} where positive terms are

related to the keyword, and negative terms are negatively related, a concept similar

to antonyms. In this way, any such nominal descriptors will have their semantic

meaning defined by their associated terms. Finally, the set of terms is formatted into

an expression following Q4EDA’s grammar: (li f e∥expectancy∥longevity∥li f etime∥−

mortality∥ − death).

This operation is done through a pre-trained GloVe model [174], which gen-

erates related tags for a given keyword. First, the GloVe model is loaded using

the Gensim library [181], and then every unique keyword d is tokenized and

lemmatized with NLTK [143] and WordNet [73, 260] and passed to Gensim’s

“similar by vector” method.

Country Keyword Conversion

Although the simple method described so far works well for dataset names

and categorical descriptors with common nouns, specialized versions of keyword

conversion are used to dataset names or categorical descriptors with proper nouns,

such as geo-locations such as street, building name, city, state, or country and events

such as “the second world war”, for better query expansion results [23]. Therefore,

Q4EDA provides one of such specialized keyword conversions to properly process

a country keyword.

Since geo-information also encodes geographical concepts like continents, dis-

tances, area, and population, among others, this specialized conversion can output

a more relevant set of terms for a given country. That said, this module design

could expand indefinitely due to its data complexity, therefore, I limited the pro-

cessing to grammatical variations, naming conventions, synonyms, and regionality.

To create the set of terms TC
c of words for a country keyword, the country’s name

is used along with other terms related to the country, such as adjectives or nouns

(e.g. “United States” adds “America”, “American” and “USA”). Although a VQ

may be specific for a single country, the VQ’s relevant information within the
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target SE may include other similar or neighboring countries as well. Therefore,

terms for the collection of countries near the selected country were added, such as

the continent name or sub-area, with a smaller weight (e.g., “United States” adds

“North America” with lower weights). This generalization has shown to be essen-

tial because some textual information may only contain more general references to

the geographical location where a specific event occurred. To complement TC
c with

said extra data, data from Gapminder’s geography dataset [187] was extracted and

used as a reference for any country categorical descriptor, such as is the case with

UNData. Therefore, such an example results in the following output:

TC
united states =(united states | united states of america |

american | america | usa | (north america)0.5)

Finally, the list of terms is converted to Q4EDA inner grammar definition.

Temporal Descriptor Conversion

Unlike previous processors, the temporal descriptor conversion is unique since

it tackles a continuous temporal value and has some inner context that can be

used to enhance search queries. Similar to the country keyword conversion, this

step is required to be specialized to a given temporal variables, such as date, time,

month, weekday, year, or any combination of them. Therefore, Q4EDA provides

one such implementation which focuses on converting a year range into a valid

query output to be included in Q4EDA’s output SQ.

The term set generated has the form of TE
ya,yb

= {te
1, te

2, . . .} where ya and yb

identify the limits of the range of years. The natural terms associated with a

range of years are the years themselves. However, this conversion process goes

beyond and allows the VA Tool to define a weight distribution to better describe

the selection interest within the range of years. For instance, while the default

weight profile will give the same weight to all years within a range, if the VA Tool

includes a Gaussian weight distribution, the processor will give higher weights to

the center of the range and lower to the others.

Additionally, the year conversion compares the year range to a predefined year
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range term. For example, if the year range is 1950 −−1960, an additional term of

1950s is included to represent the decade selected. If the year range does not match

the exact decade, lower weights are given to the decade terms. The weight used in

decade terms is w = 1 − 2 ∗ (|dsb
a|+ |dse

b|) where dsb
a is the distance from the first

year to the beginning of the decade and dse
b is the distance in years from the last

year to the end of the decade, and weights equal or below 0 causes the decade term

to be discarded. The same process has been applied for centuries. Therefore, such

an example results in the following output:

TE
1851−−1859,gaussian =(18510.2 | 18520.3 | 18530.5 | 18540.8 | 1855 |

18560.8 | 18570.5 | 18580.3 | 18590.2 | 1850s0.6)

Time-Series’ Selected Finding Conversion

Finally, Q4EDA analyzes the numerical values selected by the user F = Id
c (ya, yb) =

{eya , . . . , eyb
} and converts the underlying pattern into a set of terms {t

p
1 , t

p
2 , . . .}.

Its implementation categorizes the selected values, which is here called finding, by

its trend tr, which can be either ascending, descending or stable, and by its pattern

tp, which can either be peak, valley, and neutral. This results in 9 different possible

trend/pattern combinations, as exemplified by Figure 3.3(a). These two identifiers

are applied to a finding by using existing trend/pattern statistical methods, and

the resulting keyword is then converted to the desired query output using the same

GloVe model [174] NLP process used in the Keyword Conversion (see Section 3.4.4).

That said, if the input has only one value (e.g., a == b) or no value, this conversion

step will output nothing at all.

The type of a selected trend tr is defined by applying the Moving Averages (MA)

method, a well-known technique in time-series analysis to define whether a series

is stationary or not, providing us with a trend estimation [30]. MA first transforms

the selection F = Id
c (ya, yb) = {eya , . . . , eyb

} into a new series F′ = I′dc (ya, yb) =

{e′ya
, . . . , e′yb

} setting its values e′ ∈ I′dc (ya, yb) to the average value in the time

interval e′p(w) = µ(ey−w, . . . , ey, . . . , ey+w). Here, I empirically define the window

with the default value w = 2. However, it is possible to modify this parameter

during setup. The discrete derivative of F′ and the sum of the normalized values
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p f = |F| × (w+−w−)
σ(F)

,

w+ = ∑kp
W(kp).Pr(kp), kp ∈ peaks,

w− = ∑kv
W(kn).Pr(kv), kv ∈ valleys,

(3.3)

In Equation 3.3, W represents the width and Pr the prominence, or absolute

height, of the peak or valley. Therefore, w+ is equivalent to a probability of the

selection to be a peak and w− a similar probability of being a valley. Note that σ(F)

is the standard deviation of F = Id
c (ya, yb). Based on the pattern factor p f , the type

of pattern is defined as

pattern =



























stable, σ(Fr
c ) < λ1

peak, σ(F) > λ1 and p f > λ2

valley, σ(F) > λ1 and p f < −λ2

unstable, σ(F) > λ1 and λ2 ≥ p f ≥ −λ2

, (3.4)

where λ1 is a threshold of whether to consider if a selection contains a pattern or

not, and, if a pattern is detected, λ2 is a threshold to define whether the selection is

a peak, a valley, or an unstable oscillation. The parameters λ1 = 0.5 and λ2 = 1.5

were set empirically, but these can be changed by users of Q4EDA.

The result of this process is a pair of identifiers (trend and pattern), which

describes the selection and is exemplified in Figure 3.3(b). The conversion’s output

is defined by using the identifier pair as keywords to be converted with the same

GloVe model presented in Section 3.4.4, in which Q4EDA expands a keyword into

a valid query output to be used within the output SQ.

3.4.5 Query Combiner and Output Formatter

So far, the conversion process was exemplified with a singular input to each.

Each conversion outputs a single query output in the sub-expression format of

Section 3.4.4, with a valid sub-expression representing that specific. However,

Q4EDA is not limited to only one input per data-type. Instead, each conversion

process is done for each occurrence of its input, therefore if the input has multiple

datasets {D1, D2, η}, the keyword conversion will be executed for each individual

dataset name and return one sub-expression per dataset TD1, TD2, η. All other
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processors would similarly be executed multiple times if the VQ includes multiple

occurrences of the input metadata-types.

Q4EDA then combines every sub-expression into a full expression by first creat-

ing a full combinatory permutation within each sub-expression output, excluding

the time-series pattern conversion, since its output will already be associated with

the combination of the others. For instance, if the VQ contains two countries, one

dataset name, and two ranges of years, then Q4EDA would also expect four finding

sub-expressions, one for each of the country/name/years combinations. With this,

each of the two countries would be converted individually TC
c1 and TC

c2, the dataset

name would be converted to TD
d , the two-year ranges of the selection would output

TE
ya,yb

and TE
yc,yd

, and the four findings would output four distinct TP. Q4EDA then

expands the combinatory permutations as four inner queries by the combinatory

permutations one by one and concatenates each with an “and” & operation, re-

sulting in the following four sets of sub-expressions: (TC
c1&TD

d &TE
ya,yb

&TP
c1,d,ya,yb

),

(TC
c1&TD

d &TE
yc,yd

&TP
c1,d,yc,yd

), (TC
c2&TD

d &TE
ya,yb

&TP
c2,d,ya,yb

) and (TC
c2&TD

d &TE
yc,yd

&TP
c2,d,yd,yc

).

Then, to unite the sub-expression sets, two expressions are calculated: a full

expression intersection TI by concatenating all sub-expressions sets with “and” &

operands and a complete expression union TU by concatenating all sub-expression

sets with “or” ∥ operands. These two are then united as T = (TI)
2∥TU, where the

full intersection is given higher weight over the full union. Note that (TI)
2 applies

a weight operation to a sub-expression set instead of an inner-term, as defined

by Q4EDA’s grammar. Therefore, every term within the complete expression

intersection should have its weight multiplied by 2. Finally, the two full expressions

are summarized through a Boolean Algebra [134] which includes Exponentiation

Algebra to also solve for the weight-factor calculation.

Finally, by using an output formatter to reformat the final query calculated

above into a valid SQ of a given SE. Q4EDA provides one such formatter which

converts the query to the Elasticsearch simple query format [221] by replacing the

following aspects of the query:

Other than the direct equivalents listed above, which are simply replaced,

the negative-factor is unavailable within Elasticsearch and, therefore, removed.

Note that the term itself with a negative-factor is kept as regular operands (e.g.,
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Table 3.1: Q4EDA’s output formatter replaces bnf the required output tokens based
on the targeted Search Engine (SE)

bnf inner example Elasticsearch equivalent

weight-factor superscript ∧
negative-factor − N/A
and & +
required “spaced term” +(spaced term)
spaced-term some words “some words”

“(−mexico0.5)” becomes “mexico0.5”) since querying for antonym terms of the find-

ing can also represent information about it [260].

3.4.6 Query Suggestion

In parallel to the SQ conversion, Q4EDA also provides query suggestions by

utilizing and analyzing the available dataset collection, the VQ and the final text

documents results from the conversion process, as is shown in Figure 3.2. In

other words, Q4EDA not only implements query expansion (R2.a) by aggregating

relevant terms to the SQ through the conversion processes but also implements

query suggestions (R2.b) in terms of the visual selection query by suggesting other

partitions of the dataset collection which may potentially be related. By loosely

following information retrieval techniques [168], Q4EDA tackles two suggestion

approaches where users are suggested related dataset names and categorical de-

scriptors. First it provides suggestion given the presence of said dataset names or

categorical descriptors within the text documents which were retrieved from the

SE after executing the final SQ. Second, Q4EDA provides suggestions based on the

numerical or pattern similarity of the VQ finding to other possible VQs among all

the datasets and categorical descriptors.

Nominal Suggestions from Text

The first suggestion approach attempts to search the available nominal data’s

presence, which includes both the dataset name and the categorical descriptor,

in a given text document. For that, a VQ is required to be converted and its

output SQ is executed within the target SE. The resulting text document(s) are

used by this suggestion process to rank the nominal data present on each text
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document by the number of occurrences. The result provides the suggestion of

other datasets or categorical descriptors which are related to the text document

being read. In order to broaden the use of this suggestion approach, Q4EDA

provides three implementations: direct counting, indirect counting, and natural

language processing (NLP), and the result is a score list that associates each nominal

data to each of the texts. That is, following the previous sections’ examples, Q4EDA

suggests the most relevant datasets and countries within UNData that relates to

any given Wikipedia text document which was retrieved from Elasticsearch after

executing the result of a VQ conversion.

In the direct mode, Q4EDA uses a simple case-insensitive number of occurrences

of all possible nominal data from the dataset, or, in other words, a bag-of-words

technique is applied. That is, Q4EDA suggests a ranked list indicating the number

of occurrences of every dataset name and another ranked list for the categorical

descriptor. In the indirect mode, however, Q4EDA first uses the same keyword

conversion approach of Section 3.4.4 to expand the available keywords from the

dataset name and categorical descriptor, and their query output’s terms are then

searched within the text document using bag-of-words. Finally, with the NLP

mode, Q4EDA compares the keyword conversion outputs to the extracted key-

word list from the text document through another NLP method called Gensim

Keywords [181], which transforms text documents into keywords. Finally, Q4EDA

once again uses NLTK with the GloVe model [174] to transform both sets of terms,

namely the keyword conversion and from the text keyword extraction, into two

vector embeddings which are then compared with cosine similarity. The result is,

once again, one ranked list per nominal data which indicates suggestions indicating

the similarity between the text contents and the available data within the dataset

collection under analysis.

By assuming Q4EDA is configured with the Wikipedia Elasticsearch Dump [223],

UNData time-series data [161], and Gapminder line-charts [189], and that the user

performs at some point a visual selection query which, after converted and exe-

cuted, returns a Wikipedia document about USA’s life expectancy, then Q4EDA

scans the whole UNData dataset collection across the two nominal data, namely

dataset name and country, and search for all their keywords (e.g., United States or
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Life Expectancy) within the text document. In the direct mode, Q4EDA would pro-

vide two lists containing the number of occurrences of each country and indicator

within the text documents. In indirect mode, Q4EDA converts each dataset name

and country using the keyword conversion process and searches the resulting

terms (e.g., United States, USA, American for the united states country or Life,

Expectancy, Death for the life expectancy indicator) within the text document,

and the occurrences of each term are aggregated as its respective dataset name

or country as an average. The results are also two lists indicating the average

occurrences of related terms of each country and dataset name. Finally, with the

NLP mode, Q4EDA also converts the text document itself into a keyword list and

by converting both this list and the keyword conversion query output terms to a

vector embedding format, Q4EDA calculates their cosine similarity. Once again,

the results are two lists indicating a similarity score between the text’s generated

keywords and the related terms of each country and dataset name. Independent

of the mode used, the resulting lists are a country ranking list of the most related

countries to the text and an indicator list of the most related indicators to the text

documents.

While the direct mode provides suggestions of other nominal data present in

the text and the indirect mode provides suggestions of other nominal data whose

concept is present in the text, the NLP mode provides suggestions of nominal

metadata whose concept matches the most prominent concepts within the text.

In other words, the direct mode is better to find texts literally talking about “life

expectancy”, and the indirect mode is better to find texts with information that

talks about the concepts surrounding “life expectancy” of a country (e.g. including

“death” and “mortality”), and the NLP mode is better to find texts whose overall

context is regarding the concepts surrounding “life expectancy” of a country. In the

case of suggesting UNData nominal data from Wikipedia text documents, through

preliminary tests, it was gathered that the direct mode provided better ways to

suggest nominal data based on the presence of specific words within the text, such

as “child” of the child mortality indicator, the indirect mode provided better ways

to suggest similar countries of a given VQ, and the NLP mode provided better

ways to suggest similar datasets of a given VQ.
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findings purely according to their general visual pattern similarity while not fo-

cusing on the distance between the selection’s individual values. However, if one

wishes to compare findings according to differences in amplitude or consider their

raw value distances, DTW is the option. The Pearson correlation is calculated as

follows

corr(F, F′) =
1

N2

N

∑
i

(xi − µ(F))(x′i − µ(F′))

σ(F)σ(F′)
, (3.5)

where µ(·) is the average value, σ(·) is the standard deviation, N is the number

of values in the patterns, and x and x′ are the values in from two functions F and

F′ respectively. Correlation corr(F, F′) between the two functions F and F′ ranges

in [−1, 1]. Positive values indicate linear related series, negative inversely related

series, no relationship otherwise.

The second option, the DTW, is a robust dissimilarity measure that finds the

non-linear alignment that has the lowest accumulative Euclidean distances between

points, resulting in an optimal shape match preserving magnitude [124, 147]. Since

the correlation is a similarity and the DTW is an unbounded dissimilarity, the DTW

dissimilarity is transformed into similarity to keep consistency as follows

dtwsim(F, F′) =
1

1 + dtw(F, F′)
, (3.6)

where dtw(F, F′) is the DTW distance between two patterns, and the resulting

similarity dtwsim(F, F′) ranges in [0, 1].

The resulting suggestion lists contain the correlation score of all other possible

variations for each of the respective nominal data, as seen in Figure 3.4. This

list represents suggestions of similar or dissimilar findings extracted from the

dataset collection given the user’s VQ. With these suggestion lists, users can, for

instance, directly analyze other related countries or datasets of the UNData or even

visualize the lists as a similarity heat-map, or, in the case of geographic information,

choropleth geography maps, for example.
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3.5 LINKED - Example use of Q4EDA as an Integrated VA tool

This section presents LINKing hEterogenous Data (LINKED), a VA tool powered

by Q4EDA that automatically links correspondences between UNData time-series

sets and Wikipedia textual excerpts during exploratory analysis based on user

interaction by using Q4EDA. LINKED uses a novel approach merging natural

language processing, information retrieval, and signal processing strategies to

decompose findings (user selections) into queries to unravel potential descriptions

of the observed patterns inside large textual databases to provide added certainty

to the user’s analysis results. It also offers the possibility of navigating from textual

descriptions back to related time-series through automatic suggestions, providing

a bi-directional connection between the two data sources. LINKED uses UNData

world demographic indicators provided by the Gapminder initiative and a custom-

built Wikipedia Search-Engine as a textual source of information in the presented

implementation. Through a set of user tests, LINKED was attested to enhance

users’ analytical capabilities by loosely coupling these heterogeneous datasets

in a single tool, which when analyzed statistically results in considerably more

information found that otherwise would be ignored or not discovered when using

the datasets independently. In summary, the main contributions of LINKED are:

• A baseline back-end architecture to integrate at two datasets of the same

domain: one structured in a tabular time-series structure, such as UNData,

and another unstructured textual dataset, such as Wikipedia;

• An application of Q4EDA as the query-generation system which serves to

translate the selection of a visually identified pattern from a line-chart time-

series into a query and retrieves relevant data from the Wikipedia unstruc-

tured textual dataset;

• A reverse query-generation strategy that summarises a textual entry to sug-

gest related data from the time-series dataset;

• A single visual analytics dashboard to show the time-series and the textual

datasets providing related analytical functionalities.
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LINKED is designed as a dashboard with well-established visual metaphors

employed to visualize time-series as line charts, geographical data as maps, and

text data as wordclouds and area charts (see Figure 3.5). LINKED is implemented

using a web-model architecture based on back-end and front-end services, where

the front-end uses React, and the back-end uses Python3. Although the presented

example focuses on using UNData world indicators and Wikipedia historical

textual information, LINKED can be extended to be data agnostic, allowing it

to be extended for other scenarios and domains by replacing the datasets used

throughout this work with a different textual and time-series datasets.

LINKED Data and Design Requirements

As discussed, the focus of LINKED is to link time-series dataset(s) with textual

descriptions during the execution of exploratory tasks. LINKED uses multiple

world demographic indicators provided by the Gapminder initiative [186] where

each dataset holds a single indicator’s data per country, and Wikipedia [222] as the

textual source of information. The bidirectional process of linking these two data

sources is accomplished through a comprehensive list of design requirements that

need to be supported, involving:

R1 – Visual Selection Query Between Datasets. Allow users to select a pattern

of interest in a time-series, which is hereby called “finding”, and search for

related textual information through Q4EDA, providing potential explanations

for the observed finding;

R2 – Document Summary. Display the retrieved documents with visual sum-

maries for fast results analysis, but not hindering users if they wish to read

the original document itself;

R3 – Suggestions/Recommendations. Suggest indicators (time-series) and coun-

tries for further analysis considering the selected finding and/or each re-

trieved document;

3LINKED can be accessed at http://expatt.vav.aknakos.com
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R4 – Correlation. Provide comparison between the selected country and indica-

tor and other countries and indicators, allowing users to find similar and

dissimilar countries or indicators;

R5 – Custom Query Allow users to run a custom search query to directly fetch

documents and start the analysis from the suggested countries and indices.

These requirements were compiled by multiple prototyping phases with infor-

mal feedback from other students within the Visual Analytics Lab I work. Next, I

discuss how LINKED implements these requirements.

3.5.1 LINKED Overview

To set notation, consider the whole group of world demographic indicators

I where I can be partitioned through C countries and D unique indicators per

country. Each unique indicator Id
c is composed by a set of time-series defined as

Id
c = {et1

, . . . , etn}, where e is each data-point entry measured among {y1, . . . , yn}

years. This notation is intentionally equivalent as the one used by Q4EDA.

In LINKED, the user initially selects one or more indicators d (Figure 3.5(A))

and a line-chart is shown presenting Id
c (Figure 3.5(B)), which can be used to select

a time-frame of interest. This “time-frame of interest” will be referenced as finding

F for the remainder of the section, and is defined as F = Id
c (ya, yb) = {eya , . . . , eyb

}

where y1 <= ya < yb <= yn are the time-frame selection boundaries in the time-

series. The selected finding and all its related data is then forwarded to Q4EDA

in order to build a search query. By using the generated search query on the

Wikipedia Search-Engine, LINKED retrieves potential explanations of the finding

to be displayed to the user. Figure 3.5(A) shows an example of selecting a finding,

which is displayed as a gray area. The visualization shows a massive decrease in

the “Life Expectancy” of “United States” in the period between 1917 and 1919 (R1).

Users may use the map in Figure 3.5(C) to define which country or countries c to

be displayed on the previously described line-chart and when a finding is selected,

the map is colored based on the similarity of the selected finding Id
c (ya, yb) with all

other countries C as in
⋃

c′∈C
Id
c′(ya, yb) considering the same indicator. Users can use

the map to investigate whether there are other interesting findings F′ similar to the
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selected finding in other countries, whether the selected country is different from

other regions of the world, or even to get an overview of the finding’s similarity

distribution around the globe. For example, by starting with Figure 3.5(B), it is

possible to use LINKED to analyse similar behavior to the selected finding and see

that the same pattern is also observed in multiple countries (e.g., United States,

Canada, and Venezuela), which is in contrast to the behavior of other countries

such as Mexico and the United Kingdom.

LINKED uses Q4EDA to translate the finding into a search query q, which is

sent to the search engine holding the second dataset: the Wikipedia documents.

The retrieved documents are then summarized (R2) using Q4EDA’s Nominal Sug-

gestions into a keyword list, which is then used to generate the overview wordcloud

(Figure 3.5(D)) and the interactive explanation river overview (Figure 3.5(E)). In this

overview, the documents are positioned in the x-axis, and the rivers’ width repre-

sents the probability (or frequency) of keyword terms in each document. These

keyword terms are also listed below the chart to facilitate navigation with an added

translucent bar, indicating the search engine score of each resulting document in

relationship with the search query. The same color-scheme is used within the

WordCloud and the Stacked Area Chart in order to identify the appearance of the

same word or phrase among both visualizations.

On user interaction with the explanation river overview, each text document

can be expanded on-demand to display four per-document elements: the text

summary (Figure 3.5(F)), a per-document wordcloud, the related list of indicators

(Figure 3.5(G)), and a map of mentioned countries, all of which are used to propose

next steps to the user’s exploratory analysis. According to the example presented in

Figure 3.5, the finding observed in Figure 3.5(B) is probably related to the “Influenza

Pandemic” and “World War I”, which can be extracted from investigating the

document list (Figure 3.5(E)).

At the same time, Q4EDA’s Nominal Suggestions from Pattern provides suggested

countries and indicators of interest for the same selected time-frame of finding

F, which populates the lists in Figure 3.5(H). The Suggestion Lists includes a

set of lists containing other suggested indicators and countries related to the

selected finding (R3). For example, if a user wants to discover the countries
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with the most similar or dissimilar shape to the selected finding, they can use

the “Similar/Dissimilar Countries” lists, which show the same or the inverse

information of the correlation map using a ranked list format (R4). Another

example is when the user wants to discover indicators with the most similar

or dissimilar shape to the selected finding’s shape while considering the same

country, which can be done using the “Similar/Dissimilar Datasets” lists. Finally,

“Prominent Peaks/Valleys” provides lists to aid the analysis of the finding’s shape.

In addition to the analysis starting with a linechart analysis, users may also

wish to start their analysis through the Wikipedia documents. LINKED provides a

“manual query mode” (R5) for users to provide a manual search query to directly

retrieve documents from the Wikipedia search engine. Then, users can begin their

analysis from the retrieved documents and the corresponding suggestion lists. For

example, a user can start their analysis by querying a term (e.g., “influenza”), and

from each document’s textual summaries, visualizations and recommendations,

they may add some of the recommended indicators and countries to their linechart

time-series.

3.5.2 Search Engine

In order to search for data within Wikipedia, LINKED uses an open-source No-

SQL database, and search engine based on Apache Lucene called Elasticsearch [129]

since it is optimized for fast text indexing, processing, and searching even with

large datasets.

The setup of the database is comprised of multiple technical steps outlined

in [70]. Elasticsearch requires a JSON-based query configuration of fields, per

field weights, and other similar configurations to search text documents within

the database. The database uses this to return the documents with the highest

score while matching the specified query and boosting the per-field weights. After

performing internal tests with students of my lab, the query settings of LINKED

were configured to use a weighted-based of Wt = 2 for title weight and Wb = 1

for body weight, which boosts the score of matched documents with related titles.

Finally, LINKED uses Q4EDA’s formatter where its generated search query is in

the Elasticsearch simple query format [221] (Section 3.4.5).
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3.5.3 Visualizing the Explanations

Once the documents are retrieved, the last step in transforming findings into

explanations is to present the fetched information (R2). LINKED presents this

information as an overview visualization outlining the top k retrieved documents

(k is a user parameter, which by default is set to 10) and visualizations of the

overview of results and a summary of each document on demand. Users can also

use buttons to fetch the subsequent k documents, not hindering or forcing users to

only use the first k documents for their analysis.

3.5.4 LINKED Discussions and Limitations

Given the design requirement of using well-known and straightforward visual-

izations to build LINKED, such as maps, line charts, area charts, and wordclouds,

some visual representations have inherent limitations regarding visual scalability,

for instance, when displaying too many time-series at once as pointed by some

participants in the qualitative feedback. However, it was opted to use simple

and popular visual representations that are more familiar to the general public,

as was confirmed through interviews, user testing, and user evaluation feedback.

Although other more scalable visual representations could be used, for instance

Visception [132] with map-based layouts, the added complexity and the prolonged

user learning curve would reduce the reach of LINKED.

3.5.5 LINKED Conclusion

This section presented LINKED, a system to enhance the exploratory analysis

of world demographics by linking potential patterns of interest, called findings, to

textual documents from Wikipedia through a novel visual selection query mecha-

nism. This is done by the visual analysis of both datasets simultaneously, where

one aids the understanding of the other.
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selection (Section 3.4.6). Based on that, Justin adds the two top-ranked suggested

countries to the line chart (Sweden and the United Kingdom) and realizes that the

drop in life expectancy is probably an American effect since even the most related

countries do not present similar valley in the same period (omitted due to space

constraints). With that in mind, Justin checks the retrieved documents and observes

the prevalence of the terms “civil war” in the returned snippets (Figure 3.7(a)) and

concludes that the lower life expectancy rating may result from a civil war. By

reading some of the retrieved documents, he learns that the trigger of the civil war

was the result of Abraham Lincoln’s election and the United States southern states

feeling unrepresented and/or challenged due to slavery, being able to discover

one important piece for the storytelling of the United States lifespan variations,

including its trigger.

Justin follows up to investigate the second dip in life expectancy and selects the

period between 1917 and 1919. The retrieved documents’ contents are, however,

less homogeneous with different causes for the drop, with a span of documents

discussing different topics (Figure 3.7(b)). As in the previous example, he adds

other top-ranked suggested countries to the line chart, including countries from

different continents. Differently from the previous valley, all the included countries

present a similar drop in life expectancy in the same period (Figure 3.8), apparently

suggesting that a global event took place. Rechecking the retrieved documents, he

infers that some potential reasons for the changes in life expectancy may be the

World War I and the Spanish Flu, also called Influenza Pandemic.

Still using the countries suggestion list, Justin discovers that Russia is amongst

the lowest-ranked countries and decides to investigate – here is discussed the

country suggestion as a ranked list. Adding Russia to the line chart, Justin finds out

that the reason for the similarity score being low in this period is that Russia’s valley

is much wider than the United States (image omitted due to space constraints).

By selecting the valley in Russia’s life expectancy and checking the suggested

countries, he discovers that Belarus, Ukraine, Turkmenistan, Uzbekistan, Tajikistan,

Kazakhstan, and Uzbekistan are the most similar to Russia. Also, by checking

the retrieved documents (Figure 3.9(a)), Justin discovers that during 1917 and

1919, Russia was facing the abolition of its monarchy in 1917, a civil war, and the
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the average variation among them to set the window. The stability of Q4EDA’s

query process is then measured by comparing the intersection of the set of docu-

ments retrieved using the original query q and the sets of documents fetched using

the derived queries q′. Given D the set documents retrieved using the original

query q and Di the list of documents returned using one of the derived queries q′i,

the stability is computed as

1

|D| · |∆| ∑
Di∈∆

|(D ∩ Di)|, (3.7)

where ∆ is the set containing the lists of documents produced by all derived queries

q′. Notice that the number of documents in D and Di is the same and defined by

the number of documents displayed in the interface, which was empirically set as

10.

To execute a comprehensive test, 960 time series were selected from the UNData

dataset [161], and then the query stability was measured for each one. The evalu-

ation automatically detected 5, 286 relevant patterns, resulting in 47, 574 queries

submitted to the search engine. Figure 3.11 summarizes the results. Overall, on

average, the stability is 0.5121, meaning that slight variations in the selection return

51% of the documents returned by the original query. More specifically, peaks and

valleys are more stable, with an average of around 64% and a standard deviation

of 0.22. At the same time, ’unstable patterns’ have less document stability with an

average of 39% and a standard deviation of 0.27. This suggests that the peaks and

valleys are meaningful within Q4EDA, indicating that it appropriately translates

well-defined visual patterns into coherent groups of documents. Although this

cannot quantify the quality of the retrieved documents, it indicates that users with

similar behavior are expected to receive similar documents when attempting to

select the same pattern, indicating a good degree of stability and reproducibility.

3.7 User Evaluation

Using the same workflow as Justin’s usage scenario (see Section 3.6.1), a user

study was conducted to evaluate: (1) whether Q4EDA conversion method allows

users to more accurately find textual information related to a specific time series
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Figure 3.11: Query stability analysis. On average, slight variations in the selection
return 39% to 64% of the documents returned by the original query depending on
the pattern type, indicating a good degree of stability and reproducibility, especially
for patterns with peaks and valleys.

pattern if compared to manually searching (R1 and R2.a); and (2) whether users

are more accurate in their query results using Q4EDA even when confident in

their findings (R1.a). LINKED was used as a replica of Gapminder [186, 189] to

represent the times-series and the Wikipedia search engine. This setup was used

given the Gapminder popularity and to avoid search results variations that may

occur between different user profiles if, for instance, the Google search engine is

employed. Through this study, I aim to check the following null hypotheses:

HP
0 : There is no difference in the amount of correct information related

to a given pattern of interest a user can find using the proposed visual

selection query conversion and manually querying the target search

engine.

HC
0 : There is no difference in the amount of correct information related

to a given pattern of interest a user who was confident in their answer

can find using the proposed visual selection query conversion and

manually querying the target search engine.

Overall, the evaluation recruited 21 participants of ages 16 and up. All but two
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are from computer sciences, one is from social sciences, and the other claim to not

have a primary area of study. Due to COVID-19, it was not possible to conduct an

in-person study. Instead, it was conducted through a self-guided online survey.

The experiment first conducts a demographic questionnaire and introduces the

Gapminder replica with a video tutorial. Participants are then guided through

an interactive tutorial using the system and finally are given a list of tasks to be

performed. The study was executed in an automated and non-obstructive manner

through an online survey system. Participants joined the study through their

machines and had unrestricted time to complete it. The study took on average

50 minutes, but due to the self-guided nature of online surveys, a third of the

participants did not complete the study in one continuous session.

To evaluate Q4EDA’s hypotheses, I have randomly split the participants into

two groups, one containing 11 participants, called Cohort 1 (C1), and another

containing 10 participants, called Cohort 2 (C2). Both groups execute two sets of

tasks. For the first task, C2 is the experimental group while executing tasks using

Q4EDA, and C1 is the control group executing tasks without visual queries but

instead manually searching Wikipedia to find related information to the observed

patterns. Therefore no search query conversion capabilities are provided to C1 as

opposed to C2. For the second task, the roles of C1 and C2 are swapped.

The benchmark of this user study was done by manually searching both

Wikipedia and through visual selection query for the expected text documents and

phrases and confirming that all tasks can be done with both tools. It is important

to note that both tools use and provide interfaces to the same time-series dataset

and the same textual dataset. The study does not attempt to capture all possible

historical events and facts related to a pattern but only to capture some equally

available to be queried in both formats.

For the first set of tasks, using the “United States life expectancy” dataset, the

participants were asked to search for probable causes for the drop between 1860

and 1866. The participants were given 5 alternatives and asked which one is

related to the observed patterns (four correct and one incorrect). Answers from

the experimental group using Q4EAD were better in finding more texts related to

the time-series pattern. On average, participants manually searching Wikipedia
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(C1) answered correctly 31% of the alternatives presented regarding related causes

against 48% using Q4EDA (C2). For this task, all participants but one from C2

said they now understand better Q4EDA’s usefulness for this kind of task and, by

using the Q4EDA’s suggestions (see Section 3.4.6 and R2.b), 7 participants from the

experimental group were also able to find other related indicators that may further

enhance the exploratory analysis.

In the second task, the two groups were swapped so that C1 is the experimental

group using Q4EDA’s query conversion and suggestions and C2 is the control

group directly querying Wikipedia. In this task, the users were asked to investigate

another drop in the United States life expectancy between 1916 and 1919. Similar to

the previous set of tasks, participants using Q4EDA had overall higher performance.

Participants manually searching Wikipedia (C2) answered correctly 38% of the

alternatives presented of related causes against 68% using Q4EDA (C1).

To verify the null hypothesis HP
0 across the two sets of tasks, the control group

was compared directly using only Wikipedia and the experimental group using

Q4EDA across all tasks. The calculated p-value is PH0
v = 0.0006 < 0.05 and t-value

is T
HP

0
v = −4.33. Therefore, HP

0 can be rejected. In more specific terms, when com-

paring the number of answers from each group that matched the expected answers,

the control group had, on average, identified 4.33 fewer pieces of information

compared to the experimental group, matching what was expected.

The participants were also asked how confident they were with their answers.

The answers where the participant was at least Con f ≥ Agree in their confidence

level had a p-value of Pv = 0.011 < 0.05, rejecting the hypothesis HC
0 , indicating,

therefore, that when only considering the participants who claim to be confident in

their answers, the confident participants of the control group had fewer answers

matching what was expected when compared to the confident participants of

the experimental group. When considering that these two groups were similarly

confident in their answers, it is possible to conclude that the confidence of the

control group does correlate to a correct answer as well as experimental group,

or in other words, given a pattern of interest, confident Q4EDA users have more

accurate textual findings than users who directly queried Wikipedia.
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In conclusion, participants of the experimental group significantly outper-

formed participants of the control group, showing that Q4EDA is effective in

providing means for users to better and more correctly discover information in

regards to a visual pattern and also to provide an effective way to convert a visual

selection query into useful Wikipedia queries when compared to constructing the

query manually.

3.7.1 Historian (Expert) Interview

In order to evaluate Q4EDA’s impact in real visualization-based data analysis

applications, I interviewed Catherine, an MA student in History, while using the

replica of Gapminder’s line-chart from Section 3.6.1 to validate and align Q4EDA’s

goal with real use-cases. For her undergraduate honors dissertation, Catherine

researched the Second World War’s effects on specific aspects of her city, omitted

for confidentiality reasons. In her dissertation, her research workflow involves

querying open portals through keywords about the research topic and visiting local

libraries. Tasks are classified by her as long and time-consuming when considering

the amount of time needed to retrieve information successfully.

In this interview, I initially introduced Q4EDA and its LINKED implementation.

I described the data contained within as “World Demographics Indicators extracted

from the United Nations repository”. Her initial reaction was of great interest. She

demonstrated enthusiasm with the breath of potential uses of Q4EDA once she saw

it working. After being shown Q4EDA’s query conversion mechanism in action to

retrieve relevant Wikipedia documents related to a finding of interest, Catherine

explained that this simple action of visual interaction is great to empower lay

users to find potential explanations for their findings. She also described that it

would be of great help within her research if Q4EDA supported regional time-

series data, such as provincial or municipal level, and regional text data, such

as local libraries and news data, potentially reducing the effort involved in the

preliminary information retrieval phase of her research. Catherine was asked how

she would use Q4EDA, and she displayed significant interest in analyzing the

History of Russia due to its very eventful History over the past 100 years. Finally,

she concluded the interview by saying: “Overall, I think this is great! It is a really
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cool program, and I am sure a lot of people will really benefit from using it.”

3.8 Discussions and Limitations

This chapter has explored a method to convert a visual selection query into

a search query usable within search engines. The technique was evaluated by

converting patterns within world indicator dataset collections and enhancing users’

analysis through Wikipedia documents. Indeed, the framework is open and easily

usable in other domains, which may also benefit from interpreting time-series

visual selections as search queries. Different input datasets, such as news, stock

market, financial data, IoT sensor data, social media, and natural disasters dataset

collections could also be used in a similar fashion. Although some of such dataset

collections may be directly supported by the processes implemented so far, others

may contain new data-types, which would also require new conversion processes

to be implemented, requiring modification to Q4EDA’s structure. All authors of

the published paper referent to Q4EDA expect future applications of Q4EDA in

domains other than the one exemplified by LINKED.

Alternatively, in line with the expert interview, a more fine-grained demograph-

ics analysis, considering cities or neighborhood levels and local newspaper press

datasets could be supported as well, among many other potential usages. That

said, the main challenge in all examples is mostly designing good visual metaphors

for domain-specific problems and discovering the best SE and textual document

collections to be used for each specific domain, all of which is external to Q4EDA’s

proposed framework. In any case, a fundamental observation has to be made: the

textual snippets are not necessarily intended to find an exact cause for a particular

visual finding since spurious correlations may happen.

Most of the exploratory tests executed in this chapter resulted in valuable

retrieved textual information. However, it failed to bring meaningful documents

for some specific demography indicators during the evaluation, though manually

searching the same search engine gave similar poor results. Indeed, the usefulness

of the query conversion depends on whether the SE has relevant information

about the selected patterns and how well both the user and the SE can parse the

data. For instance, if Wikipedia has no information on some subject for a given
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pattern, Q4EDA may still return documents that may aggregate next to nothing for

the analysis, which is not surprising. Therefore, Q4EDA by design forgoes how

to match other time-series datasets to potential SEs, expecting instead this to be

decided by whoever sets up and uses the Q4EDA framework (e.g., external VA

tools).

Another limitation pertains to the suggestion approaches. Q4EDA suggests

relevant nominal data given the visual selection query and the text documents by

counting the number of the textual elements shared among the two either directly

or through NLP. Updates to the suggestion processes are planned so that Q4EDA

can also include the temporal descriptor (e.g., year) within the search or include

semantic analysis over the text. The suggestion and keyword conversion processes

could also benefit from other NLP techniques. Important to note that other NLP

techniques were tested as part of the development process, namely Latent Dirichlet

Allocation (LDA) [24], and DistilBert [183]. The ones here presented were used due

to their speed in processing hundreds of text documents in less than a minute.

The usage scenario and user evaluation discussed were also tested using Google

as a search engine, and the preliminary results were arguably more informative

than Wikipedia. Indeed, Google API was the first choice for most of the examples

discussed. However, its connection to the Gapminder replica was not ideal due

to Google’s imposed limitations, such as the limited number of API calls and

limited information parsing. Also, other challenges were encountered, such as

the processing of unstructured web pages as opposed to well-defined Wikipedia

documents and the significant variations of results given the user’s profile.

Therefore, even though both output modules were available, Wikipedia was

preferred to be used to exemplify and evaluate Q4EDA. Also, since no labeled

dataset where patterns within time-series data are linked to textual information

within a search engine was found during the writing of this chapter, Q4EDA was

unable to use common metrics, such as accuracy or f1-score, to evaluate its resulting

query. Compiling a ground-truth dataset is possible through cooperation with

experts and other researchers. Indeed, it is hoped that Q4EDA will be used once

such a labeled dataset is compiled in the future.

Finally, although the main usage scenario focuses on a line-chart view, Q4EDA
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does not impose such requirements on the visual metaphor. For instance, if the

Gapminder’s bubble chart [188] is used, a VQ over it would consider the two

datasets displayed as the chart’s axis. Hypothetically, such a VA tool could expect

a box selection within the main bubble chart visualization, which would make

the VQ include one year and a range of countries. However, the VA tool could

also expect a selection within the animation timeline of the bubble chart, which

would make the VQ include a range of years and all available countries or even a

combination of the two selection modes. In summary, Q4EDA is agnostic in terms

of which visual representation was chosen.

3.9 Conclusions

In this chapter, I presented Q4EDA, a framework that converts a visual selection

query into a search query format to be used in existing search engines and, from its

result, suggests other potential aspects of the data to be analyzed, all of which

providing a novel strategy to utilize user input for textual information retrieval. I

also presented LINKED, a use-case implementation of Q4EDA with a VA dashboard

that displays UNData as visualizations, collects visual selections from users, and,

from Q4EDA’s results, queries a Wikipedia database and displays its results. The

usefulness of Q4EDA is brought by an application linking a Gapminder’s line-

chart replica with Wikipedia documents to support exploratory analysis of world

indicators. The improvement in users’ exploratory analysis capability is then

confirmed through a user test showing that users can find more information using

Q4EDA compared to the standard manual keyword-based queries, especially when

confident in their findings. The stability of the conversion process given slight

variations of its inputs was also evaluated in order to verify the applicability of

Q4EDA with inaccurate visual selection interfaces. Despite its limitations, Q4EDA

is unique in its proposal, representing an advance toward providing solutions for

querying textual information from general-purpose search engines based on user

interaction with visual representations.
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capabilities have recently been shown to significantly improve the pursuit of knowl-

edge (chapter 1), even after considering its limitations. The second contribution of

this dissertation expands on the ground-work of Q4EDA by using oracles, such as

chat AIs, as part of a Visual Analytic tool to automatically uncover explicit knowledge

related information to said patterns. This approach entitled ChatKG proposes a

novel visualization strategy that visualizes the structure of a Knowledge Graph

which encodes the relationship between a dataset of temporal sequences, the pat-

terns found in each sequence, the temporal overlap between patterns, and related

explicit knowledge from an intelligent agent to each given pattern.

4.1 Overview

Line-chart visualizations of temporal data enable users to identify interesting

patterns for the user to inquire about. Using Intelligent Agents (IA), Visual Ana-

lytic tools can automatically uncover explicit knowledge related information to said

patterns. Yet, visualizing the association of data, patterns, and knowledge is not

straightforward. In this chapter, I present ChatKG, a novel visual analytics strategy

that allows exploratory data analysis of a Knowledge Graph that associates tempo-

ral sequences, the patterns found in each sequence, the temporal overlap between

patterns, the related knowledge of each given pattern gathered from a multi-agent

IA, and the IA’s suggestions of related datasets for further analysis visualized

as annotations. I exemplify and informally evaluate ChatKG by analyzing the

world’s life expectancy. For this, I implement an oracle that automatically extracts

relevant or interesting patterns, populates the Knowledge Graph to be visualized,

and, during user interaction, inquires the multi-agent IA for related information

and suggests related datasets to be displayed as visual annotations. Tests and an

interview conducted showed that ChatKG is well suited for temporal analysis of

temporal patterns and their related knowledge when applied to history studies.

4.2 Introduction

An underlying presumption in most Visual Analytics (VA) tools is that users

can collect new knowledge through interactivity with data and visualizations [193].
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with natural language for related information about patterns found in data. In-

deed, the explicit knowledge retrieved from chat AIs can potentially aid users by

providing new and relevant information during data analysis [144]. In this context,

IAs like chatGPT [169] represent a step further. Unlike usual databases, IAs accept

a more flexible input and output through natural language and a novel reasoning

engine that is well positioned to not only retrieve information but to reason and

argue about it [19]. Recent developments have also allowed IAs to access compute

resources to execute code, read files, and search the web. Indeed, IAs are able to

use information retrieval engines to enhance their own capabilities [246] and to

contextualize information. IAs can also handle complex or multi-step tasks using

a multi-agent environment [248], where individual specialized IAs communicate

to establish a plan of action and cooperate to achieve an arguably better output.

This way, data analysis is a task within reach to be semi or fully automated by

IAs [104].

Yet, when considering the use of IA usage within a VA tool, several challenges

appear. Since the information retrieval engine uses a formal query and returns

a structured output, the use of such engines has so far been favored in VA when

compared to IAs, which use natural language. Due to this, VA tools can generally

retrieve and display information out of patterns found in data, but more advanced

abilities are still beyond the available techniques. For instance, IAs can retrieve

information from within its vast model, which includes much of the information

available online [179]. IAs can summarize information and reinterpret it in light of

the pattern found in the data [104]. IAs can also discuss any conclusions reached

due to the information and contextualize the conclusions based on specific in-

structions, such as relating the results to another completely different subject or

rephrasing the conclusions to remove technical terms. Although a single IA has

known issues with hallucinations [19], a multi-agent environment access to coding

has shown to lessen this issue [248] by providing references as evidence for the

veracity of the conclusions. Finally, IAs can extend their scope by ingesting other

datasets beyond the initial one and suggesting further avenues for research. Yet, VA

tools have not yet bridged the gap of how to collect data from a dataset and related

information from IAs and use them in conjunction as a means to aid in exploratory
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data analysis through visual metaphors and, therefore, provide contextualized

reasons and suggestions for the existence of detected patterns in the dataset.

In this chapter, I present ChatKG, a novel visual analytics strategy that allows ex-

ploratory data analysis of the multi-modal task that associates temporal sequences,

the patterns found in each sequence, the temporal overlap between patterns, the

related knowledge to each given pattern gathered from a multi-agent IA, and the

IA’s suggestions of related datasets for further analysis visualized as annotations.

ChatKG is proposed as a way to visualize a cooperative environment between a

Knowledge Graph (KG) that comprise of a time-series dataset and the patterns

found within, and an Intelligent Agent (IA) which can retrieve and interpret con-

textualized knowledge about the patterns, which includes visual annotations of

related information and suggestions for further research, as is exemplified by Fig-

ure 4.2. That is, the KG&IA intersection serves as a general knowledge repository

and a connective layer between the temporal data, their patterns, and the contextu-

alized explicit knowledge. I also exemplify ChatKG as a VA tool. For this, an oracle

automatically extracts relevant or interesting patterns, such as valleys and peaks,

from a time-series dataset and formulates natural language prompts to retrieve

related information to each pattern. The data is structured as a KG, which popu-

lates ChatKG. Then ChatKG uses a multi-agent IA environment, which allows it to

retrieve information from its model and execute code to search the web for up-to-

date information that can be cited, referenced, reasoned, and summarized as visual

annotations. With it, users can explore the temporal sequence, its patterns, and the

explicit knowledge collected from the IA. ChatKG also enables users to contextualize

their analysis through prompt customization and analyze the temporal overlaps

between the patterns among other temporal sequences. I demonstrate ChatKG

by reproducing GapMinder’s use case of world life expectancy analysis [186]. I

informally evaluated ChatKG with students and staff in my lab, confirming that

ChatKG achieved its goals. I also interviewed a historian and verified that ChatKG

is well suited for the analysis when applied to world history data, given that the

historian can contextualize the IA to their research goal.

In summary, the main contributions are:
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• Modeling the association of explicit knowledge from an intelligent agent to tem-

poral patterns of line charts as a KG;

• Visualization of KGs with multi-modal data: temporal sequences, categories,

contextualized text, and suggested content from the intelligent agent.

The remainder of this chapter is structured as follows. In Section 6.3, I discuss

the related work and the limitations of the current literature in collecting patterns

of temporal data, knowledge graph modeling, and IAs. From the limitation of

how to allow VA to utilize IAs in exploratory data analysis of time-series data, I

present in Section 4.4 ChatKG and in Section 4.5 I discuss use cases demonstrating

and exemplifying how the interoperability of VA and IA through visual metaphors

provide an interactive way for users to explore data in a cooperative environment

with a multi-agent IA, not being required to type questions and visualizing the

results as both natural languages and visual annotations. In Section 4.6, I discuss

the limitations of my approach and the required improvements necessary for the

broader use of IAs in VA, and in Section 4.7, I discuss the conclusions.

4.3 Related Works

Information Retrieval is a vast field of research dealing with the general prob-

lem of obtaining resources relevant to a piece of information. Among the different

research directions in information retrieval to improve the typical query, strategies

around how to generate and expand queries [58] so the retrieved information is

more relevant to users [260, 39, 14, 64] and how to provide suggestions for future

queries [168] had received considerable attention. Beyond the typical queries, it

is also possible to retrieve information “by image” [182] to find images similar

to a given image or “by natural language” [34, 120] using descriptive texts. Sig-

nificant efforts have been made in visual analytics to aid users in allowing for

non-obstructive exploratory analysis of information retrieval [211, 130]. Among

the most relevant is NorthStar [130], a system that provides an exploratory system

that follows responsive and real-time methods to display an intuitive visualization

interface while at the same time automatically performing statistic operations to

reduce the amount of potential bias or incorrect insights, and TimeSearcher [110]
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which is a visualization tool which proposes various forms to perform visual

queries in time-series data. Another relevant tool is Q4EDA (see chapter 3), which

proposes a framework that converts time-series patterns selected by users to rel-

evant search queries to be used in engines like Google or Wikipedia. Yet, the

detection of patterns of interest is still expected to be done by the user. The in-

evitable comparison of these approaches to Intelligent Agents (IA) like chat AIs,

which use a natural-language approach to information retrieval, has shown that the

IAs are more naturally able to cope with complex or non-uniform queries [3] due to

their capability to process and understand natural language input. With ChatKG, I

propose that detecting visual patterns and requesting information from IAs is more

valuable for the user exploratory task due to its natural language capabilities than

related works’ approach.

Definition 4.3.1 (Intelligent Agent IA). A program that can make decisions or perform

actions similar to a human in the context of a human-computer interaction system. Chat

AIs, like chatGPT [169], are examples of IAs.

Definition 4.3.2 (Information). A concept, fact, or circumstance that of which, by being

understood, has value to oneself.

Another aspect of information retrieval is the auto-discovery of patterns or

insights. QuickInsights [66] proposes a way to quantify the “interestigness” of

a visualization, wherein users might find it interesting to analyze. On the other

hand, Tang et al. [219] propose a scoring system to systematically identify which

insights or patterns will be most interesting for users. Although I do not present a

novel way of auto-identifying interesting patterns, ChatKG does so by focusing on

peaks and valleys of a temporal sequence, as opposed to the multi-varied approach

of [219] or the comparison between visualizations of QuickInsights [66]. ChatKG

aims to utilize this concept to auto-detect patterns of interest on the user’s behalf

and, from them, request related information from IAs.

The use of IAs has been taking up interest [22, 68]. Text-based techniques where

a VA tool provides a question-answer interface to interface users with visualizations

have shown to be effective [127, 119, 257]. The work by El-Assady, M. and Moruzzi,

C. [68], for instance, argues that a VA tool can be a form of interface between an IA
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and a user. IAs, like ChatGPT [169], have already shown great impact when used

in cooperation with humans. Recently, Chat2Vis [149] proposed auto-generating

visualizations based on chat input. From analysis [104] and explanations [215],

IAs are impacting many fields. Yet, since the advances of IA are very recent, not

many successful usages have been shown in Visualization and Visual Analytics

methods. In this way, ChatKG differs in related work by using the IA to extract the

explicit knowledge encoded in its Large Language Model (LLM) related to a specific

temporal dataset’s pattern and use the result to provide a visual metaphor which

includes the explanation and suggestion of the detected patterns.

The advances of Intelligent Agents (IAs) have also caused a large impact in

recent information retrieval methods [5, 246]. IAs are already capable of searching

and exploring existing literature given a prompt through retrieval augmented

generation (RAG) [248], generate code by allowing it to have access to compute

resources [215], reason using the collected information through its large language

model [19], and contextualize the answer based on specific user requirements [85].

At first, information retrieval may seem straightforward for IAs because it only

requires the IA to search for information already available, but several practical

difficulties may arise [13]. For instance, there may be controversies about the

information retrieved, requiring the IA to judge the veracity or reliability of the

information. Another issue is the concept of hallucinations, where agents with no

access to data can produce unfactual results and wrongly express a high degree

of confidence about the veracity of the results [19]. Using multiple agents to coor-

dinate a collaborative effort while separating the responsibilities of fact-checking

and code execution to solve such complex issues was shown to be successful by

AutoGen [248]. AutoGen utilizes multiple agents with specialized tasks in different

aspects of the problem work, and by allowing them to cooperate, they can pro-

vide better output compared to single agents [248]. This concept has rarely been

applied to Visual Analytics, and with ChatKG, I aim to expand the capabilities of

its information retrieval through a multi-agent IA. This way, ChatKG is able not

just to retrieve information but can search for citations on the web, verify if the

information retrieval is of good quality, and contextualize the output to answer

specific questions the user may have.
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Although a certain level of automated information retrieval is done through

existing tools and techniques [246, 91], the information retrieved is presented

to users without any modeling strategy. In visual analytics, Knowledge modeling

defines a workflow where user interaction leads to knowledge generation [193, 72].

In this process, all information retrieved from tools like Q4EDA and NorthStar [130]

is categorized as explicit knowledge. Once the user discovers new insights, it becomes

a tactic knowledge, which refers to knowledge encoded as experience on the user’s

part. With this taxonomy in mind, although these information retrieval tools

retrieve and display information catered to user queries, they do not model the

collected information as a knowledge-centric structure. ChatKG bridges this gap

through Knowledge Graphs (KG).

On the other hand, the use of knowledge graphs (KGs) in Visual Analytics

is usually limited to a database, but not to a visual metaphor [241, 45, 43, 175].

KG4Vis [136], for instance, uses a knowledge graph structure to provide visu-

alization recommendations but does not express the knowledge graph visually.

CAVA [40] and ExeKG [262] are some examples of systems that enable the explo-

ration and analysis of KGs through visual interaction. Indeed, the number of works

using KGs for visualization or analysis purposes has been slowly increasing, many

of which say that KGs are suitable for knowledge analysis and extraction [137]. Yet,

these works focus on visualizing an existing KG instead of modeling and visualiz-

ing one that they themselves have modeled and populated. ChatKG is novel in

this space since it models and stores the information retrieved about patterns and

proposes a novel visualization strategy to visualize the KG for exploratory time

series analysis.

Considering the perspective of pattern detection through visual selection,

some approaches focus on using the pattern to extract or generate automatic

visualizations and annotations. For instance, VA has attempted to process a

given dataset and include external information related to the dataset in ques-

tion as annotations [115, 133]. Some VA tools generate new visual metaphors from

text [59, 31, 115, 133]. Others fetch existing visualizations from the web to be

included as part of the system [140]. Despite representing significant progress, the

amount of analysis enhancement they provide is limited to the generation of visual
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metaphors [59, 140, 31] and of visual feature extractions [31, 219, 66] produced

from a single dataset used for analysis. ChatKG is inspired by such works, yet

overlaying ChatKG is novel in its proposal to generate annotations from the IAs

results. ChatKG relegates the IA knowledge from what would be a large text

annotation to a small reference annotation possible by IA summarization [146, 239]

and a separate text panel containing additional information.

4.4 ChatKG

The ChatKG method consists of two main components: a Knowledge Graph

(KG) that connects temporal visual patterns to explicit knowledge from an Intelligent

Agent (IA) and ChatKG to visualize it. The ChatKG knowledge graph uses an

oracle, which scans a time-series dataset for all patterns, such as valleys and peaks,

from within. These patterns are used to model and populate a knowledge graph,

which is then displayed to the user as a line chart and a graph diagram. The

ChatKG IA is triggered once the user wishes to investigate potential reasons for

a pattern, and its results are shown as text and included in the visualizations as

annotations. The schematic of this workflow is shown in Figure 4.3. In this section,

I describe the modeling process taken to generate the KG, the visualization strategy

to display the KG for exploratory analysis, and the use of IAs to retrieve related

information on patterns found in the data. In the following sections, I discuss the

design and implementation of ChatKG and its example as a VA interface.

4.4.1 Connective Knowledge Graph Generation

I aim to allow users to explore knowledge in the form of textual data through

visualizations and visual findings through textual explanations. This is possible by

an associative KG that links patterns found in visual representations of time-series

data and explicit knowledge that holds relevant information about the said pattern.

To populate this KG, three main steps are taken: pattern detection/extraction,

automated retrieval of explicit knowledge from an IA, and modeling a KG ontology

that relates the time-series datasets, patterns, and the IA’s explicit knowledge.

In summary, by providing the method with a time-series dataset, such as one

from UNData [161], it interprets the data as line-chart visualizations of the datasets
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and runs a human-like oracle that auto-discovers potential patterns throughout

the data. First, Each pattern generates a unique question for the IA, which returns

some explicit knowledge in the form of a text, which is recorded. Then, a connective

layer is modeled as a KG to associate the dataset, the patterns, and the explicit

knowledge from the IA. Finally, the resulting KG is visualized by ChatKG where

users can explore the time-series dataset, its patterns, and the associated explicit

knowledge.

The standard practice to design a KG is to define its classes and relationships

through the Web Ontology Language (OWL) [8]. In the method, the classes used

are: Dataset, which defines the time-series dataset being analyzed; Pattern, defining

any pattern that was found; TimeSpan, representing any range of time (e.g., years

between 1800 and 1900); Time, defining a singular time entry (e.g., the year of

1800); and Knowledge, defining any explicit knowledge collected. The relationships

of ChatKG’s model are: dataset-pattern associates a dataset to any pattern found

within it; pattern-timespan associates the timespan of a given pattern; timespan-time

associates timespans to its related time entries; and pattern-knowledge associates

any explicit knowledge related to a given pattern. The ontology described is shown

in Figure 4.4. Namely, the ontology centers around a Pattern class, which identifies

which dataset it came from, the time span of the pattern, and what knowledge was

extracted from the IA regarding the pattern. This way, ChatKG is able to query the

KG, for instance, to check other datasets with similar patterns due to the same or

overlapping time spans.

The first step to populate the KG is selecting a time-series dataset. This dataset

must contain a continuous value that changes over time. Datasets from UN-

Data [161] are great examples. A reference to the datasets is recorded into the KG

as nodes of type Dataset. With the data in hand, ChatKG runs an oracle to extract

all findings from the data to populate the KG. The implemented oracle is based

on the method described in Q4EDA, which itself is inspired by prior work [124].

Q4EDA discusses two types of visual patterns. Of them, patterns related to trends,

such as the overall increase or decrease of life expectancy (see UNData [161]), were

shown to retrieve inconsistent related information from Wikipedia. Therefore, I

limited the extraction of patterns to “peaks” and “valleys”, since they were shown
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at Section 4.5. Finally, I go through all patterns extracted and query an IA through a

templated prompt query, which is exemplified in Section 4.5, and record this query

as the Knowledge related to each Pattern.

4.4.2 Visualization

ChatKG is the proposed visualization that allows exploring the KG defined

above by visually encoding the associations of time-series sequences, the patterns,

the time-series overlap between patterns, and the IA’s explicit knowledge of each

pattern. In its essence, this visualization is designed to be exploratory. Therefore, it

is designed to thrive on user interactivity. By discussing with potential users, the

design requirements found were:

R1: Given a dataset, display the patterns for visualization;

R2: Given a pattern and an optionally defined context, display the explicit knowledge

from an IA which can be interacted with;

R3: Given a pattern, display other datasets which contain similar patterns;

By evaluating potential existing visualizations for each requirement, I define

that the visualization of line charts and text containers would be suitable for dis-

playing the time-series data and the IA’s explicit knowledge as goals. Yet, developing

a visual metaphor that displays the relationship of patterns, datasets, time, context,

and knowledge proved to be less straightforward.

Here, I propose a novel exploratory-focused visualization called ChatKG, which

displays the relationships of the KG as links between elements and is exemplified in

Figure 4.5. Considering the KG design of Figure 4.4, ChatKG displays an interactive

unraveling of the graph in the y-axis. That is, by starting with a user-selected

dataset, ChatKG displays the relationship dataset-pattern and pattern-timespan

as a bar-visualization (Figure 4.5), from which users can interact by selecting a

pattern-timestamp pair to display all related datasets, which are represented as

square packing circles and, optionally, colored according to a categorical value. In

the example of Figure 4.5, each circle represents a country colored by its continent,

following the example provided by GapMinder. The sequential exploration and

clear exposition of the user’s exploration path in the y-axis have enabled users to
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visually, but its structure did not allow the user to visualize and select the datasets

related to each pattern (R3). Therefore, the devised visualization overlaps a node-

based diagram, which displays categorical data and the relationships between

the category and a given pattern, and a Gantt chart visualization to display the

occurrences of patterns within a given dataset.

Although the visualization discussed so far can be used by itself, ChatKG was

also designed as a way to link a line-chart visualization (Figure 4.5) of the time-

series datasets and a text container that displays the collected knowledge from

the IA. Indeed, I exemplify ChatKG by using it as part of a VA tool composed of

three main visualizations as is shown in Figure 4.5: (A) a line chart that displays

the raw time-series data of all datasets and each of the patterns found in them; (B)

the ChatKG visualization of the time-series datasets and extract patterns; and (C) a

text display of the explicit knowledge extracted from the IA given a pattern being

hovered by the mouse.

To best analyze and explore the patterns (R2 and R3), ChatKG’s bar visualization

is aligned to the line chart in its x-axis. Users choose which datasets they want to

analyze by selecting in ChatKG, which causes the line chart to display the time-

series data and the detected patterns of the selected datasets. Also, hovering a

pattern-timespan in any bar visualization will cause the related knowledge text

from the IA to be displayed to the right. Finally, mouse hover displays all visual

elements related to what is being hovered. For instance, by hovering a pattern in

the line chart, the related pattern-timespan is highlighted, and by hovering any

element of ChatKG, such as a dataset or a pattern-timespan, ChatKG highlights

all elements and links between the hovered element until the original dataset,

providing the map of how the user’s exploration got to that element. Optionally,

the dataset can be grouped and color-coded by some metadata, such as how the

datasets from the example of Figure 4.5 are categorized by countries, which are

then grouped by and colored by continent following the dataset of [131].

4.4.3 Knowledge - Intelligent Agent (IA)

In every user interaction, ChatKG is tasked with retrieving related information

to a given pattern. The knowledge repository I use in this work uses LMStudio [69]
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and AutoGen [248], allowing ChatKG to utilize most of the state-of-the-art chat IAs

available. I exemplify ChatKG with Mistral Openorca 7B, which has demonstrated

exceptional capability to uncover potential reasons why certain patterns are seen

in time-series data despite many limitations of potentially producing incorrect

information.

The ChatKG presented so far can aid users in single-task analysis where their

questions were strictly related to data contained within the time-series data. For

instance, when presented with life expectancy data (see UNData [161]), users can

discover potential reasons for changes in life expectancy. However, the explicit

knowledge shown is a static piece of text that came directly from the IA. This means

that users cannot ask for more information, have no access to references or citations

of where this information came from, and cannot relate the collected information

back to the visualizations. Additionally, preliminary tests with domain experts

also showed that limiting the analysis to specific prompts caused the outputs from

the IA to be too generic to be valuable. For instance, when ChatKG is asked for

related information on the decrease in life expectancy, results usually describe

wars, diseases, and other similar causes. Although they said this was a good start,

it was not enough to allow the user to focus or contextualize the IA to describe the

pattern under a specific concern. A specific example from one of the users was that

they wanted to contextualize the answers to discuss whether or not it impacted

University attendance.

Therefore, I expanded on the prior knowledge extraction methods through

multi-agents [248], which allows the IA to not only depend on the data within

itself but also to search the web for up-to-date information that can be cited and

referenced. Of course, for this, I are required to assume that IA and, consequently,

the internet have information about the time-series patterns in question. The

schematic of Figure 4.6 describes the flow of information, which shows that the

pattern detection (see Section 4.4.1) is used to generate a prompt to the IA group.

The ChatKG IA is a chat-based interface configuring a chat AI, such as chatGPT,

to perform tasks to enhance all three requirements from Section 4.4.2. Given a

pattern, ChatKG asks three things to its IA: explicit knowledge that may potentially

explain the pattern (R2), other datasets that may be of interest to be analyzed (R3),
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and summarized annotations to be added to the visualization to better understand

or visualize the knowledge extracted (R1). Finally, to answer these questions using

an IA, I propose creating a multi-agent environment through AutoGen [248] with

three agents. To design each agent, I are required to specify their abilities, such

as code-generation, image-generation, reasoning, web-search, and others. This is

done by defining the type of agent for each agent, the large-language-model model

being used, the model parameters, the system prompt that tailors the agent to a

specific type of task, and the user prompt that indicates what needs to be done. Let

us describe each agent individually and then discuss how they cooperate.

The knowledge agents focuses on collecting knowledge. As part of its responsibil-

ity, it is tasked not only to propose potential explanations of a given pattern but

also to find sources on the internet to be used as references. This way, the explicit

knowledge shown in ChatKG will have a target for scrutiny if the user wishes to

verify its veracity and credibility.

knowledge_agent = AssistantAgent(

name="reasoning",

llm_config=llm_config,

max_consecutive_auto_reply=10,

system_message="You are a helpful assistant. You use your knowledge

skills to solve tasks. Reply TERMINATE if the task has been

solved to full satisfaction. Otherwise, reply CONTINUE, or the

reason why the task is not solved yet.",

)

The suggestion agent focuses on collecting other potential datasets of interest.

ChatKG uses the output of this agent to enhance the knowledge graph visualization

by displaying which of the known related datasets have a high probability of being

of interest. This means that this agent requires the context of which datasets are

available in ChatKG, what was the explicit knowledge found by the knowledge agent,

and whether or not the available datasets have any information mentioned by the

explicit knowledge. Therefore, the suggestion agent needs the ability to do retrieval

augmented generation (RAG) [248], which allows the agent to retrieve information
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from within a file. The example of Figure 4.10 shows how some countries related

to the pattern selected are suggested to be investigated. The suggestion agent is

defined as:

suggestion_agent = RetrieveUserProxyAgent(

name="ragproxyagent",

retrieve_config={

"task": "qa",

"docs_path": "../datasets",

},

)

"""

The knowledge and suggestion agents are put into a chat group 3 where a

master agent receives the prompt and gives commands to the agents. The master

agent is defined as:

master_agent = UserProxyAgent(

name="user_proxy",

human_input_mode="NEVER",

is_termination_msg=termination_msg,

code_execution_config=None,

llm_config=llm_config,

system_message="Reply TERMINATE if the task has been solved to full

satisfaction.",

)

"""

The master agent is triggered through a prompt that includes all information

about a given pattern. The output must follow a JSON structure used by ChatKG

to process the results. The prompt follows this template:

3See https://github.com/microsoft/autogen/blob/main/notebook/agentchat_

groupchat_RAG.ipynb
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QUESTION: Give me reasons for the <valley or peak> in <dataset name>

between <pattern year range>.

<if there exists a context given by the user> Contextualize the answer

focusing on <any context being given by the user>

<end if>

PLAN OF ACTION:

* Summarize the answers into a json structure.

* For each answer in the json structure, include a small header, a larger

description for each answer, a citation that discusses the answer further, and

the year range that the answer applies to.

* For each answer, include a list of similar countries that were impacted by

the same reasons. Include the name of the suggested country, a reason why the

country was suggested, the year range that the country was impacted, and a

citation that discusses the country further.

* Include at least three possibilities and three country suggestions for each.

ANSWER - The answer should follow this

example:

[

{header: "Some header", description: "a longer description",

date_range: {from: integer, to: integer},

citation: "URL", similar: [

{suggestion: "other suggested country",

reason: "reason why this country was suggested",

date_range: {from: date_begin_integer, to: date_end_integer},

citation: "URL"},

{suggestion: "other suggested country",

reason: "reason why this country was suggested",

date_range: {from: date_begin_integer, to: date_end_integer},

citation: "URL"},

...
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]},

{header: "Some header", ...},

...

]

"""

By filling the templated prompt with the required information, ChatKG requests

for explicit knowledge from the IA. The explicit knowledge returned describes a list

of potential reasons for the pattern, including a small header, a larger description,

and the date range in which that reason was known to happen. The result also

includes other countries which potentially have had a similar experience. This

information is used to populate the ChatKG explanation text panel (Figure 4.5[C]),

and if the user hovers any of the answers, the line-chart visualization of ChatKG

is then enhanced with a visual annotation of each potential reason by adding a

highlight to the line chart with the hovered answer. The result is also used to

highlight ChatKG’s graph diagram to indicate which other countries may have

also been impacted by similar circumstances. The example of Figure 4.10 shows

how if the user hovers the first answer, an annotation of the hovered answer is

shown in the line chart, and the related countries are highlighted in the graph

diagram.

4.5 Use Case: Reasoning Life Expectancy Fluctuation

Inspired by GapMinder [186], I implemented one main use-case to explore the

world’s life expectancy fluctuation. In this example, the datasets are temporal

sequences of a specific country’s life expectancy. Therefore, each Dataset node in

the KG is a country, each Time is a year, and TimeSpans are measured in “span of

years”. I ran the pattern extraction algorithm, setting the algorithm threshold to

P > 1.5 following Q4EDA (see chapter 3). Yet I noticed that the number of patterns

was too big, causing the visualizations to become cluttered. Additionally, detecting

all patterns sometimes returns the whole temporal dataset as a pattern and several

patterns with too many overlaps.

To reduce the number of patterns to a more reasonable size, I defined empirically

that patterns should have at least 3 years and at most 8 of time span, and if two
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patterns with the same peak or valley were detected or if two patterns overlapped

for more than two-thirds of their time-span, only the one with largest time-span

was kept. With this, the number of patterns kept was 661. Although an adjustable

parameter can regulate this, such values showed good results in the informal

evaluation conducted.

Then, the Intelligent Agent (IA) was set up for the collection of explicit knowledge.

For this, I configured an AutoGen [248] multi-agent environment following Sec-

tion 4.4.3. I configured it to call LMStudio [69] configured with Mistral Openorca

7B since it gave the best results out of the ones tested. However, users can also use

competing models from LMStudio or the GPT-4 model [169] though the OpenAI

API.

User prompts for each agent were then created from each pattern following

the template of Section 4.4.3. This prompt triggers the IA to generate the explicit

knowledge to be displayed as a text to be shown to the user and to be used to

annotate the visualizations with suggestions of other countries that may be related

to the one in question and annotations that visually explain to the user the explicit

knowledge collected.

The result of the combination of the KG populated with life expectancy pattern

detections and the ChatKG IA can be seen in the example of Figure 4.5, which

displays a visualization for users to explore each country’s life expectancy. This

visualization is given to the user as an interface between the user, KG, and IA. The

line chart displays fluctuations in life expectancy and all patterns found for each

country being investigated, and the graph visualization displays all other countries

that have had overlapping patterns with the selected one. Additionally, the explicit

knowledge retrieved from the ChatKG IA is displayed in the right panel. The IA

output is comprised of a list of potential reasons for the existence of a given pattern.

This output is parsed and the headers and descriptions of each reason are shown

as text. The citation URL of each reason is made into a link which the user can visit

if they click in the respective reason, and by hovering with the mouse over one of

the reasons, the visual annotations are shown. In the example of Figure 4.5, the

first reason is highlighted in red, and the corresponding suggestion is shown as

a transparent red rectangle and red text header which describes the time-range
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relative to that specific reason. Additionally, the related countries of the hovered

reason are highlighted in the graph visualization. Finally, the user has access to a

context text field to specify a context to be given to the ChatKG IA.

4.5.1 Usage Scenarios

I executed three usage scenarios within this setting to exemplify how ChatKG

can be used and performed an expert interview. The first example describes an

investigation where the user wants to discover potential reasons for two patterns

found. The second example describes another user searching for similarities be-

tween different countries. The third introduces a context, where the user not only

wants information about life expectancy, but wants ChatKG to contextualize the

reasons for variations in life expectancy when compared to university attendance

and history.

Specific Usage - United States Investigation: Justin, a fictional high school

student, was asked to investigate the USA’s life expectancy history. Therefore,

by using ChatKG, he identified two main patterns of interest. By hovering the

right-most pattern, he discovered that at the time, the USA was impacted by WW1

and infectious diseases, like Influenza and Tuberculosis (Figure 4.8), which might

have caused the life expectancy disturbance he saw. By clicking on the pattern, he

was shown that more than a hundred countries had some event that impacted their

life expectancy in the same period. He did the same to the left-most pattern but

discovered that that event seems to have been caused by the American Civil War

(Figure 4.7), and although not many other countries had drastic life expectancy

changes at that time, France and Russia were impacted by Wars in periods just

before (Russia Crimean War 1853-1856) or after (French-Prussian War 1870-1871).

Here, Justin was able to learn potential reasons why the USA’s life expectancy was

impacted and what other countries might have been similarly impacted.

In this example, Justin queried for the life expectancy of the USA, which in-

volved a query to the KG and time-series dataset and the population of the visual-

izations. When Justing hovered over each pattern, the natural language prompt

was fired following the prompt template of Section 4.4.3, and the three IA agents

coordinated to retrieve potential reasons for the patterns to have occurred. The
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history datasets.

4.6 Limitations

Other use cases were investigated. Within the same UNData [161] repository,

there are many other datasets, such as CO2 emissions, democracy index, and child

mortality, which would bring interesting information as well. Such datasets could

also be used to analyze a single country’s indexes. Other potential use cases could

involve sports, where users could investigate team (dataset) statistics throughout a

season (temporal data). Also, other potential heuristics for pattern detection could

be added to the pattern detector, such as the inclusion of trends or other time-series

algorithms [16]. Of course, such use cases would also be subject to the IA’s ability

to provide relevant information.

ChatKG has shown potential, but its goals also show its limitations. For instance,

ChatKG is not well-suited for inference or explanatory analysis. It is also not well

suited for non-temporal or multi-variate data since it focuses on one dimension

(e.g., country) of the temporal data. Finally, it also is not suited for simultaneously

comparing a large amount of information. That is, with too many datasets or too

many patterns, ChatKG becomes cluttered. If the use case was the life expectancy

of each city in the world, the number of cities would cause the visualization to

become cluttered. I estimate that anything above 200 different temporal datasets

would start hindering the analysis, although this is expected to be tested in a future

evaluation. Additionally, the line chart was only usable for up to three to four lines

being displayed, but more than that would cause issues with the mouse-hover

functionality and become hard to read due to overlapping. Although ChatKG may

benefit users in identifying time spans with many patterns, it is still necessary to

investigate better ways to display overlapping patterns.

The visualization design of ChatKG focused on a specific ontology, which can

be interpreted as a strict limitation of ChatKG and of ChatKG as a whole. A

greater flexibility in the ontology definition could, perhaps, provide a more ample

application of the ChatKG. However, I purposely decided against this to focus on

ChatKG’s main goal, which is to allow users to explore a time-series dataset and the

explicit knowledge collected from its patterns. The design of a flexible visualization
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that allows exploratory analysis of other temporal-based KGs is challenging and

left as future work.

The IA itself also showed several limitations. While testing ChatKG with the

GPT-4 API, it would sometimes answer that it is “unable to complete the task

because it has no access to the internet” or “The task is not clear and I am unable

to complete it”. Additionally, due to its usage within AutoGen, the monetary

cost is significant, hindering the use of ChatKG. Although GPT-4 is the IA model

most used in the literature, I noticed during the development of ChatKG that the

guardrails and price imposed onto it by OpenAI limit its use within ChatKG in

any large real use-case. Yet, at the same time, running models from LMStudio [69]

locally requires a very powerful machine to achieve near real-time interaction.

My tests using a Ryzen 1600 CPU and an NVidia 1070GTX were unable to reach

near real-time. Therefore, caching mechanisms are still needed to provide the user

with a good exploratory experience. It is also important to note that due to the

inconsistent nature of GPT-4 and other similar models, the workflows discussed in

the use cases of Section 4.5 were not consistently followed. Instead, each time the

IA was queried, different steps were made. Yet, the output did not vary as much

as the steps taken by the IA to reach said output. Once again, caching strategies

and user feedback, such as a confirmation that the information was correct, are

strategies considered for future work. Additionally, although I propose an IA

prompt template that successfully achieves the goal proposed, I recognize that

there was no strict evaluation applied to the prompt. Prompt engineering for IA is

a very new field, especially when evaluating in conjunction with visualizations,

so no standard is yet set. Once better and widely applied evaluation processes for

prompts are proposed, I intend to revisit and improve ChatKG.

Finally, although ChatKG is novel as a visualization of a KG, the data we are

visualizing is similar to visualizations of event data or process-mining data. In

future work, I intend to investigate the applicability of KGs and, consequently,

ChatKG as a way to visualize data from these domains and evaluate the ChatKG

approach versus research in those areas.
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4.7 Conclusion

In this chapter, I laid out how to model a KG as a connective layer of a time-

series dataset, patterns, and explicit knowledge from an Intelligent Agent (IA). I

presented ChatKG as a novel visualization to explore the KG and implemented an

example VA tool that identifies patterns among the life expectancy fluctuations in

history across many countries, extracts the IA’s explicit knowledge of these patterns,

and exposes the populated KG and contextualized visual annotations to the user. I

discussed my findings from this example and interviewed an expert who verified

the usability of ChatKG. The results indicate that, within its goals, ChatKG has

successfully aided users in their exploratory analysis of temporal datasets, existing

patterns, and the explicit knowledge extracted from the IA.
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(VAKG), a conceptual framework that structures and collects user’s behavior and

insights during knowledge discovery, which can then be used in downstream tasks.

5.1 Overview

In this process of user-guided knowledge generation, VA knowledge models

and ontologies have shown to be beneficial to better understand how users obtain

new insights when executing a VA workflow. Yet, the gap between theoretical

models and the practice of knowledge generation analysis is wide, and theory has

mainly been used as a baseline for practical works. Also, two concepts are typically

ambiguous and intermixed when analyzing VA workflows: the temporal aspect,

which indicates sequences of events, and the atemporal aspect, which indicates

the workflow’s state space, which is the set of all states of the VA tool and its user

occupied during a VA workflow. Also, the lack of guidelines on how to analyze the

recorded user’s knowledge-gathering process when compared to the VA workflow

itself is apparent. We bridge this gap by presenting Visual Analytics Knowledge

Graph (VAKG), a conceptual framework to bridge the gap between VA workflow

modeling theory and application. Through a novel Set-Theory formalization of

knowledge modeling, VAKG structures a VA workflow by temporal sequences of

human and machine changes over time and how they relate to the workflow’s

state space. This structure is then used as a schema for storing VA workflow data

and can be used to analyze user behavior and knowledge generation. VAKG is

designed following the needs and limitations of relevant literature, allowing for

modeling, structuring, storing, and providing analysis guidelines for user behavior

and knowledge generation.

5.2 Introduction

VA tools allow users to harness insights and knowledge from datasets [193].

By tracking this insight-generation process with provenance methods, like screen

and mouse-click recording, researchers and industry alike can better understand

the relationship between their tools and their users. The theoretical foundation of

VA of Sacha et al. [193] proposes a “knowledge generation model” which not only
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discusses how the human and the machine interact during an insight-generation

process but also discusses what elements within these interactions relate to the

various data collected in provenance methods. Among existing works, Federico

et al. [72] use the theory of Sacha et al. [193] to propose VA as a workflow of events,

which can potentially be associated with provenance concepts. Other works which

propose novel VA systems also use the knowledge modeling theory to describe

the process where their users gather knowledge, providing them with a basic

best-practice design guideline of how to model [193, 72], structure [44, 195] and

understand user behaviour [241, 152, 107, 251].

Structuring VA workflows has been a hot research topic [195, 44], attracting

enormous interest in tracking and analyzing user behavior to understand how

knowledge is generated [251]. In addition to investigating the role of the VA

workflow during analysis, such works investigate how the users’ pre-existing

knowledge [107, 20] influence their experience during VA tasks. However, be-

havioral analytics do not yet use provenance in light of the existing knowledge

models or ontologies. Instead, each research endeavor develops its own method to

acquire, structure, and analyze the users’ knowledge-gathering process. Therefore,

although Sacha et al. [193] describes the conceptual relationship between Machine

and Human, some essential aspects are overlooked in behavior analysis. For in-

stance, given that a VA tool follows the workflow of a specific VA model, how

would one use this model as the means to acquire, structure, and store ongoing

user interactions, or namely behavior provenance? Or how might the recorded data

be analyzed to investigate and compare the knowledge gathered among several

users, or namely knowledge provenance? And how can a single dataset be defined

which relates the user’s behavior and the gathered knowledge where one can

discover which sequences of actions lead to a new insight or which insights were

attained due to using a specific, perhaps new, visualization? Or even how to use

the answers to these questions for other downstream tasks, such as aiding the

development of new tools or comparing different VA tools?

Visual Analytics Knowledge Graph (VAKG) addresses these open questions. VAKG

is a novel conceptual framework that proposes a formalized process to extract

the underlying VA model of a VA tool, to design a knowledge graph ontology
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following the model, to define the data to be collected from the user behavior

and knowledge gathering which fits said ontology, to populate a knowledge graph

containing behavior provenance and knowledge provenance data, and finally to use said

knowledge graph for analysis of the relationship of behavior and knowledge. For

this, I use existing VA knowledge models [193, 72, 236] and reinterpret them as sets

of information and the process of how these sets interact. This way, VA is separated

by its temporal aspect (e.g., temporal sequences of events versus atemporal state

spaces) and ownership aspect (e.g., Human versus Machine). I then define a novel

multi-layer knowledge graph structure that follows the sets of information and their

relationships.

The main contributions can be summarized as follows:

• A reinterpretation of VA’s knowledge model through Set-Theory and the rela-

tionship between the modeled sets;

• A domain-agnostic knowledge graph structure definition based on VA’s knowl-

edge model; and

• A novel usage of a multi-layered Temporal Knowledge Graph architecture as

a storage, analysis, and visualization mechanism of VA workflows for under-

standing the relationship between user behavior and knowledge acquisition.

Consider this sample workflow: two data analysts [32, 87] intend to investigate

supermarket transactions dataset [218] using Tableau [159]. Their workflow can be

summarized as downloading the dataset, verifying it is correct, and checking the

store’s profitability by creating and analyzing various visualizations. By mapping

each step of the users’ workflow to entities of a VA model [72], VAKG provides a

knowledge graph structure that relates user behavior and knowledge acquisition.

Then, the knowledge graph can be built by recording each user’s behavior and

thought process. For instance, “creating a profitability bar chart” would be related

to the next task of “inspecting the tallest bar” and the new knowledge of “country X

is the most profitable”. Finally, this knowledge graph can be used for downstream

tasks using graph analytics. Questions like “Which user had more insights during

the process?” or “Which user took the least amount of time/steps to find the

answer?” can be answered through the page-rank and shortest-paths algorithms,

respectively. Therefore, VAKG not only models a workflow but also defines what
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data is relevant to be stored, such as user insights and interactions, in order to

analyze the users’ knowledge-gathering process, providing a unified and repeat-

able theoretical approach to bridge VA knowledge models, behavior provenance and

knowledge provenance.

The remainder of the chapter is structured as follows. In Section 5.3 and

Section 5.4, I introduce relevant concepts and discuss related work involving

techniques that seek to formalize the VA knowledge flow, usages of knowledge

graphs within VA, including how they differ from VAKG, and other concepts that

tackle the ongoing knowledge evolution during data analysis. In Section 5.5, I

extend the existing works of the theoretical knowledge model of VA to formalize

VAKG. In Section 5.5.3, I present possible applications of VAKG while comparing it

with existing methods and justifications for further extending VAKG. I conducted a

case study to demonstrate the practical application of the VAKG to a VA tool that

analyses interactive clustering of textual documents in Section 5.5.3 called ModKT.

The researchers developing ModKT are using the results to decide the next steps in

their work. Finally, in Section 5.6, I discuss current limitations and the next steps

within the research plan. In Section 5.7, I draw my conclusions.

5.3 Theoretical Background and Definitions

Researchers typically prefer to define their workflow descriptively for particular

use cases or follow certain well-tested processes. Theoretical research in the model

design of VA workflows reflects this diversity very well. To properly position

VAKG within the theoretical literature, I first define how the theoretical literature

sets itself. This chapter will follow the definitions of Chen et al. [44] where the

contribution of theoretical VA works is categorized as one or more of the following:

Definition 5.3.1 (Principles and Guidelines). Qualitative descriptions or rules that

define a process that may lead to the desired outcome. Examples can be found in works that

extract the qualitative elements of a VA workflow and define rules based on it [195, 28].

Definition 5.3.2 (Taxonomy and Ontology). A collection of concepts that defines a

well-defined structure. Such research usually focuses on a novel theoretic ontology to

structure the knowledge generation workflow [193, 241, 195, 45, 43, 175].
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Definition 5.3.3 (Conceptual models). Abstract representation of a real-world process

using a collection of theoretical taxonomies, typologies, and guidelines. For my purposes, a

VA knowledge model is a model of a user’s knowledge generation throughout a VA process.

Arguably, the most prominent example of such a model is of Sacha et al. [193]. Gener-

ally speaking, knowledge modeling defines a workflow where insights lead to knowledge

generation [6].

Definition 5.3.4 (Theoretic frameworks). Collection of operators which to measure

a process (e.g., mathematical operators). For instance, the theoretic system defined by

Federico et al. [72] can describe and measure the process of many existing VA systems and

tools.

Definition 5.3.5 (Quantitative laws). Describes causal relationships between conceptual

models by means of a theoretic framework. For example, Federico et al. [72] apply this

concept when comparing multiple VA knowledge models.

Definition 5.3.6 (Theoretic systems). An extension of a conceptual model that uses

theoretic frameworks to define a real-world process formally. Federico et al. [72] extend

several conceptual models in such a way as to formalize their methodology.

These concepts are not consistently used in the VA literature [72]. In order to

better contextualize VAKG’s goals, VAKG itself defines a theoretic system based

on the set-theory theoretic framework, the conceptual model of Sacha et al. [193],

and the ontology of Federico et al. [72]. Beyond theory, the practical use of VAKG

by applying the proposed theoretic system in practice by performing behavior

provenance and knowledge provenance analytics. Because of this duality of VAKG, I

classify it as a conceptual framework. Nevertheless, the goal of VAKG was defined by

investigating the connections between theoretical and practical related works.

5.4 Related Works

This section presents an overview of how existing theoretical and non-theoretical

works are related to VAKG while also considering the definitions of Section 5.3.
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5.4.1 Related Theoretical Works

Knowledge modeling defines a workflow where user insights lead to knowl-

edge generation [193, 6]. For this, it defines the relationship between users’ inter-

activity and all computer operations and data [193]. For instance, Figure 5.1(A)

summarizes this knowledge model, showing how knowledge generation and

user interactivity are linked. Although such work is instrumental as a foundation

throughout the VA literature, it cannot be directly applied in practice for provenance

analysis.

Definition 5.4.1 (Provenance). Tracking and using data collected from a process, such as

a Vi&VA tool being used by a user.

On the other hand, ontology structures [193, 241, 195, 45, 43, 175] are being used

as a means to link knowledge models to real-world workflows. Vis4ML [195], for

instance, describes an ontology for machine learning in VA, and, with it, users can

easily model and structure a machine learning workflow. Howsoever relevant these

works may be for VAKG, their contribution is still only theoretical, not tackling how

to store any data generated from executing a VA workflow nor discussing how or

if such data can be collected and used for downstream tasks, such as data analysis.

In other words, research on taxonomies and ontologies that structures knowledge

gathering in VA does not, by design [44], provide an overarching theoretic system to

link VA theory and the practice of provenance.

Since the origin of VA, significant work has been done to demonstrate the

breadth and depth of knowledge within VA [193]. The theoretic system of Federico

et al. [72] is versatile enough to describe many existing VA tools. More specifically,

they show how the subsequent interactions and feedbacks between the user and

the computer are related. They also describe how automatic processes in data

mining can generate new visualizations or how machine learning can help the

user understand the data itself. Nevertheless, although the works listed and

described by Federico et al. [72] may differ, VA’s purpose of creating insight or

knowledge through a given workflow is common to all of them and is generally

done through interactivity between the user and computer [72, 193, 43]. Even

though their theoretic system can formalize the VA knowledge model and exemplify
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its application in practice, it by itself still lacks an ontology to structure, store,

and relate the provenance-related data, such as user behavior and the knowledge

gathered.

Although the presented theoretical research, such as knowledge models, tax-

onomies, ontologies, and theoretic systems, are instrumental to understanding how

current VA systems produce knowledge, I have also identified their insufficiency

in providing insights into the ongoing knowledge generation process throughout

a VA workflow. In other words, they cannot be used to simultaneously model,

store, and create links between a VA tool’s usage, the user’s behavior during a VA

workflow, and the user’s knowledge-gathering process. VAKG attempts to bridge

this gap. However, my work does not try to redefine any of the taxonomies and

principles described so far. Instead, VAKG uses the same taxonomies and princi-

ples as most [72, 43, 175]. Also, although VAKG provides a more comprehensive

structure to relate user behavior and the knowledge-gathering process, I recognize

the existing works’ advantage in other areas (e.g., data mining [195] and machine

learning [242, 195]). Therefore VAKG does not aim to supersede existing structures

or ontologies with its own. Instead, VAKG requires that a given VA tool be modeled

using existing VA models, then used to define its Knowledge Graph structure. Thus,

VAKG bridges the gap between VA theory and its applicability in practice to provide

a cohesive structure to relate and analyze user behavior and knowledge gathering.

5.4.2 Related Applications and Frameworks

Theoretical research on VA’s knowledge model has tackled the problem of

knowledge gathering in many different ways. However, knowledge gathering

within these works and systems is seen only as theoretical background. Federico

et al. [72] lists many systems where a notable example is the work by Keim et

al. [122], which creates an application-specific knowledge-gathering process by

utilizing automated analysis with human interaction; however, by verifying these

related works, I note a lack of standardization of how to apply the theory in practice.

Federico et al. [72] argues that since this knowledge-gathering loop is conceptual,

it is “often inconsistently used,” which shows a missed opportunity to define how

to apply such theory in practice in a consistent way. This inconsistency has another
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consequence: although their results relate to each other, these works do not seem

to be able to communicate. In other words, I am unable to compare their results.

Furthermore, the two sides of knowledge gathering are often not well separated:

the temporal sequence and the workflow’s state space, which denotes the set of

all possible states independent of time. In other words, although a knowledge-

gathering process can be defined as a linear sequence of new knowledge “events”

over time, it can also be defined as a time-independent set of all gathered knowl-

edge. With VAKG, I first explain the advantages of separating these concepts and

using each of the concepts in a unified framework. Different from other works [72],

VAKG uses this as one of its core design goals.

Definition 5.4.2 (State Space). The set containing all possible configurations of a system

or tool.

User Behaviour Tracking and behavior provenance: User-tracking and behav-

ior analysis research has also been active [251]. For instance, the user-tracking

taxonomy of von Landesberger et al. [241] models user behavior as a graph for

analytical purposes. However, VA tools cannot integrate directly with theoreti-

cal works such as these. Instead, existing VA systems use these taxonomies as a

theoretical or conceptual background while using the user-tracking data solely

for specific domain use cases, as is extensively discussed by Xu et al. [251]. For

instance, the user’s Tacit Knowledge [72] is tracked in VA by many different feedback

methods, such as manual feedback systems [21, 152], manual annotations over

visualizations [208], and inference methods that attempt to discover the user’s

insights by analyzing their interactivity patterns [165, 20]. However, these works

do not directly use any previously discussed theoretical results. Instead, they are

only seen as a motivation for their domain-specific solutions. Among these VA

systems, InsideInsights [152] and SenseMap [165] are the only ones that get close

to addressing this limitation. SenseMap first creates a graph network with behavior

provenance, then allows users to analyze the recorded graph by manually construct-

ing a so-called “Knowledge Map”. InsideInsights, instead, records user behavior

and user annotations simultaneously during the user’s analytical process. Though

InsideInsights and SenseMap provide a way to record and analyze user behavior,

the proposed solutions are domain-specific and do not discuss the relationship
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between users’ behavior and the knowledge gathered by the user. For instance,

InsideInsights does not allow tracking auto-generated insights [209] and does not

account for automatic computer processes [72] or external agents [68, 157]. VAKG,

however, also tackles these aspects.

Knowledge Provenance: Significant research has been done to better under-

stand the concept and applicability of knowledge gathering in practice regarding

knowledge provenance. Knowledge provenance is a specialization of Data Prove-

nance [63, 82] for collecting, storing, and tracking users’ knowledge-related events.

Knowledge provenance researchers argue that tracking user’s knowledge gather-

ing can be done by recording any change in the available datasets [62] (e.g., data

pre-processing) or updates in visualizations [20, 251, 241]. Among such works,

Chang et al. [41] attempt to use visual analysis within a Knowledge Base system,

storing knowledge extracted from experts into a “compressed” format. Works such

as these show examples of applying provenance to understand users’ knowledge

gathering.

Still, although these works describe ways to link knowledge gathering to user

interactions, it is rare to see a differentiation between the temporal sequences of

user-generated events and the atemporal state space of the VA workflow. Therefore,

the following two concepts are either merged or ambiguous in these works: the

temporal aspect, which indicates what and when users executed VA tasks, and the

atemporal aspect, which indicates what the possible VA workflow states and how

they transition between each other are. Instead, when these works explicitly define

a structure, they either store the temporal sequences of events without indicating

whether they occurred previously or the state space without recording the temporal

sequence of events. Similarly, these works assume that knowledge provenance is a

subset of data provenance, or in other words, that all knowledge-related changes

can be extracted from the user’s behavior. This does not match with the knowledge

definition of VA’s knowledge models [193, 72] where certain concepts, like behavior

and knowledge, are separate. Likewise, most related works do not tackle how

to interpret multi-user VA workflows [20], nor allow for comparisons between

the user’s exploratory space when compared to their motifs [251]. VAKG bridges

these gaps by modeling the difference between behavior provenance and knowledge
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provenance and the difference between temporal events and atemporal state space.

VAKG encodes this model into a knowledge graph that relates users’ behavior and

knowledge-gathering sessions.

Knowledge Graphs (KGs): While Knowledge Provenance focuses on track-

ing and storing knowledge, Knowledge Graphs (KGs) [74, 45, 137] have aimed

to be a proper way to structure and analyze knowledge-related data. KG is a

widely used technique to structure knowledge as a graph network, usually done

by formalizing the structure as an ontology through the Web Ontology Language

format [43, 195, 242]. For instance, DBPedia [12] uses ontology design and KGs to

transform unstructured knowledge into structured knowledge. In other words,

KGs are a graph database of knowledge that employs knowledge model [193]

ontologies. Compared to typical databases, the structure of KGs focuses less on

the usual row-based structure [40] but uses the relationships between taxonomies

as the foundation of knowledge. Although KG itself focuses on the structure of

knowledge-related data, it is supported by various other graph-theory contribu-

tions, such as Graph Neural Networks (GNNs) [118], graph visualizations [42, 106]

and graph operations [116], like Page Rank and Traveling Salesman. KGs are,

therefore, not limited to only providing a functional structure, but given a KG,

users can employ graph analysis techniques to query and analyze the data.

Temporal Knowledge Graphs (TKGs): A notable sub-type of KGs is Temporal

Knowledge Graphs (TKGs), where the graph edges encodes the temporal relationship

of the data, such as “order of events” or “time difference between events” [92].

That is, while a KG is a graph structure where knowledge reasoning is modeled

as connections between classes or properties, such as “George Washington is a

human” and “Canada is a country”, a Temporal Knowledge Graph (TKG) models

these connections as the temporal relationship between the classes or properties.

Many types of TKGs exist, and their temporal relationship varies among them.

For instance, TKGs can relate two nodes by temporal co-occurrence. An example

of such a KG would be all purchases done between different businesses within a

supply chain, where the product “Mayonese” may have been bought by “Walmart”

from the seller “Hellmann’s” on “25/06”. In this TKG, the connection between the

three nodes: Walmart, Hellmann’s, and Mayonnaise, would be “25/06”. Though
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some existing works which define knowledge graphs [40, 251, 164, 137] or ontolo-

gies [195, 43] are already used for structuring knowledge and behavior provenance,

no current work, as far as the authors know, uses TKGs to structure knowledge

provenance.

Process Mining: The act of structuring and analyzing a process in a graph

format has been extensively researched by Process Mining [234]. Indeed, the re-

lationship between Process Mining and VA has grown tremendously in recent

years. Process Mining proposes a way to define any given process by a workflow

consisting of nodes and their relationships. The concepts of events and knowledge

graphs, which are very relevant for VAKG, have appeared in many recent works [71],

showing how Process Mining is a proven form of modeling processes for prove-

nance purposes [258, 233]. Yet, Process Mining is centered on behavior and events,

that is, behavior provenance. VAKG aims to relate behavior to knowledge generation,

which differs from existing works’ goals.

5.4.3 Survey Compilation and Goals

I compiled a survey analyzing the most relevant literature cited so far to verify

how the theoretical concepts are applied in practical related works. I found that

the main differentiation of VAKG is its theoretically grounded pipeline, which,

in a simplified manner, one must: model a given VA tool using a VA model and

ontology [72], declare a knowledge graph structure that matches said ontology,

perform data collection through behavior provenance and knowledge provenance to

populate the knowledge graph, and finally analyze said knowledge graph (see

Section 5.5). Thus, VAKG’s major goals are:

• G1. Analysis-centric VA Model: Temporal and atemporal interpretations of

Human and Machine components of the VA workflow are used, but inconsis-

tently, so VAKG proposes a consistent one which partitions the VA workflow

as:

– G1.1: Temporal-sequences of user’s knowledge gathering (Knowledge

Provenance or Human Updates) [193, 195, 175, 241, 72, 28, 242, 45, 117,

62, 20, 55, 152, 21];
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– G1.2: User intentions and insights which occur within a VA workflow

(Human state space or just Human State) [193, 195, 175, 72, 28, 242, 43, 45,

12, 42, 106, 117, 20, 107, 55, 152];

– G1.3: The VA tool’s states during all VA workflows are modified due to

user behavior (Machine state space or just Machine State) [193, 195, 175,

241, 28, 43, 45, 12, 42, 106, 117, 36, 62, 20, 107, 55, 209];

– G1.4: Temporal-sequences of the VA tool events/tasks which are exe-

cuted during VA workflow sessions (Behaviour Provenance or Machine

Updates) [193, 195, 175, 72, 28, 12, 117, 36, 62, 20, 209, 152, 21];

• G2. Ontology of the VA Workflow: Formalization of a structure that, while

being rooted in an existing VA knowledge model [193, 72], describes the VA

workflow following G1 [195, 175, 28, 242, 43, 45, 12, 42, 106, 117, 62];

• G3. Data Retention: The structure is used as a schema of a data retention

solution where to collect and store user behaviors and interactions during a

VA workflow [175, 241, 72, 43, 45, 12, 42, 106, 117, 36, 20, 107, 209, 152, 21];

• G4. Data Analysis Capabilities: Use the data and/or structure to perform

analysis, such as per-user analysis, user comparison, usage comparison, and

so on [242, 43, 45, 12, 42, 106, 117, 36, 62, 107, 55, 209, 21];

The next section describes how VAKG reaches these goals.

5.5 The VAKG Conceptual Framework

Let’s assume a group of researchers created a VA tool for the analysis of temporal

series and now wants to understand if, how, and what users learn while using

their tool. The Visual Analytics Knowledge Graph (VAKG) method gives this group

a formalized process to extract the underlying VA model of a VA tool, design a

knowledge graph that follows the model, and define which data from the user

needs to be collected for a thorough provenance of the user’s behavior when using

the tool and their newly acquired knowledge from the tool.

First, VAKG requires that a VA knowledge model is matched to the tool [193,

72] (see Figure 5.1[A]). By VAKG reinterpretation of the model in the lens of Set
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Theory (G1), VAKG identifies what are the unique elements that constitute a VA

workflow of that specific VA tool and what are their relationships to each other. This

VA workflow is then structured following VAKG’s ontology that relates the users’

interaction events and knowledge generation (see Figure 5.1(B) and G2). The result

is a knowledge graph structure that separates the workflow’s temporal aspect,

which is defined as behavior sequences of events (G1.4) and knowledge-gathering

sequences of events (G1.1), the workflow’s atemporal aspect, which is structured

as the VA tool’s state space(G1.3) and the users’ knowledge state space (G1.2). VAKG

then uses the knowledge graph structure as the design pattern for a multi-layer

Temporal Knowledge Graph (TKG) where the VA tool can record user sessions (G3).

Finally, this populated knowledge graph is available to users, such as the research

group of the example above, to apply graph-network techniques to analyze, predict,

and recommend user behavior and knowledge-gathering effectiveness when using

the tool (G4).

5.5.1 Foundation: VA Knowledge Model and Set Theory Reinterpretation

The theoretical background of VA’s knowledge model is a foundation work

for research within VA (see Section 5.4). Unlike such works, I use the knowledge

model of Sacha et al. [193] as a foundation to formalize and derive VAKG (G1).

This section reinterprets the VA knowledge model to define the four aspects of

the Analysis-centric VA Model here being discussed: human update, human state,

machine state, and machine update.

The simplistic representation of VA’s knowledge model shown in Figure 5.1(A)

characterizes its two main actors: Humans and Machines. This concept originates

from the literature where knowledge is generated over time [193] though the

interaction between Human and Machine [72]. The literature also proposes a

mathematical interpretation of the VA model called the “Conceptual Model of

Knowledge-Assisted VA” as the foundation of the knowledge model, which is

expressed visually in Figure 5.2.

All in all, the VA interactivity model is divided between two separate actors (ma-

chine and human) and describes how knowledge is generated, converted, and used

within the VA discourse. Each actor is then associated with a taxonomy of available
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Sm
t = {Dt, St, Kϵ

t+1}, the Human Update Uh
t = {Xt, Pt, Et}, and the Human State

Sh
t = {KT

t }. Next, from Figure 5.2, I extract how each of these elements relates to

each other. Each equation below represents which information (rectangle node)

directly depends on a process (circle nodes) and which processes directly depend

on information:

KT
t+1 ⇐ Pt+1 ⇐ KT

t + Vt(I) (5.1)

Kϵ
t+1 ⇐ Xt+1 + At+1 ⇐ KT

t + (Kϵ
t + St + Dt) (5.2)

St+1 ⇐ Et+1 + At+1 ⇐ KT
t + (Kϵ

t + St + Dt) (5.3)

Dt+1 ⇐ At+1 ⇐ Kϵ
t + St + Dt (5.4)

By using these equations, I reach that the human state and machine state are

updated as follows:

Sh
t+1 ={KT

t+1} ⇐ Uh
t+1(S

m
t ) (5.5)

Sm
t+1 ={Dt+1, St+1, Kϵ

t+1} ⇐ Um
t+1(S

m
t ) + Uh

t+1(S
h
t ) (5.6)

That is, the human state is updated due to a human update caused by some change

within the machine state (Equation 5.5). Similarly, the machine state is updated due

to a human or machine state change (Equation 5.6).

Following this process, any VA tool can be decomposed into the four sets of state

and process entities, and the equation list with the relationships between the entities

within the sets. Back to the example scenario discussed in the introduction: a data

analyst wishes to investigate the supermarket dataset [218] using Tableau [159]. In

this simplified scenario, the “VA tool” is tableau. The available usages of Tableau

can be mapped to the nodes of Figure 5.2. For example, let’s assume a user wants

to create a visualization in Tableau. The data D is the supermarket dataset, the

state of tableau S represents what visualization, if any, is currently being shown,

and the creation of a new visualization E would update the state of tableau S,

generating the new visualization V with which the user can investigate P. In other

words, the node E, part of the Human Update set, leads to a new visualization.
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In mathematical terms: St+1 ⇐ Et+1 ≡ Sm
t+1 ⇐ Uh

t+1. That is, in this example a

human update Uh
t+1 led to a new machine state Sm

t+1. Still, no new data D has been

generated yet, so it was removed from the equation.

Now, if the user discovers a new insight KT from the visualization and adds

it as a custom text or annotation X to the visualization, new explicit knowledge

Kϵ would be saved into the tool, causing subsequent updates following the equa-

tions above. We see, therefore, that the equations above are helpful not just to

define how each of the processes {V, P, E, X, A} updates the static information

{KT, D, S, Kϵ}, but to define how these updates can simultaneously be understood

by its ownership (machine or human) and by its timing.

5.5.2 VAKG Ontology and Knowledge Graph Definition

So far, I have described VAKG’s foundation through its four aspects: human

update, human state, machine state, and machine update. I also described how

each aspect interacts with the others through set equations. Yet, to store data of

the users’ knowledge generation process, VAKG defines a Knowledge Graph (KG)

structure where its nodes and relationships correspond to the four aspects of

VAKG and their update relationship according to the set equations. This structure

allows VAKG to use existing graph databases directly, unlike the domain-specific

VA ontologies designed recently [195, 242, 43]. The final structure is exemplified in

Figure 5.1(C), where the four color-coded horizontal lanes display each of the four

aspects.

By following the Web Ontology Language (OWL) [44], VAKG divides the space

in two ways: by its ownership (human or machine) and by its timing (state or

update), which defines the four ontology classes: Human-Update, Human-State,

Machine-State, and Machine-Update. From Equation 5.5 and Equation 5.6, VAKG

defines the relationships between the four classes, which are represented in Fig-

ure 5.3. Namely, the relationship links (1) and (2) found in Figure 5.3 relate the

previous human/machine state/update to the current one, (3) and (4) represent

Equation 5.5 where a change in KT leads to an update in P, and (5) and (6) sim-

ilarly represent Equation 5.6. Finally, VAKG defines two extra relationships (7),

synchronizing the two state spaces. This way, if a change in specification (e.g., new
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(also called class properties or data properties). Property-maps employ the idea

that every class can contain attached data. In VAKG, the property-maps of the

four classes of nodes are expected to contain the relevant information of that

specific class. For instance, in Figure 5.3, we see that the class human state should

contain the information related to the user’s tacit knowledge KT, and the machine

state information related to the dataset D, specification S, and explicit knowledge

Kϵ. However, the property-map design pattern is interchangeable with the other

common design patterns [160], which removes any perceived limitation of my

approach.

VAKG, therefore, records the information of a node as a property-map, but how

should it be recorded? And what information exactly should be included? This

question is the underlying reason for the descriptive formalization being discussed

in this section (see Section 5.5.1) because without it, I would not know precisely

what information should be stored in each of the node’s property-maps. For

instance, I have previously described how a machine state would store information

related to the dataset D, specification S, and explicit knowledge Kϵ, but how much

of such information should be stored? Although theoretically, one could argue that

storing all information related to a given state is the solution.

It is not reasonable to expect that the usage of VAKG would necessarily require

such an amount of information. Therefore, VAKG proposes that the property-map

of any State should, at the very least, uniquely identify that specific State within

the entire state space of VAKG. Similarly, the property-map of any Update should

uniquely identify the changes between the two Machine or two Human States,

including the timestamp of when the change occurred. This definition establishes

that a given Machine or Human State can repeat if the same condition occurs

multiple times. It is important to note that since each specific use case of VAKG

may vary, this part of VAKG is treated as a design guideline.

Therefore, it is essential to note that the center two lanes of Figure 5.1(B) and Fig-

ure 5.3 are atemporal because their connection is not temporally dependent. In other

words, Machine and Human states are related not through temporal dependency

but through their transition relationship. Structures like finite-state machines and

discrete-time Markov chains also use atemporal transition relationships similar
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to VAKG. For example, a machine state is related to a human state through Fig-

ure 5.3(7b) if that machine state Sm caused the human state Sh to leave a prior

state Sh
a and reaches another Sh

b . This may also be read as “Sh
a lead to Sh

b when Sm

happened” where the word “when” does not refer to “exact time” but to the idea

of “consequence” instead.

This way, by repeating an earlier example, if a change in specification (e.g., new

visualization) within a machine state Sm causes the user to perceive something

(through (5a)), leading to new knowledge (through (3)) and consequently a new

human state Sh
b , VAKG relates the starting machine state Sm and ending human state

Sh
b through (7b). VAKG also links the two human states by relationship (2), as

shown in Figure 5.3. Note that the same process happens when a new human state

leads the machine state Sm
a to change to a new state Sm

b .

A consequence of this structure is that nodes in the machine and human space-

states which are close (e.g., low number of relationships between the nodes) in-

dicate that these nodes are similar since one state can quickly be reached from

another through a low number of “updates”. Also, if two machine states or two

human states are directly connected, only a single update is responsible.

5.5.3 VAKG in Practice

The running example used until now involves two Tableau users verifying and

analyzing a global supermarket store. In this section, I expand on this example as a

use case of VAKG. I also discuss another use case with a VA tool called ModKT [184].

Tableau Use-Case

The first use case to discuss is the running tableau example where two [32, 87]

data analysts investigate the supermarket dataset [218] using Tableau [159]. By

watching the two videos, I can extract a list of tasks, interactions, questions, and

insights that each user did. For brevity, here is a small sample of these insights:

“task: download data”, “task: find least profitable country”, “interaction: cre-

ate new visualization”, “interaction: hover over the visualization”, and “insight:

the least profitable country is C”. Each process step can be mapped to one of

{V, P, E, X, A, KT, D, S, Kϵ} from Figure 5.2. For instance, “download data” is a
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change to the data D, “create a new visualization” changes the specification S,

and “found least profitable country” is a perception process P resulting in new

knowledge KT. By mapping all users’ steps to the proper taxonomy, VAKG defines

what data of each step one may need, such as the modified data in D, the new

visualization type in S, and the new insight in KT. VAKG also classifies each work-

flow step as machine update, machine state, human state, and human update (see

Figure 5.3). For instance, a data change is a new machine state, and a new insight is

a new human state. Similarly, VAKG associates the sequence of actions, such as the

act of looking at the visualization P is the human update that led to the new insight

KT (see Figure 5.2). After applying VAKG to all steps, the result is the knowledge

graph seen in Figure 5.4 of the videos’ content [32, 87].

ModKT Use-Case

I also apply VAKG to ModKT [33, 184], an interactive clustering VA framework,

to investigate which features of the tool are being used, how effective the features

appear to be given insights gained while using ModKT, and to surface relevant

next steps of its authors’ research. In this section, I describe the tool, how VAKG

was applied to it, and some preliminary results extracted from informal usage of

the tool. This example demonstrates how VAKG can be applied to more complex

VA tools and workflows.

ModKT is a tool that ingests a set of documents, such as research articles,

extracts key terms of each document, and applies key-term-based clustering [201]

to the corpus. ModKT uses the articles’ metadata, such as abstract, authors, title,

journal, bibliography type, publication year and month, and URL, for clustering.

Users can visualize each document through Word Clouds, the corpus of documents

through dimensionality reduction, and the comparison of the extracted key terms to

custom user-defined words. Users can customize the parameters for clustering and

dimensionality reduction to discover sets of (dis)similar documents and visually

analyze their (dis)similarities. An overview of the system is presented in Figure 5.5.

For this user study, I have set up ModKT with a list of 660 scientific articles in

the computer science field covering various text-mining visualization subjects. In

order to apply VAKG to it, I follow the methodology process of Section 5.5: model
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Interactivity-wise, the graph shows that although users took different ap-

proaches. To analyze common patterns among users, I could investigate the

graph through the visualization, but for better scalability, I opted to run graph

queries [162] to fetch certain information. For instance, by querying for the nodes

where the users used the forced-based layout (DAG), I can see that all three users

used the forced-based layout (DAG) and changed its parameters at some point.

Also, by fetching which documents were clicked by each user, all users were shown

to have clicked on some of the documents to read more through the abstract and

word cloud view. That said, all users were also shown not to have been very

successful in finding visualization-related abstracts, which indicates that the issue

was not the users nor the tool but the insufficient number of documents loaded

into the tool.

Feedback related to the tool functionality was also collected from the users. They

discussed topics specific to ModKT, such as layout problems, the aforementioned T-

SNE overlap problem, a less-than-ideal experience when reading the abstracts, and

little usefulness of the word cloud. VAKG also collected indirect feedback on the

tool’s functionality. For instance, using simple counting and the aforementioned

Page-Rank algorithms, I queried the number of state nodes visited by multiple

users, but it was very small. That is, the three users had nearly no overlap in their

interactivity, showing that the search space of the tool is vast, likely too vast. The

tool’s researchers concluded that reducing the possible interactivity and replacing

text-only panels with static visualizations is a potentially good next step for the

tool. This was corroborated by counting the number of interactions the users had

until they reached certain conclusions.

Though VAKG, ModKT researchers could analyze user exploration paths, check

which features of ModKT were most and least used, check which clustering param-

eters were used, and collect much feedback for future steps. ModKT researchers

claim to have gained insights into the tool’s capabilities and limitations by visual-

izing and analyzing the workflow of the individual users, giving them valuable

insights into the next step of their research.

While this process could have been done through surveys, thinking-aloud

sessions, screen recording, and other manual techniques, the entire process of
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Figure 5.4 are merged, then PageRank of all relationships indicates that the node

“New Empty Viz” is the most visited node with 19 connections. By filtering the

connections by user, we see that this result is mainly due to the first user, who has

8 connections to his Machine-Update timeline versus 4 of the second user. The same

analysis can be done from the perspective of the Human-States to discover that the

“Check Choropleth Map” node is the most connected, which leads us to conclude

that the users gathered more insights from the choropleth maps than any other

visualizations. It is important to note that although these results can be checked

visually in Figure 5.4, in examples with hundreds of users where each performs

hundreds of interactions, the use of such a ranking algorithm becomes significantly

more important.

Other graph network and knowledge graph techniques and tools [103, 116,

40, 162, 243] can also be applied. A cycle detection algorithm [176] can find any

closed cycles within VAKG. By applying it to the same Tableau example, I find that

user 2 has no loops within his Machine-States, which means that he never retraced

his steps (see Figure 5.8[D]). By applying a shortest-path algorithm [150] over the

Human-Update nodes, I also find that the second user had fewer knowledge-related

events, such as insights or questions, than the first, information which can aid

in investigating if the tool is properly achieving its goals. I can also apply graph

summarization [82] to simplify large graphs, apply KG completion [139] to analyze

whether its users explored all the features of a VA tool, explore KGs through other

tools [40], and analyze the KG by its embedding [245].

I also extend the same examples to analyze users’ workflows while performing

tasks with different tools. For instance, assuming a third user performs a similar

workflow to users 1 and 2 [32, 87] but with a different tool, such as PowerBI [54].

Graph analysis through PageRank, shortest-path, and other previously discussed

techniques can again be used to compare how well the two tools performed. Indeed,

if VA tools shared a VAKG of their user evaluation, other researchers would be able

to download them and add new data from their own users and/or tools, allowing

such researchers to compare their users or tools to existing state-of-the-art tools

and past users using techniques like PageRank and shortest path to demonstrate

the effectiveness of their new tool in terms of knowledge gathering effectiveness,
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which can potentially be used to transform the way VA research discusses and

discloses user evaluation.

5.5.4 VAKG Evaluation Discussion

I aimed to follow existing theoretical work’s example-based evaluation. How-

ever, due to the novelty of VAKG as a conceptual framework with modeling,

ontology, structuring, and analysis components, no other work, as far as the au-

thors know, can directly compare. That said, VAKG does not aim to supersede any

specialized work in their areas. Instead, VAKG uses related work as its foundation.

VAKG can also be easily extended by other works, potentially adding more data to

VAKG’s property-maps as sub-components.

For instance, here I compare VAKG to Vis4ML [195], which focuses on proposing

an ontology for ML-related tasks. Compared to Vis4ML, VAKG focuses on a different

aspect of the VA workflow: the classification of VA taxonomy based on ownership

(Human and Machine) and temporality (state space or process) and the relationship

between them. VAKG proposes a knowledge graph structure and a methodology

for populating the knowledge graph. Vis4ML only proposes a structure with

no direct application to define or populate a knowledge graph or to define how

to analyze the resulting data. Indeed, by comparing VAKG to all other related

work, VAKG stands out as the only one that proposes a methodology to structure

a given VA tool’s model as a knowledge graph that can perform knowledge and

behavior provenance. Similar results are found when comparing VAKG to other

theoretical-focused works [43, 193, 194, 72], which are here omitted due to space

constraints.

When comparing VAKG to the results of practical related works, I find that

VAKG is uniquely positioned to provide a comprehensive knowledge graph for

their required behavior and user-knowledge analysis requirements. However, it

is important to note that this comparison is limited because VAKG is a conceptual

framework. For instance, InsideInsights’ results [152] show that allowing users

to visualize the VA workflows of certain analysis processes is highly beneficial

through interviews and usage scenarios. In the ModKT user case (see Section 5.5.3),

I confirm that visualizing the resulting knowledge graph is useful. Yet, the results
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of this work show that VAKG provides a structure for analyzing behavior provenance

and knowledge provenance, as opposed to InsideInsights’ report of user behavior.

Indeed, in practice, most works focus on behavior analysis [242, 43, 45, 12, 42, 106,

117, 36, 62, 107, 55, 209, 21]. VAKG is novel in its inclusion of knowledge provenance

as part of the resulting knowledge graph.

5.6 Limitations and Future Work

When comparing to other ontologies, it is essential to note that VAKG’s focus

is not on its descriptive power [195], but on its ability to model and structure

the user’s knowledge gain process. Therefore, VAKG does not solve the issue of

how to perform user-tracking [152]. VAKG also does not expand the analytical

arsenal of user behavior or provenance techniques [20, 62], but provides a novel

structure that is optimized for the use of said techniques for various analytical use

cases. In future work, I aim to investigate the best approaches for user-tracking,

behavior/knowledge provenience, and knowledge graph analysis when applying

VAKG in domain-specific use cases. If required, I might contribute novel approaches.

I also plan to investigate semi-automatic or automatic provenance techniques to

assist the applicability of VAKG.

Although VAKG has focused on defining a property-map way to store the

knowledge-gathering process, other works have proposed other methods as well [195].

That said, knowledge graphs are not limited to a single structure at a time, as is the

nature of graph data, so it is easy to imagine that two different knowledge graphs

could co-exist. Therefore, although I argued that VAKG’s structure is more capable

than other existing ontologies, I recognize that this is mainly because the resulting

knowledge graph can be extended, allowing others to use different ontologies

or models as part of VAKG through custom property-maps or by linking VAKG

nodes to a totally separate custom knowledge graphs. However, I believe that this

integration needs to be addressed separately in domain-specific frameworks or

application use cases. Results and evaluation of these future works will also be

driven by their use cases. Since existing ontologies [72, 195, 61, 251, 241] can then

co-exist with VAKG, I plan for future work to explore possible combinations of

related work’s ontologies as future domain-specific contributions.
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I have experienced that VAKG can quickly result in large and complex KGs,

which are hard to visualize and may cause issues related to storage space if used

indiscriminately. So far, I have provided examples that were simple enough to

be explained and visualized. Still, I attempted to store dozens of user workflows

as a VAKG, and the result was too complex to visualize. Indeed, I recognize that

the complexity depends on the modeled and recorded workflow, though graph

network analysis is always possible. I plan on investigating better ways to visualize

both simple and complex VAKGs, especially when considering what analysis is

being done as future work.

The most critical limitation of VAKG, perhaps, is that user-tracking has been

broadly seen negatively. User protection laws and initiatives, like Europe’s General

Data Protection Regulation (GDPR) [180] and Apple’s “Ask not to track” features,

are just a few examples. Although VAKG is not a novel way to perform user-

tracking, user consent for tracked and behavior analysis is undoubtedly a relevant

concern. However, this concern is not new and is shared by all related works which

tackle user-tracking or behavior analysis. I also argue that in many cases, the users

of VAKG are the same whose behavior is being tracked, which means that they

probably would accept and welcome the necessary tracking since they would do

the analysis. Further study is needed to analyze how impactful this would be.

5.7 Conclusion

This chapter has presented VAKG, a conceptual framework to structure a given

VA tool as a 4-way temporal knowledge graph that describes user behavior and

knowledge gathering during the execution of a VA workflow. VAKG proposes

that by modeling a VA tool with its framework, we obtain a knowledge graph

structure that captures the required substances from user knowledge-gathering

sessions. Users then populate the knowledge graph with behavior events, such

as interactions, and knowledge events, such as intents and insights. Then, the

knowledge graph can be used to analyze user behavior, the knowledge-gathering

process, and the interactive relationship between the two. The resulting knowledge

graph is, by design, standardized across users and tools, allowing for graph-

based analytics of domain-specific processes (e.g., EDA), usage patterns, and user
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knowledge gain performance among multi-user and multi-tool scenarios.

In practice, VAKG’s resulting graph represents an overview of the VA workflows’

usage and the collective experiences and knowledge generated by their users.

VAKG is extensible and adaptable to various situations and domains, including its

extension to incorporate other models or ontologies. Using VAKG as a provenance

architecture, the generated knowledge graph can also be analyzed through existing

graph-analytics techniques, such as visualizations, shortest path analysis, and

page ranking. I applied VAKG to two examples: data analysis with Tableau and

ModKT [184], and discussed how the resulting knowledge graph allows us to

better understand the path taken by the user to reach new knowledge, how users

differ in their experience of seeking knowledge, and which parts of the tool were

most and least used, among other results. When compared to existing works,

VAKG was shown to be unique in its approach in bringing VA model theory into

practice for behavior provenance and knowledge provenance tasks.



Chapter 6

Knowledge-Decks - Automatically Generating Presentation Slide

Decks of Visual Analytics Knowledge Discovery Applications 1 2 3

U
SING Visualization & Visual Analytics (Vi&VA), users are able to see their

data in a new light. Info-graphs and visualizations is considered a powerful

method to present information, allowing users to better understand their data

compared to purely depending on raw data displays, such as numeric tables, and

aggregated statistics such as mean and variance. Even though this is considered

central to Vi&VA, the sharing of insights is not often discussed. Yet, I argue that the

simpler it is to share insights gained from Vi&VA tools, the more democratization

of Vi&VA we would achieve. I have discussed in chapter 1 and chapter 2 of the

gap between being able to gain new knowledge from a Vi&VA tool compared to

how to collect how and what this new knowledge was in order to share it with

others. With VAKG (see chapter 5), I have shown a method to structure, collect and

store user data, such as behavior and knowledge, and exemplified a way to use the

collected data. In this chapter, I present Knowledge Decks (KD) as an approach to

use the collected user data as the means of creating shareable slide decks, which

can for instance be used for presentation purposes.

6.1 Overview

Visualization and Visual Analytics (Vi&VA) tools allow users to harness insights

and knowledge from datasets. Recalling and retelling user experiences from the

usage of such tools has attracted significant interest. Nevertheless, each user session

is unique, and the path between start and finish is not always linear. Even when

1This chapter was based on Christino, L., Hill, T., & Paulovich, F. (2022). Knowledge-Decks:
Automatically Generating Presentation Slide Decks of Visual Analytics Knowledge Discovery Applications.
arXiv preprint arXiv:2212.01469. Submitted to EuroVIS in November 2023.

2User Data Collection: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ghe7zYPLUWs
3Slide Deck Generation: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Yhoj7fygMIw
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information contained in the data. In all cases, the user performs actions and

interactions considering an initial intention until they reach their goal, such as

uncovering new insights. This process of user-guided knowledge discovery, also

called Vi&VA’s knowledge-gathering workflow, is extensively studied. Theoretical

knowledge models [193, 72], behavior collection techniques [152, 98] and behavior

analysis [107, 20] are recent works which attempt to study how to understand and

analyze user-guided knowledge discovery processes. The results of this analysis

are used for various means, such as user evaluations in research [20] or to generate

output media, such as reports or slide decks [171].

Among the behavior collection techniques, the collection process most often

used is provenance [177]. Provenance can be used to record, which can be used

to recall the story of what and how users found a new piece of knowledge [250]

for the direct benefit of the users themselves [250] or to another party. After

collecting data through provenance, the result is by and large manually formatted

into datasets or visualizations to be included in Vi&VA tools [251] or formatted into

non-interactive media, such as info-graphs reports [128, 264], or slide decks [171].

Indeed, slide decks are yet to be dethroned as the best way to give presentations of

such results [200].

However, typically, each user-guided knowledge-gathering session within a

Vi&VA tool (henceforth called storyline) collected through provenance is unique and

non-linear. Even when different users have the same intention when using a Vi&VA

tool, they may uncover different insights due to their differences in expertise [72].

Likewise, even when the same insight is found, users may have used different

ways to arrive at it [107]. These inconsistencies become apparent when analyzing

the collected provenance data [250]. Then, the process of transforming the data

from its original format, such as video/audio/logs recordings of surveys [250],

into a cohesive data structure that can be analyzed or shared [128, 141] is time-

consuming [171, 200]. Additionally, summarising the storylines collected into a

media format that tells a story, such as a slide deck, is a challenging task on its own

as well [171, 128], especially when considering that the person who will read and

use the slide deck may have varying degrees in expertise on the Vi&VA tool. Fur-

thermore, if the Vi&VA tool is updated, a new loop of behavior collection, analysis,
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and transformation would be required, adding to the time already consumed and

the complexity of the task [250, 72].

In this chapter, I discuss, design, and implement Knowledge-Decks (KD), a novel

approach that collects user storylines during knowledge discovery sessions 4, trans-

forms the collected data into a Knowledge Graph and provides an interface where

one can explore and extract auto-generated narrations of users’ storylines as Power-

Point slide decks 5. KD bridges the gap between provenance and the generation of

slide decks out of the aggregated user storylines. For this, KD collects user inten-

tions, user interactions within a Vi&VA tool due to that intention, and the insights

gained along the way. By mapping the collected data into a Knowledge Graph

(see chapter 5), KD displays a visualization tool to query and explore parts of the

Knowledge Graph, select storylines of interest, and generate PowerPoint slide decks

out of the selected storylines.

KD is evaluated by being applied to two different Vi&VA tools. After giving

tasks to users, all user intentions, interactions, and insights were collected and

structured, and the resulting storylines were explored through the KD interface by

experts of each tool. Each expert was interviewed regarding how their current

workflow is when they need to use their tool to find an answer to a question, how

they format it into a presentation to be shared with others, and how KD would

impact their work when making the same process. The experts were tasked to

compare KD to their own process of creating presentations, training new hires, per-

forming surveys with users, and sharing insights or storylines with peers. Although

similar introductions were given to the experts, each expert tested KD by taking

into consideration their own scenarios, which consequently showcased different

KD use cases. One expert focused on using KD to generate slide decks about the

explored data, such as collecting lists of insights, and the other generated slides

about the interactions done in their tool. Interviewees said that through KD, they

could better understand their own users and how each tool feature is used, signifi-

cantly accelerating the generation of screenshots and slide decks to communicate

of novel insights and unexpected behaviors to their peers and superiors.

4Data Collection Video: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ghe7zYPLUWs
5PowerPoint Generation Video: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Yhoj7fygMIw
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6.3 Background and Related Work

Users of Visualization and Visual Analytics (Vi&VA) tools have knowledge-

gathering sessions (storylines) that Knowledge Decks (KD) aims to collect. The

literature in Vi&VA knowledge modeling has shown that these storylines can

be understood as an iterative workflow of user intentions, behaviors, and in-

sights [193, 194, 72]. For instance, Federico et al. [72] describe how Vi&VA tools and

frameworks can be modeled following knowledge modeling methodology. Their

methodology of describing Vi&VA as an iterative workflow of events between Hu-

man and Machine actors shows that it is possible to understand a Vi&VA problem as

a sequence of events [195]. This model also includes events not triggered by users,

such as automatic processes (e.g., data mining and machine learning). Yet, develop-

ers and researchers usually use more practical means to model, collect, store, and

utilize their users’ storylines. For instance, some researchers collect and analyze

user behavior using provenance [62, 177]. Different from more application-focused

works, KD uses the theoretical work of interpreting user storylines as user inten-

tions, behaviors, and insights and applies behavior and knowledge provenance

techniques to collect the requisite data (see chapter 5).

To populate the KD with user data, one must first perform provenance by

collecting information from the user. Existing works have discussed the collection

of machine-related events, such as changes in datasets [62], updates in visual-

izations [20, 251], and other similar events. In a Vi&VA tool, these events either

occur due to user interactivity or due to some automatic process [72]. By captur-

ing sequences of such events, one can recall user behavior during a user-guided

knowledge-gathering session within a Vi&VA tool (storyline) [250]. On the other

hand, tracking user’s Tacit Knowledge as defined by Federico et al. [72] is an emerg-

ing problem which is either done by manual feedback systems [21, 152], by manual

annotations over visualizations [208], or by inference methods that attempt to

extract users’ insights by recording the users’ screens, video or logs. The collected

user information is then, generally speaking, manually formatted and analyzed as

a post-mortem task [20, 99].

Among the alternatives, InsideInsights [152] is an approach that skips part

of the manual process, since it collects user insights from annotations that users
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input during their analytical process. InsideInsights demonstrated that collecting

user annotations is a legitimate way to extract and store user insights. KD is

similar to existing works in its attempt to collect user interaction [20] and to use

feedback collected from users, such as textual annotations of insights [152, 250]

as provenance methods. Yet, KD goes beyond in its novel “collective knowledge

gathered” exploration tool, which displays relevant portions of the collected data

for storyline discoverability. KD is also unique in its proposal to generate a linear

PowerPoint slide deck from one or more storylines.

After collecting the data, KD structures it into a format that can be queried.

Landesberger et al. [241] similarly perform behavior provenance by modeling

user behavior as a network graph (or network diagram), which is then used for

analysis. Other works also use network graphs as a way to model knowledge [74],

to perform data provenance [204, 62], to perform insight provenance [90], and to

perform analytic provenance [250, 148]. Out of the variations of network graphs, a

subtype uniquely positioned to model the user’s storylines is the Knowledge Graph

(KG) [74, 98] due to their specific applicability in associating two kinds of data:

temporally-based event data [98] and relationship-centric data [12]. As Vi&VA is

modeled based on events [193, 72] and the goal is to find and analyze the relationship

between events [82] in order to extract storylines out of the KG, I decided to use

KGs as one of the cornerstones of my approach. In this way, KD is novel in its

usage of Knowledge Graphs as a way to not just structure users’ storylines, but

structure them in a queryable format such that KD can provide visualizations of

individual storylines, enabling their transformation into slide decks.

Specifically related to KG visualization, works like CAVA [40], enable the

exploration and analysis of KGs through visual interaction. KG4Vis [136], on the

other hand, uses the advantages of the knowledge graph structure to provide

visualization recommendations. ExeKG [262] uses KGs to record execution paths

within data mining and machine learning pipelines. Indeed, there is an ever-

increasing number of works using KGs for visualization or analysis purposes

in Vi&VA, many of which say that KGs are suitable for knowledge analysis and

extraction [137]. KD’s novelty among such works is the usage of KGs to structure

users’ storylines in a queriable format and to simultaneously use the KD structure
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as a visualization target of portions of the graph that relate to a specific storyline.

This approach is what allows the explicit mapping between intentions and insights,

which is then used to generate the slide decks.

Hardly any research has attempted to model user behavior or the associated

knowledge discovery. Instead, info-graphs are one of the most used methods to

visually encode a storyline [128]. Indeed, Zhu et al. [264] details how info-graphs

can be automatically generated through machine learning [46] or pre-defined

rules [84]. When applied to storytelling, displaying insights as visual or textual

annotations on top of visualizations has been the aim of several works [84, 47, 46].

Although their results are very relevant for the narration of storylines, they only

list user insights, not the process of how a user might have reached them. Instead,

slide decks are better suited to narrate the events that led to the insight [200].

Regarding slide decks, StoryFacets [171] is a system that displays visualizations

both in the dashboard and slide-deck formats. Although slide decks have well-

researched limitations [128], StoryFacets also argues about how and why slide

decks are advantageous when narrating a sequence of events. Other works have

succeeded in recalling and retelling the knowledge discovery process in other

means [250]. For instance, Ragan et al. [177] list many tools that collect and

structure user behavior and insights in a queriable format. Nevertheless, they have

not proposed a means to generate slide decks from user storylines. In this context,

KD is novel in how it provides users the ability to generate slide decks from the

data automatically collected, structured, and visualized.

6.4 Methodology

This section discusses the goals and how I transform provenance data into slide

decks.

6.4.1 Context and Goals

To best explain and contextualize the approach used, I use a Vi&VA tool called

the Well-being Mapping Tool (WMT) [50] as a running example. WMT was devel-

oped to support the not-for-profit organization Engage Nova Scotia (EngageNS) [93]

to analyze data collected as part of the 2019 Quality of Life survey. This survey is
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composed of 230 questions about the well-being of residents across the province

of Nova Scotia, Canada. Almost 13, 000 people responded. WMT allows for the

visualization of the entire survey through maps and charts. Although different

stakeholders have successfully used WMT to gain insights, sharing or recalling

these insights requires significant manual effort. The usual process used by experts

from EngageNS involves taking screenshots or recording their screens as they use

the tool and manually annotating the insights and how they were found. Although

this is a typical process, what if there is a more automatic way to record users storyline

(see Definition 6.4.1) and generate shareable media with the relevant gathered knowledge?

Definition 6.4.1 (Storyline). The process taken and results obtained by users during

user-guided knowledge-gathering sessions within a Vi&VA tool.

Bridging or automating the gap between knowledge generation and final pre-

sentation is not only a challenge for the users of the WMT tool, but it is potentially

an issue for users of any Vi&VA tool. To address this challenge, I present Knowledge-

Decks (KD), an approach to support the generation of slide decks from provenance

data. In more concrete terms, the objective is to generate slide decks for presenta-

tion, which are linear in nature, from non-linear interwoven storylines that are

automatically collected from (potentially multiple) users of a Vi&VA tool.

Definition 6.4.2 (Provenance). Tracking and using data collected from a tool’s usage.

Considering this context and based on existing methods discussed in Sec. 6.3, I

identified the goals as:

G1: Given a Vi&VA tool and users who can describe their intentions and insights

while interacting with the tool, KD should capture and structure the users’

storyline provenance;

G2: Given the provenance data of one or more users, KD should allow for the

exploration and visualization of the collected storylines;

G3: Given a storyline of interest, KD should format it into a shareable format for

downstream tasks such as presentation, storytelling, etc.

To implement such goals, KD defines a strategy to collect provenance data

during user sessions to constitute a storyline (G1). Then, it defines an approach
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to forward the provenance data to a structured database (G1) accompanied by

a querying mechanism to visualize storylines out of such database (G2). Finally,

it defines an approach to allow users to explore and download the storylines of

interest as draft PowerPoint slide decks (G3). This entire process is exemplified by

Figure 4.5 and will be discussed in more detail in the following sections.

6.4.2 Defining Knowledge-Deck Storylines

To extract storylines from a collection of user experiences (G1), I followed the

steps of existing works that define the content of a storyline [72]. The definition of a

storyline used in KD uses three main concepts: users have an intention when using

a Vi&VA tool. Once the user has the Vi&VA tool open, they perform interactions.

After any interaction sequence, users acquire new insights, which might or might

not lead to new intentions and, consequently, new interactions, defined by

Definition 6.4.3 (Intention). A question, the will to discover something new, or some

reason that led the user to use the Vi&VA tool.

Definition 6.4.4 (Interaction). Events within a storyline, such as clicks, filters, or scrolls.

Definition 6.4.5 (Insight). An answer or new contextualized finding retrieved by the

user by using a Vi&VA tool.

To formalize these three concepts, consider the model of Federico et al. [72] as

seen in Figure 6.2, where circles represent processes and boxes containers of contin-

uously accumulated and accessed data. The nodes definitions are: visualization

V, perception and cognition P, exploration E, data D, and specification S, tacit

knowledge KT, explicit knowledge Kϵ, and automatic analysis methods A. For

example, considering our running example, I could say that the WMT tool shows

a map visualization V, generated from the survey data D, and the algorithm to

transform it into the visualization S. The user can then look at the map P, explore

it with their mouse E, and learn something new KT.

From this, I can define the three concepts of intention, insight, and interaction as

such

Definition 6.4.6 (Insightful Loop). The process which the user took from perceiving

information (P) and due to tacit knowledge gained from it (KT), interacts with the tool (E).
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Definition 6.4.7 (Insight-less Loop). The process that the user took from perceiving

information (P) and no new knowledge was gained from it before the next interaction with

the tool (E).

Considering this formalization and following the KD process (Figure 4.5), the

first step is to define which data has to be collected during provenance so that the

storyline defined above can be reconstructed. For that, KD follows the method-

ology of VAKG (see chapter 5), which is a conceptual framework that structures

storylines into temporal sequences of human and machine events and, additionally,

relates the events through a state-space Knowledge Graph [98]. This way, I extract

a Knowledge Graph structure seen in Figure 6.3 from the model of Figure 6.2.

The structure of Figure 6.3 categorizes each concept by its ownership (human or

machine) or by its timing (state or update). The four classes of nodes used in

KD’s Knowledge Graph are: Human-Update, Human-State, Machine-State, and

Machine-Update. The relationships between each class are: links [1&2] relate the

previous human/machine state/update to the current one, [3&4] represent where a

change in KT leads to an update in P, and [5&6] similarly represent where a change

in Kϵ, D or S leads to an update in V or A in the Machine-Update or in X, P or E

in the Human-Update. The final two relationships (Figure 6.3[7]) synchronize the

two state spaces.

KD is then responsible for collecting data related to all nodes highlighted in

orange shown in Figure 6.3. The legend of Figure 6.3 also shows that any new

perception P is collected from the user as an intention, any new exploration E

is collected as a new insight, and any new interaction which causes changes in

the tool’s specification S, visualizations V, or triggers an analysis A (e.g., runs

a statistical model) should be captured by KD. With this definition, we can now

specify what data needs to be collected from users to perform the provenance of

the three aspects: interaction, intention, and insight.

On the behavior provenance, examples of interaction events expected to be

collected from the tool are filters, selections, and aggregations being applied at any

given time and the state of each visualization, such as panning position, zoom, or

the selection of which part of the data is to be visualized. Assuming the running

example of the WMT tool, KD is responsible for collecting any changes to the tool
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when users: pan/zoom the map, select a survey question to be shown on the map,

select areas in the map for filtering, and change any of the available visualization

options. Further examples are discussed in Sec. 6.5.

On the HUMAN side, KD expects to collect the knowledge provenance, that

is, intentions and insights from events happening on or within the user, such as

new perception P or exploration E. The approach taken by KD deviates from

some related works that capture user interactivity through an external method

of observability, such as through video/audio recordings and thinking aloud ses-

sions [20, 99], which requires manual post-processing by the one doing provenance.

Instead, KD follows an integrated approach [152, 21] by requesting user inputs of

their intentions and insights within the tool itself, which can be done in modes by

either typing or speaking. Users are also allowed to draw shapes on the screen to

indicate if there was anything in the tool that led them to the intention or insight.

Assuming the WMT example, users would be expected to open the tool and type

their intention, such as “What is the quality of life in the capital of the province?”.

This intention would be written by the user prior to any interaction, and once any

insight is found, they would report their findings and, optionally, draw what in

the tool led to the insight.

Following our running example, I can now formulate what is collected from

users of the WMT tool as part of the provenance process:

HUMAN Update: label (insight or intention), created time, URL, screen size, text,

keywords, shapes drawn, user id, analysis id

HUMAN state-space: label (insight or intention), created time, last updated time,

keywords time

MACHINE state-space: label of what the event is, created time, last updated time,

the status of the hierarchical structure, mapped variable, bar charts parameters,

map position/zoom, areas selected in the map, math operation used

MACHINE Update: event name, created time, URL, user id, analysis id, and all

the same data from the related Machine state-space except user id and cre-

ated/updated time

Once the data is collected, KD uses the structure of Figure 6.3 as a schema for
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storing the storyline data.

6.4.3 Collecting and Structuring Storylines

With the knowledge graph schema, I can now discuss how KD is attached to

Vi&VA tools for data collection and provenance. The KD approach is an extension

of the VAKG sample made by [51]. It is made of three components. The first two

are a data collector and a structuring process following the definitions of Sec. 6.4.2.

The third is an interface for users to visualize the storylines, select parameters for

slide-deck generation, and download the auto-generated slide decks.

Knowledge Graph Database. First, to collect and store the data, the implemen-

tation must receive and store events in a database while following the design of

Sec. 6.4.2. I chose Python as the language of choice and an API-based design for

their wide usage within the community. Additionally, I use Neo4J [162] as the

graph database due to its wide usage in knowledge graph applications. Due to

these choices, any Vi&VA tools using the knowledge graph schema can connect

and send their events to the same database if their developers wish to.

Collecting Interactions (Behavior Provenance). Next, to populate the machine-

side events, KD must keep track of the Vi&VA tool’s state at all times (behavior

provenance). For this, I limited the scope of KD to web-based Vi&VA tools to define

how to attach KD to existing tools. KD provides a publicly available [51] JavaScript

library with which web-based Vi&VA tools can inform KD of any new events. In

short, the library implements two methods with which the Vi&VA tool informs KD

of any new interaction or change within itself following Sec. 6.4.2. This requires

the Vi&VA tool to inform its current state as a hashable JSON and its stateful URL.

This way, KD can recall the state of the Vi&VA tool and include it in the generated

slide decks.

Collecting Intentions and Insights (Knowledge Provenance). Similar to the

interactions, the library also provides ways for the Vi&VA tool to send intentions

and insights to KD (knowledge provenance). Here, KD expects users to type or

speak their insights and intentions and optionally draw on the screen as described

in Sec. 6.4.2. KD extracts keywords from the text, and the resulting combination

of keywords plus text is sent to KD. To generate such keywords, I use the natural
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language processing library Spacy [238] to retrieve the list of lemmas from a given

natural language text.

From preliminary tests, I found that a more reliable way to compare a new

input to previous texts (e.g., insights or intentions) is to request confirmation

from the user. I also noticed that short, concise texts were better suited to KD’s

goals than larger ones because users would spend too much time writing/reading

texts instead of focusing on their goals with the tool. Therefore, KD limits the

number of characters allowed per text to a certain amount α, and once the text is

typed, KD gathers the top similar texts and displays them back to the user, asking

whether any existing insight or intention is similar to theirs. To calculate this

text similarity, KD uses the text’s keywords (lemmas) and scans the database for

similar keywords among the existing insights and intentions already recorded in

the Knowledge Graph database. The similarity measure used is a cosine similarity

measure calculated from a word2vec representation of the keyword list and is

also implemented by Spacy [238]. If there is any match with a score greater than a

certain threshold β, KD collects the texts that generated these keywords, which can

be accessed from its neighboring HUMAN temporal sequence node, and display

up to γ of these texts to the user ranked by similarity score. These three adjustable

variables were selected as α = 75, β = 0.8, and γ = 5 during preliminary tests but

can be modified by the user. The user can finally specify whether their intention

or insight is equivalent to any existing one or if it differs from them all. This

user-feedback step provided a reasonably reliable way for KD to better match new

intentions or insights with previous ones compared to purely automatic processes.

Additionally, KD also asks for an additional optional input: whether there

was an existing element in the Vi&VA tool, such as visualization, text, or color,

which caused the user’s intention or insight. The user is given the ability to draw

shapes on the screen in this step, which is recorded and included in the slide deck

generated by KD. Users can also say that nothing in the interface caused the new

intention or insight. The drawn elements and the current URL of the website are

saved as part of the user’s HUMAN temporal sequence to be used when generating

the slide decks.

With this, the user’s perspective of using a Vi&VA tool equipped with KD is as
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follows: the user opens the tool due to some intention and types it as a new entry

within the intention text field. The tool displays similar intentions from among

all previous users and asks if the intention is new or equivalent to a previous one.

If the user finds a previously typed intention similar to theirs, the user selects it.

Otherwise, the user flags it as a new intention. The user interacts with the tool

and finds an answer. The user types the answer in the insight text field and once

again selects from the list of previously typed insights whether or not any of them

are similar to their own. The user is also given the option to draw a shape on the

screen to indicate what caused this new insight, to which the user draws a circle

over part of the tool’s visualization. At the end of this example, the KG stores the

user’s intention, including the typed text, keywords, and the website URL. Then,

after each interaction event, KD records the sequence of events, including the URL,

to reproduce each state of the tool. Finally, KD records the final insight, including

text, keywords, URL, and drawn elements. A video for the WMT tool is provided,

which exemplifies this flow [49].

6.4.4 Knowledge-Decks

So far, I have discussed how KD collects and structures the users’ storylines. KD

provides an interface displaying visualizations from the knowledge graph to query

and visualize the recorded storylines. This part of KD was designed with both G2

and G3 in mind, where users should be able to visualize the narration of users’

knowledge discovery stories (G2) and generate slide-decks out of them (G3). The

KD visualization is publicly available [51].

Querying Storylines. The KD interface exemplified in Figure 6.4 demonstrates

how KD displays the visualization of the “insight list related to node” (A) question

given an intention selected from the to the right (C). A node refers to an intention or

insight that the user selects to answer the question. KD has three built-in questions,

each of which has an insight-related variant and an intention-related variant:

Q1 Insight/Intention list related to node;

Q2 Closest insight/intention related to node;

Q3 Interactions from closest insight/intention which lead to node;
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KD lists all insights and intentions of the knowledge graph in (B), allowing the

user to filter the lists by Vi&VA tool and insight/intention. Once the user drags one

of the intentions or insights into the main visualization, KD extracts the storylines

from the database to display as a node-link visualization. Each question above has

four associated database queries. The “insight list related to node” query (Q1) is

exemplified below:

MATCH p=(n1)-[:UPDATES_HUMAN]-()-[r:PREV_STATE*0..10]

-()-[:UPDATES_HUMAN]-(n {label: "insight"})

WHERE id(n1) in [{{ids}}] and n.tool in [{{tools}}]

RETURN p

Through this query, defined through the cypher query language [79], KD ex-

tracts all paths p from node n1 connected to node n of type insight. This path

navigates through the Human State part of the knowledge graph with up to 10 hops,

which limits the search space of the database, allowing for better performance.

When running KD, these parameters can be manipulated by modifying the cypher

queries. KD also filters the results with a WHERE command so that the node n1

matches the node (insight or intention) that was selected by the user in the previous

step. The question Q1 also has three more queries, one where n is type intention,

one to show only the insights that are from the same user as the selected node, and

one to show only the intentions that are from the same user as the selected node.

Due to limited space, all other queries can be seen in the project’s open-source

repository [51].

In order to visualize the user storylines, the KD interface converts the results of

queries into node-link visualizations. The example of Figure 6.4 shows storylines

collected from WMT. In this specific query, five insights in orange originated

from the selected intention “identify the area with most concern about accessing

education” containing five insight nodes. This visualization follows the schema

defined in Sec. 6.4.2, where orange nodes are the Human Temporal Sequence

(Behavior Provenance), and blue nodes are Human States. Similarly, the arrows and

their directions follow the relation specifications of Sec. 6.4.2. By using Selenium [88],

KD takes screenshots to populate the visualization.
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The label panel on the center-top of the screen can be used to control the node-

link layout, allowing users to have the option of a pure force-scheme layout or

fixed layouts implemented in Cytoscape.js [81]. KD allows its users to customize

the visualization by defining which nodes should be fixed or which should follow

a force-scheme layout. KD also allows the user to select the node-link layout

algorithm to be used. In other words, the layout being used in Figure 6.4[D] makes

orange nodes match an avsdf layout and leaves the blue nodes to be positioned

through force-scheme, which allows for the above questions to be much more visible

than pure force-layout and fixed layouts (Figure 6.5). Users can also reposition any

of the nodes with their mouse.

If any nodes within KD are clicked, extra information about the nodes is dis-

played in an inspector panel, such as in the right part of Figure 6.5. Within the

specific example of Figure 6.4, if the user clicks on each of the insight (orange)

nodes and checks the inspector panel, they could discover that four different users

were involved in these insights.

Yet, this vastness of layout options with no optimal default set made the vi-

sualization too hard to use for the proposed goals. Additionally, the node-link

displayed was, at first, too large or complex to help explore or select storylines

due to the large amount of clutter. Therefore, in order to optimize KD for the

exploration of storylines, two main additions were needed: simplify the node-link

graph by hiding parts of the knowledge graph and the definition of a default layout

to be used.

To solve the first point, KD only retrieves the nodes related to the query being

used. There are four types of nodes: orange, blue, and green, but the visualization

in Figure 6.4 only shows two of these types of nodes because KD limited the

scope of the node-link to the query being made. Namely, the question Q1 of

Figure 6.4[A] and the query Q2 focuses on the relationship between insights and

intentions, therefore interactions (nodes in green and red) are not included in the

results.

However, the query Q3 exemplified in Figure 6.6 does need all four node types

to be visualized since it relates interactions (nodes in red) to intentions and insights

(nodes in orange). Additionally, although all relations described in Sec. 6.4.2 could
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be displayed in the node-link visualization, the output of question Q3 does not

need to display all available relations to achieve its purpose of describing the

interaction storylines to the users. Therefore, the visualization of Q3 hides the

relations 4, 5a, 6a and 8 of Figure 6.3, reducing visual clutter while providing the

user with the information needed to examine the user interactivity storyline. Indeed,

optimizations were done for each query to display only relevant information in

the node-link. All these optimizations are part of the cypher queries themselves.

Users can, however, edit these specifications by modifying or adding new cypher

queries [51].

The second point is solved by applying a predefined layout combination to

each query type. In Figure 6.4, we can see that for the query “insight list related to

node”, the predefined layout was avsdf [81] applied to the orange nodes. Queries

Q1 and Q2 follow this specification. This setting can be seen in the color legend

checkboxes on the top-center of Figure 6.4. This choice of combination was made

because of the circular nature of avsdf, which caused the blue nodes to naturally

rearrange themselves using force-scheme to better cater to the outer circular layout of

the orange nodes. The query Q3 of Figure 6.6, however, uses another combination

where all nodes use the Cose-Bilkent layout [67]. These predefined combinations

are not fixed, and users can modify the selections, as is shown in Figure 6.5.

The end result of these optimizations was that users were more clearly able to

see and explore the visualization. For instance, in Figure 6.4, the user can count the

number of hops between the intention and each insight, allowing them to conclude

that four insights were obtained right after the selected intention (3 hops), while

the insight of slide number 5 took a bit more (4 hops). Before the optimizations, the

nodes were not clearly separated, and many other nodes and relations were also

being shown, causing users to be unable to reach the conclusions described above.

KD also uses the graph structure to automatically generate a linear order from

the resulting graph by using a breadth-first graph algorithm to prepare the storylines

for generating a slide deck. This order is displayed in both the numbering of the

node-link visualization and the slide panel (Figure 6.4[E]). The user may wish

to reorder the slides to, for instance, match the number of hops discussed above

or keep the default order, which tells the story where insight 5 came right after
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insights, whether they were part of or not related to the task. Indeed, all tasks

were exploratory in nature, and participants were asked and encouraged to browse

the tool if they so wished. The tasks were used to provide a common starting

point and a common goal to all participants, but the analysis of the answers or the

participants is not relevant for the evaluation of KD.

The data was collected and fed to KD. The resulting knowledge graph was

vastly complex, with 505 nodes and 2, 164 unique relationships. A preliminary

analysis showed that users had 21 unique intentions (total of 36) and 26 unique

insights (total of 27). On the machine side, there were 143 unique events (total

of 252). I also looked through all insights related to WMTQ1 (the first task of

WMT) and found that the 9 participants reached insights with an average of

20.9 interactions (machine-side events), and on average, each participant within

WMTQ1 reached 1.44 insights. Similarly, across all WMT tasks, users had an

average of 1.13 intentions and 1.29 insights per task. Overall, users had more

insights than intentions. Also, on average, each intention took 6.11 interactions

(machine-side events) to gain insight.

The examples seen so far (Figures 6.4, 6.5, and 6.6) are all direct examples of the

analysis and slide decks extracted from such data. Based on the collected data, I

explored KD with an expert in the WMT tool. He works with Engage Nova Scotia

and, for this example, was tasked to create a report to share relevant information

he might find related to the state of education in Nova Scotia. He opens KD and

looks through the intention list, selecting the “identify the area with most concern

about accessing education” to be explored. Then, he sees the KD interface of

Figure 6.4. He finds that three users had similar insights who said that the “B0C”

postal region answered the insight. The node-link visualization also shows that

four of the insights are connected to the intention through 3 hops. Checking the

fifth insight (slide number 5), he noticed that someone said that “a quarter of the

province would take more courses, but they are expensive.”. He also noticed that

the insight of slide number 5 was done by the same user of insight of slide 4, or

in other words, the user first had an insight more closely related to the intention

and then another insight right after that, which was less directly related, though

still relevant. He generates a slide deck of these insights and annotates in the
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PowerPoint file downloaded that slides 4 and 5 are from the same user.

He then changes the KD query to show the interactions from one of the users.

He sees Figure 6.6 where he notices screenshots of slides 2 through 7 are very

similar. Checking the inspector on each, he confirms that there was little visual

change between each step, but extra information in the inspector indicates that the

user was clicking on certain options of WMT that are not relevant to the report

he is making. He removes these slides from the slide deck generation through

the slide panel at the bottom of Figure 6.6 and generates a slide deck of 6 slides,

which includes one slide with the intention, four describing interactions, and one

final slide with the insight. He unites the two slide decks in PowerPoint, adds

description and conclusion slides, and sends it to his boss.

I also interviewed another WMT expert, who aided us during KD’s preliminary

tests. She was positively interested in KD’s speed in showing all insights related

to a given intention and that he would use extensively the ability to quickly

extract screenshots of past insights to populate their slide decks, similar to the

expert’s experience. Overall, she believes her current workflow is equivalent

to KD when considering the time required to build slides, but KD scales much

better. Additionally, she said that KD already has the text inputted by the user,

which would save her time in writing explanations for the slides herself. Her final

feedback was that it would be great to have a text interface, similar to chatGPT, to

ask natural language questions to the data.

6.6 In-the-wild Evaluation with ModKT

To evaluate KD, I attached it to another Vi&VA tool that fits the pre-determined

requirements (see Sec 6.4.1). ModKT [33, 184] (video) is a VA tool that ingests a set

of documents, such as research articles, extracts key terms, and applies key-term-

based clustering [201] to the corpus. ModKT uses the articles’ metadata, such as

abstract and title, for clustering. Users can visualize the documents through Word

Clouds, dimensionality reduction scatter-plots, and bar charts, which compare

key terms extracted from the documents to custom user-defined words. Users can

customize the parameters for clustering and dimensionality reduction to discover

sets of (dis)similar documents and visually analyze their (dis)similarities.
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Similar to WMT, I once again asked users to use the tool to collect their storylines

and populate KD. I then interviewed experts in the ModKT tool to evaluate KD slide

generation within the expert’s self-reported use case. I also compare whether the

ModKT expert’s opinion and feedback match the WMT expert’s. It is important to

note that while the WMT expert aided during the development of the KD approach,

the ModKT experts did not.

To attach Knowledge-Decks (KD) to ModKT, I once again had to define what data

from the tool is to be collected. By using the process shown in Sec. 6.4.2, the data

collected are as follows:

HUMAN Update: label (insight or intention), created time, URL, screen size, text,

keywords, shapes drawn, user id, analysis id

HUMAN state-space: label (insight or intention), created time, last updated time,

keywords time

MACHINE state-space: label of what the event is, created time, last updated time,

clustering configuration, dimensionality reduction selection/parameters, se-

lected/highlighted document, words inputted in the word similarity panel

MACHINE Update: event name, created time, URL, user id, analysis id, and all the

same data from the related Machine state-space with the exception of user id

and created/updated time

I collected data from 4 users, leading to a knowledge graph with 861 nodes and

3688 relationships. Out of the nodes, there were 14 unique intentions (total of 22),

20 unique insights (total of 23) and 363 unique interactions (total of 399). Further

analysis can be done, but it was judged not relevant for the evaluation of KD. The

KD interface was then populated with the resulting knowledge graph.

After applying KD to ModKT, I invited an expert to verify how applicable

KD is to their daily work. The expert works with ModKT, is a Ph.D. student in

Text Mining, and has experience applying various techniques for text mining, text

clustering, and exploring text-based datasets. In this interview, I first asked about

her own experience with slide decks, how much effort is needed when making

slide decks about her tool, and what the normal workflow is in case she needs to

share information from her tool with colleagues. Then, I gave KD for the expert
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to use and gather her feedback when asking if and how KD would impact the

questions asked earlier.

In the first batch of questions, she discussed that there are various meetings

and presentations in her day-to-day that use slide decks, such as reading groups,

progress reports, conference presentations, teaching, and thesis defenses. Addi-

tionally, even informal meetings with colleagues might require a simple slide deck

to explain more complex concepts. If they need to convey a single insight from a

tool, such as ModKT, she and her colleagues would take a screenshot and forward

it to each other through social media with some text for explanation. In the case

of conveying multiple insights, however, they would use a slide deck. Creating a

slide deck would follow academic ideas, with slides to explain data/use-case, then

a couple of the results with insights, and then a slide for the conclusion. According

to her, this process would take an hour more or less, but if there are more than

ten users generating insights, then it would take even more. She and her group

would use video recordings to record and convey the interaction or behavior that

led to a certain insight. She said that all such media would be useful in writing and

publishing academic papers.

Next, she was shown KD loaded with the data collected from ModKT users.

After showing the tool and letting her use it to explore the users’ knowledge

pathways and the slide generation, she said that KD would greatly help extracting

and sharing user behavior. While she normally records a video to store and share

user behavior, the process involves rewatching and editing the video. She would

also scan the video to take screenshots of the most important moments of insights.

However, she said that using KD to generate a slide deck would greatly simplify

and automate this process since it already takes the screenshots for her. Also,

she said that the process she usually uses for user studies can be significantly

automated with KD. Normally, she would need to watch her user and write down

the insights and think aloud results, but KD does this automatically for her, which

would avoid much of the manual labor she faces in academic writing. She said

she could also perform bigger user studies in less time, which might help her

evaluation results.

Another point she raised was that if new users came to the tool and found a
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problem with ModKT, she could open KD and see what the user did before getting

to the problem. This would help to remove bugs and other problems from the

tool before user evaluation. Regarding the node-link visualization, she was able

to understand well and communicate the results during the interview, but she

noted that lay users or users from outside academia may find it difficult to use

the visualization for exploration, but the tutorials and the generated slide decks

themselves can be used in such cases. She noted that such slide decks have the

potential to be uniquely useful for psychology research to better understand user

behavior in general. The analysis of how users crossed paths during their usage of

ModKT is also of interest to her since it could show different configurations of her

tool that answer the same questions. She finalized mentioning that KD seems to

have a very wide usage potential, like testing the effectiveness of tools before being

released to the market, focused marketing potential after better understanding the

user and your own tool, and the potential applicability in much of the current user

evaluation process in her field.

6.7 Discussions, Limitations, and Future Work

Although Knowledge-Decks (KD) has arguably reached its goal, I recognize that

more advanced processes could be applied in regards to how to process the texts

within the user’s intention and insight. For instance, the KD keyword generation

is done by lemma extraction but could also be performed by topic modeling [64],

KeyBERT [94], or other machine learning models. Similarly, KD’s Knowledge

Graph could be used in many more potential graph network analyses, including

advanced procedures of graph completion and recommendations, which in turn

could generate other styles of slide decks, such as slide decks focusing on the

“summary” or “tutorial” or specific aspects of the tool. Indeed, the slide deck

generation could also have been enhanced with NLP, such as through chatGPT

or other similar techniques to enrich, correct, summarize, or explain the various

intentions and insights. Though I judged it better to use simpler techniques in

this work to allow for easier reproducibility and broader applicability of the KD

approach, I intend to investigate the usage of such techniques in future applications.

The KD visualization approach can also be improved with the points raised
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from the interviews conducted. For instance, although I used a node-link approach

due to its wide use for graph network visualization, the evaluation of KD against

other visual metaphors when applied to the same slide deck goals and using the

same querying engine would be agreeable. Further research could check for other

visualizations and interactivity strategies for users to explore and analyze the

data type contained within a KD knowledge graph, including natural language

conversations with the graph.

One of KD’s core complexities is the need to retool the existing Vi&VA tools

with the connection to implementation. Although this decision was by design to

automate data collection, I recognize that not all tools are easily adaptable to be

attached to external libraries like ours. Future works may investigate other ways to

collect user intention, insight, and behavior without any modification on the Vi&VA

tool’s part, such as through browser extensions or by recording and processing the

video/audio feed of users while they use tools and automatically processing them

into a usable Knowledge Graph.

Another key issue when handling user data is the privacy concern, especially

on the users’ part, regarding how user data is being utilized. Throughout the study,

I maintained complete anonymity between users, only displaying an ID provided

by the user, but privacy and accountability are concerns usually raised by users

and researchers alike [250]. Although no participant raised this issue during the

tests, there are attempts of companies and research institutions to restrict or limit

the collection of user data of any kind. Further evaluation is required to say that

KD can be used in commercial scenarios. Nevertheless, KD does not explicitly

attempt to solve this issue other than only collecting and displaying anonymous

information.

The KD methodology can also be applicable in different use cases and goals,

such as providing recommendations retelling previous users’ experiences within

the Vi&VA tool itself. Indeed, the interviewees provided us with valuable feedback

on other potential uses of this methodology other than slide decks, which I intend

to investigate. Of course, these goals and limitations differ from KD’s, so I digress.

Finally, certain design choices may be of concern. For instance, using slide

decks to narrate the user’s knowledge discovery process has its issues [171], such
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as being seen as useful only for presentations to novice users. However, the ubiqui-

tousness of PowerPoint slides for presentation purposes, including infographics

and storytelling, must be considered. PowerPoint files are also easily editable,

allowing for the inclusion or exclusion of information, such as a summary slide

or the removal of an unrelated insight slide, to be handled on a case-by-case ba-

sis. As StoryFacet [171] says, adding animations, filtering, and other features of

PowerPoint or similar software would also potentially enhance the slide decks

generated, but these modifications are already beyond my original goal. Also, KD’s

requirement of only supporting web-based and stateful Vi&VA tools is a limitation

I recognize. Yet, I believe many tools fit KD’s requirements, which makes KD a

promising starting point.

6.8 Conclusion

I have presented Knowledge-Decks (KD), a novel approach to collect user sto-

rylines as knowledge graphs, query the knowledge graph to extract storylines of

interest, visualize them as a multi-layered layout approach, and generate slide

decks out of a linear sequence extracted. KD collects user intentions, interactions,

and insights during user knowledge discovery sessions when using Vi&VA appli-

cations and tools and automatically structures the data into a knowledge graph. By

selecting a specific pre-defined query and insight or intention, the KD visualization

displays a node-link metaphor of the storylines that corresponds to the query, allow-

ing users to investigate the insights, intentions, and interactions of their users. KD

also allows users to generate PowerPoint slide decks out of said storylines telling

the story of the selected query, such as “which insights users obtained with their

tool” and “how was it done”.

KD was evaluated by being attached to two existing Vi&VA tools where users

were asked to perform pre-defined tasks. By collecting user intentions, interactions,

and insights, three types of stories were available to users. An expert from each

tool was interviewed regarding their use of slide decks in their day-to-day, and

then I asked about their thoughts on KD and how it compares to their current

workflow. The experts provided valuable feedback and overall agreed that KD

provides more efficiency due to the speed of generating slides and reliability since
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the slides generated are from users instead of their own, making them more useful

in presentations. Limitations and potential usages of KD were discussed, pointing

to further research to investigate what other applications the KD approach can be

of use. In short, the experts validated KD’ usefulness in exploring and generating

slide decks that can be used to share user stories with peers or to be used as a draft

version of a presentation.
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and suggest relevant outputs, such as insights or suggestions, out of the dataset. In

order to understand how IA will impact the future of Vi&VA research, this chapter

discusses the current advances of Intelligent Agent, as is exemplified by Figure 7.1.

I then finalize discussing the research proposed throughout the dissertation as a

limitation and future work in light of these recent advances.

The utilization of Artificial Intelligence (AI)-powered research agents has the

potential to revolutionize the way scientific work is performed. The potential

impacts of AI-based tools on scientific practices are both anticipated and feared

by researchers, as revealed in a recent survey conducted by Nature [235]. The

workflow of academic research publication is somewhat standardized, and users of

Intelligent Agent (IA) such as ChatGPT [169] may justifiably wonder whether this

workflow can be automated. In fact, IA can already search for knowledge sources,

summarize them into bullet points, and write convincing arguments about the

contents in the summary. Only a few years ago, this possibility was considered too

far into the future to be worth discussing; today, we see an increasing number of

writing materials, from blog posts to entire books, being partially or fully prepared

by IA. Amazon has just limited the number of books an author can publish per day

in an attempt to address the issue2. We take the view that IA may soon incorporate

established strategies of the academic research workflow [109] into LLM-based

(large-language models) tools, particularly to cater to specific aspects of a research

area. I illustrate examples of the impact of IA as 5 possibilities I envision occurring

in the near future. In describing the functionalities of the IA, I assume they will

have unlimited access to data.

1- Discovery and design. This functionality has been addressed in many recent

contributions from the literature, and therefore, I only present a brief description.

Discovery and design of new research, such as new materials in material sciences,

have been made possible with the large databases of materials properties, espe-

cially with the materials genome initiatives [121]. For instance, machine learning

(ML) algorithms have been used to predict materials’ properties based on existing

2https://tinyurl.com/2vy6szu6
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data [100] and in quantum chemistry simulations [216]. In producing new materi-

als, AI can be employed to optimize the synthesis process or recommend potential

combinations of existing materials to create composites with enhanced proper-

ties [48]. Many are the areas for which AI systems have been developed, including

those related to the aerospace and automotive industry, for energy storage and

conversion, and in seeking sustainable materials (for a perspective, see Oliveira Jr

et al. [166]).

2 - Consultation of the literature to verify specific information, similar to a scien-

tific fact-checking functionality. The IA is expected to search and explore existing

literature given a prompt. This could be triggered, e.g., when a researcher wants

to verify if a new idea s/he just came up with has already appeared previously in

the literature; or when a researcher wishes to fact-check some statement in a paper

which s/he believes might be mistaken. This task may seem straightforward at first

glance because it only requires the IA to search for information already available in

the scientific literature, but several practical difficulties may arise [13]. First, there

may be controversies about the prompt and how the answers are formulated in

the literature, requiring heavy involvement from the researcher to consider the

alternatives and judge properly on a case-by-case basis. Of course, such a task

could be relegated to another IA, a concept I call autonomous agent swarm, where

multiple IAs specialized in different aspects of the problem work in cooperation to

respond to a prompt. The issue of controversies can also bring to light differences

of opinion between a researcher and the IA. The concept I call autonomous agent

ensemble may be applied with multiple specialized AI agents voting for a solution

to the problem. This voting process, analogous to the ensemble machine learning

algorithms, can be tweaked by the users a priori or a posteriori to best match their

view on existing controversies. This personalization of an IA to mimic the will of a

single person is referred to as personal AI [38].

When searching for an answer, the IA may need to extract information not only

from text but also from non-textual material such as figures, graphics, images, and

videos, among other sources. This limitation of interconnecting LLMs to other

models is still unresolved, but possible solutions have been discussed within the
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concept of a general AI model [259] or multimodal AI [1, 19]. Another limitation of

current IAs is their single-shot accuracy [19]. In our view, if a researcher demands

a fact-checking procedure, the IA must provide accurate answers even when the

matter is unresolved. This requires measuring how well the literature agrees

with a given reply, to which extent there are disagreements, or whether there

is a lack of consensus altogether. Since current models require multiple, and

usually conversationally-aware, prompts to answer a single prompt correctly,

extracting such an answer from the summarized collective knowledge from the

literature poses a severe additional challenge. In fact, the concept of knowledge

itself is still under debate. For instance, in our materials science scenario, would

knowledge be the collection of papers published in the scientific literature, the

summarized literature available from the IA, or the knowledge that we, as users

of the IA, reach after using it? Despite the difficulties in establishing definitions

for such fuzzy concepts, efforts are underway to develop fact-checking systems

and tools that rely on machine learning, natural language processing, and crowd-

sourced verification [138]. These tools can assist in identifying false information

and highlighting discrepancies. Achieving a fully comprehensive and accurate

fact-checking system remains a complex endeavor, though.

3 - Data analysis. Automated data analysis is being tackled by the major AI

developers. Microsoft Co-pilot, ChaptGPT Plus, and Google Assistant have been

capable of ingesting data files, such as CSV tables, and extracting answers from

the data given a prompt. Data analysis products like Tableau and PowerBI have

added AI capabilities to their visualization toolkit to generate infographics. These

examples show how fast AI has taken over data analysis, though certainly many

limitations remain, and also possibilities open to further exploration. For instance,

beyond support to analysis execution, authors in a recent study [97] consider how

IAs could contribute to analysis planning. Considering the complex nature of a

data analysis activity, which involves multiple interconnected stages of coding,

reading, and reflecting, they conducted an empirical study investigating to what

extent and in which ways a hypothetical IAs could be useful to help analysts in

planning a data analysis.
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Data analysis as a functionality of our proposed IA requires multiple strategies,

which depend on the researcher’s prompt, the results from information verification

as described in step [1], the available data, and the data type. Machine learning

is now widely employed to discover patterns in large amounts of data. In many

such applications, it does not matter how the data has been acquired or the specific

nature of the data because no detailed interpretation is required from a machine

learning algorithm. Such applications also do not investigate the information bound-

aries of the data, something we must consider to verify the statistical relevance

of the data and the findings. In contrast, the data’s nature matters to our IA, and

it must be “knowledgeable” about the type of method employed to acquire or

generate the data and its information boundaries. For example, the IA should be

able to identify which type of optical spectroscopy or microscopy was used to

obtain the data and how to interpret it/ e.g., the IA should identify the bands and

seek their correct assignment to chemical groups in vibrational spectroscopy. This

latter type of information must be mined from the literature and properly parsed

to match the prompt given to the IA. Any result should also include its confidence

or statistical relevancy.

A similar reasoning applies to a system capable of extracting visual explanations.

Visualizations and infographics are considered more effective than text to convey

explanations for a given data set [7]. When explaining patterns observed in time

series, for example, rather than providing a textual description, it is better to show

the associations between patterns and time as a visualization, allowing users to

interact to confirm textual explanations, as exemplified in the work by Christino

and Paulovich [52]. In fact, the essential problem of automating data analysis

has been shown to be solvable in the near future [104]; however, I aim beyond

automation. In our proposed IA, I envision Visual Analytic Democratization, where

all processes and result acquisition would be automated to reduce the barrier to

data and visual analysis faced by non-specialized researchers and students. For

instance, I argue that less experienced practitioners in material and computer

sciences would not be required to know a priori how to apply a peak outlier

detection algorithm (and its possible limitations) to a multimodal database. Instead,

they could expect the IA to apply valid, possibly alternative, approaches and
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explain and argue the results back.

4 - Survey of the literature. We have so far discussed the IA’s information-

gathering capability. LLM models have writing capabilities at a near-human

level [109]. Indeed, articles purely AI-written have already been accepted in peer-

reviewed journals, which at the very least shows that AI-written articles can pose

as human-written ones, as exemplified in the work by Cotton et al. [57]. Tools

like Avidnote3 and Kahubi4, which aid researchers in writing questionnaires and

articles, are a first step towards AI-driven automated writing. We propose that

our IA should ingest the available literature and use its writing ability to write

summaries, reviews, and surveys. Surveys on a given topic in chemistry, materials,

or computer sciences can be generated automatically with a few prompts. While

the currently available LLM tools are likely to generate surveys with a superficial

analysis, particularly because they still do not have access to the whole of the

scientific literature, these limitations will probably be eliminated soon. For such

surveys, LLM tools could be integrated with recent strategies that combine natural

language processing with analysis of networks to obtain semi-automated literature

surveys [9, 203, 29]. Moreover, enhanced with the data analysis capability, it could

also provide summaries of the citation patterns and descriptive analyses of the

communities identified in the paper citation networks, informing the most impor-

tant keywords, topics, and critical papers characterizing the different communities

in the field.

An essential feature of this functionality would be the ability to summarize

text to distinct audiences and gradually refine the descriptions at different lev-

els of abstraction, which is more challenging than just identifying very broad or

high-level topics. Additional desired features would be the ability to write tables,

mathematical equations [229], and produce images [227, 25], all of which are im-

portant elements in article or survey writing. Still, this seems to pose no significant

difficulties given the current state of tools already available with the LLMs. Such

features render the IA capable of extracting and grouping the research topics within

the literature and displaying them as taxonomy tables or visualizations.

3https://avidnote.com/
4https://kahubi.com/
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5 - Identifying novelty in research projects and recommending new projects.

Researchers must plan their careers in the short term by choosing relevant scientific-

technological problems to address. Abilities like support to ideation and brain-

storming can aid in this planning and are some of the proven uses of LLMs [114].

Indeed, the back-and-forth process of ideation and decision-making required by

researchers to develop novel ideas and prove them valid is an expected feature of a

research-focused IA. Yet, although tools like ChatGPT and others can use existing

information for ideation and brainstorming, as of now, the topics available for

consideration are limited to those covered in its training corpus. We can only detect

the absence of what would potentially exist through data mining, mathematical

techniques, and simulations [244]. For instance, similar to how AI was already

used to simulate human interaction [172], it can use physical laws to simulate and

discover new materials that could possibly exist [35]. The capability of discovering

what was not discovered before (a.k.a. novelty) will be an essential requirement in

preparing research proposals for which a high degree of novelty is demanded. This

functionality has similarities to the previous one of conducting literature surveys,

but it should include a specific feature to identify potential research directions that

differ from existing ones. While there is software to detect originality in papers,

mostly based on text similarity, equipping an IA with this functionality requires a

step further in assessing research trends, assessing the feasibility of a research plan

(which depends on the infrastructure available to the researcher served by the IA

and his/her knowledge and expertise) and prospecting the potential impact.

Means of achieving this goal are in sight. LLM tools such as ChatGPT were

originally assumed to be an all-encompassing AI chat-bot, but we are now aware

of issues such as hallucinations, which are due to their inability to recall precise

information [4]. Projects like AutoGPT [253], BabyAGI [230], AgentGPT [228],

MemGPT [170], and ChatGPT plugins [169] are all attempts to attach new ca-

pabilities to LLM tools. For example, coupling ChatGPT with the Wolfram [229]

environment allows for highly complex math calculations. This enables it to answer

math-related questions by forwarding them to Wolfram rather than hallucinating

an answer (see 5). Similarly, ArXiv and Google search can be attached to AutoGPT,

5https://writings.stephenwolfram.com/2023/03/chatgpt-gets-its-wolfram-superpowers/
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allowing it to fetch information beyond its training dataset to answer prompts.

ChatGPT Plus can be attached to a Python runtime, allowing it to perform any

coding operation, such as reading uploaded files, extracting statistical informa-

tion from CSV tables, and generating images and PowerPoint presentations with

existing libraries.

This plug-in ecosystem concept expands the potential of LLMs [169]. With a

proper physics-simulation plugin, the IA I propose would be able to collect existing

data about how to generate new knowledge, such as by synthesizing new materials

from step [1]. The IA would additionally reason about the existing knowledge with

step [2], summarise current findings with step [3], and use such summary within

the physics-simulation plugin to verify if any new non-existing material can be

synthesized. This process will likely be time-consuming, but its fully automated

nature and its potential for parallelization would provide researchers with novel

theories or hypotheses that are ready to be tested, thus accelerating the standard

research cycle.

The IA of the future The four functionalities I devised for the IA were all based

on existing technology. That is to say, even in cases where severe limitations still

exist, they can, in principle, be solved with proven strategies in data science and

AI. Therefore, I am confident that these functionalities can be implemented in the

next few years, particularly based on current projects such as LangChain [226],

Make.com [225], and other tools [253, 230, 228]. We now discuss a more long-term

perspective related to the prediction of a new paradigm of knowledge generated

autonomously by a machine[173]. Within this paradigm, we would not have a

mere IA but an AI researcher. The idea of an AI researcher is much more ambitious,

for the tool would have to investigate the literature, brainstorm ideas, propose and

implement a research project, and then communicate the findings in a scientific

paper.

For the sake of simplicity, as it will probably be done in developing an AI

researcher, I address the different tasks in the research workflow individually.

Choosing a scientific problem and producing a paper is perhaps the least difficult

to implement. With the features associated with the analysis of the literature
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and novelty identification, the AI researcher will probably choose a suitable topic

for the project. As for the writing up, writing full essays and scientific papers

has been proven feasible with LLMs [109], despite the many limitations [249]. In

contrast, developing the research project (even in projects on theory or simulations,

without experiments) and generating scientific contributions will be much more

challenging. It may take decades before this can become a reality.

As a final comment, the use of IAs may be accompanied by considerable changes

in scientific publishing. Scientific journals will likely adopt machine-readable for-

mats for their content. Machine-readable formats would allow for more efficient

and effective indexing, searching, and analysis of scientific articles, as well as en-

able the development of more advanced text mining and NLP tools. The adoption

of machine-readable formats may require publishing companies to develop new

business models. This is because machine-readable formats could enable new

forms of content delivery and distribution, such as through the use of application

programming interfaces (APIs), which could provide opportunities for third-party

developers and other organizations to build value-added services on top of scien-

tific content. Traditional subscription-based revenue models may be impacted, as

access to scientific content could be provided in different ways, such as through

pay-per-view or micropayment models. In summary, in our ongoing digital era,

just as we have seen how machine learning techniques have revolutionized scien-

tific practices in many fields, such as in protein folding through alphafold [37] and

in image processing through convolutional neural networks [206], large language

models and intelligent agents have the potential to strongly impact not only the

field of material and computer sciences, but disciplines in natural sciences as a

whole.
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Conclusion

In this dissertation, I have discussed extensively how Vi&VA can grow closer

to Visual Analytic Democratization. In order to discuss how well this dissertation

achieved the original goal, first, let’s compare it to the work discussed. Recalling

my research question:

How to use Provenance to automate the Visualization & Visual Analytics’

knowledge gathering process in order to model, structure, store, query, and

share the users’ storylines? And does this bring advantages back to the users

and, consequently, to the idea of Visual Analytic Democratization?

Let me discuss the different components of this question and how my disserta-

tion addressed them:

Automation: Q4EDA and ChatKG described in chapter 3 and chapter 4 discussed

the experience of a user within a Vi&VA tool in order to answer a question.

In Q4EDA, users can select parts of a visualization to retrieve information

about it from Search Engines, and in ChatKG, I show how a Vi&VA tool can

automate this questioning process through Intelligent Agents.

Model: With the VAKG framework described in chapter 5, I showed how to use ex-

isting modeling literature in practice, transforming them into a methodology

to define the relationship between Machine and Human within Vi&VA, what

type of responsibilities and operations each perform, and how the resulting

taxonomy can lead to building up an ontology. I also defined what a user

storyline and how this modeling process serves to concretely define the user’s

natural knowledge-gathering process.

Structure: Both ChatKG and VAKG discussed and described Knowledge Graphs

(KGs), a structure designed to store knowledge. With ChatKG, I showed that

175
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a KG can be used to structure the explicit knowledge to associate information

from an IA and findings from a temporal dataset. In VAKG I discuss how this

same structure can be used to save a user’s storyline for posterior analysis

and downstream tasks.

Store: While describing VAKG, I discuss how one can collect user data through

provenance, structure as a KG and store it into a database. By focusing on

a specific use-case, KD records storylines of multiple users using multiple

Vi&VA tools into a KG database in order to be used. Throughout this disser-

tation, I defined, contextualized, and exemplified knowledge provenance and

behavior provenance as a way to better understand how past users utilized a

Vi&VA tool, and how they can be used to store the user’s experiences.

Query: In most of the dissertation, I have shown how querying for knowledge

is an integral part of Visual Analytic Democratization. Q4EDA shows the

advantage of allowing users to query for information in a visual manner.

ChatKG automates this query though IA. VAKG and KD populate a database

that can be queried to extract interesting statistics, check how the tool is being

used, and better understand users.

Share: With KD (chapter 6) I demonstrate that by using the VAKG framework on

a stateful system, we are able to collect screenshots and textual annotations

from users in such a way that we are able to reconstruct the user’s storylines.

By having an output as a slide deck, users of KD can easily collect and share

the user’s insights and the means they used to reach the insights.

As a whole, I showed that by allowing users to more easily search for knowl-

edge, be it external knowledge from other databases, from IA or from a repository

of knowledge populated from past user experiences, Vi&VA is able to better able to

cater users, especially users with little expertise in Vi&VA.

8.1 Limitations and Future Research Directions

In this dissertation, I proposed methods and techniques that better allow users

to utilize existing knowledge for their own gain. However, when considering the
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research theme “How can VA be simplified or automated so that it can be used and

further democratized, that is, developed and used more broadly?” proposed in

chapter 1, I do not claim this dissertation has exhausted all potential research of the

proposed research theme. Due to recent advances in IA discussed in chapter 7, a

potential future where visualization tools are not needed is also possible. Extensive

discussions of the usefulness of visual interactivity were had during my research

among important researchers in the field. Therefore, it is important to note that we

are living in a time where much change is happening. This dissertation showed

the advantages of visual selections in Q4EDA and slide decks in KD to collect and

share knowledge, but due to the ubiquitousness of natural language, IA has the

potential to disrupt the field in a large way. I plan to further integrate IA as part of

Visual Analytics Democratization in future research.

Additionally, the way advances in IA, such as ChatGPT, arrived was very

impactful in this dissertation. Although I claim it is and will impact Visual Analytic

Democratization more and more, the amount of skepticism and worry had by some

within the Vi&VA field and among the general population during the last year

limited the results shown in this dissertation. For instance, I argued that Q4EDA can

be considered to be better than directly searching Wikipedia, but would ChatGPT

be even better? And even though KD records screenshots and texts to represent the

collective user knowledge, would IA be a better alternative to summarize the texts

and generate slide decks, especially when using multi-agents for fact-checking

(see chapter 7)? Even though the results of this dissertation are relevant, I argue

that due to the recent advances in IA, this dissertation brings more questions and

potential future research than actual solutions. That said, I also argue that this

dissertation contributes by demonstrating that IA and visualization techniques

can be used in tandem, as is the case with KD, and proposing further methods

of interoperability in chapter 7. I do challenge future researchers to contrast the

solutions raised in this dissertation to a near future where further IA advances will

be available since, with it, we would together reach Visual Analytic Democratization

faster.

This dissertation defined and discussed many topics ranging from storyline to

democratization. However, many of these topics are ambiguous in the literature.
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During the development of certain parts of this dissertation, there were substantial

challenges in properly communicating the definitions of these topics and how they

are put together. For instance, the publication of Q4EDA took years to be accepted

because of the dual nature of its proposal: a technique to convert visual queries

and a system to collect visual queries and display Wikipedia results related to it.

Areas outside Vi&VA usually evaluate a technique by comparing it to certain scores.

Machine Learning research, for instance, can use the model’s accuracy as such

score. However, a technique to transform a visual query into a search query, such

as Q4EDA, has no score to be compared to. Therefore, I used the opinion of the

user who made the selection as the way to evaluate the technique. Future research

in using visual query, especially in the context of IA, is planned to not just utilize

state-of-the-art methods, but also to compare to Q4EDA.

The proposals in this dissertation also have shown to be very hard to evaluate.

Q4EDA itself allows users to select visual elements, which is quicker than the

alternative of exiting the tool to search for the result in Wikipedia as proposed

in chapter 3. Yet, how to evaluate if it is “better”? The evaluation shown in

chapter 3 attempts to answer this question, but since there is no other technique that

also converts visual queries into search queries, the evaluation of the “technique”

became much like what would be expected out of the evaluation of a “system”

instead. Due to this issue, the system called LINKED was removed from the

publication of Q4EDA in order to better position the work as a technique. The same

issue can be found in ChatKG (chapter 4) and KD (chapter 6). With the theoretical

contribution of Vi&VA, another significant challenge arose. As was discussed in

chapter 5, the main contribution is in a methodology to apply an existing theoretical

model directly in practice through the use of Set-Theory and KGs. However, I had

to use many examples, including creating a sample implementation, in order to

demonstrate its use. This caused Vi&VA to also be confused as a “system” by some.

Another limiting factor was the amount of terminology used throughout the

dissertation, which impacted reviewers to pinpoint which aspect of each proposal

was novel. For instance, in VAKG, we propose an ontology. Although it is possible

to submit such work in a Semantic Web venue due to the ontology proposed, the

ontology itself is not novel, but the novelty is instead in the fact that it is based
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on a visual analytic model. Yet, at the same time, researchers in Visual Analytics

are not accustomed to the terminology borrowed from the Semantic Web. Similar

issues occurred when discussing Knowledge provenance and Behavior provenance,

which are terms from the Data Management field. This challenge was tackled

through repeated reviews by polishing the submissions. This made me come to

the conclusion that works that are able to only use well-known terminology in the

fields of their submission venues tend to be more successful. In the case of this

dissertation, however, this was not viable without significant changes in its goals

and results.

8.2 Summary

In this dissertation, I have discussed extensively how Vi&VA can grow closer

to Visual Analytic Democratization. For this, I surveyed the literature for the cur-

rent state-of-the-art knowledge modeling approaches (O1) and proposed two ap-

proaches (Q4EDA and ChatKG) and a system (LINKED) to aid in users in their seek

of knowledge, making Vi&VA more approachable to users (O2). I used this foothold

to discuss and propose KG as the preferred knowledge repository method (O3),

leading me to propose VAKG to aid in the automatic structuring user storylines by

collecting user interactions, intentions, and insights through provenance methods.

This model is then exemplified by being applied to various Vi&VA tools, where

I showcase in KD that user storylines can be (semi)automatically collected and

stored. I discuss how sharing the collective user knowledge can be done by the

generation of slide decks out of user storylines and finalize discussing how IA has

impacted the research so far and will be even more central to Democratizing Visual

Analytics. Each step of the dissertation was demonstrated through examples, use

cases, and interviews with domain experts who are not experienced Vi&VA users.

The complete map of all contents of this dissertation is shown in Figure 8.1. With

this, we provide a glimpse of how Vi&VA tools can provide more value for users in

their unquenchable search for knowledge.
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